
     MORE SIGNS THAN SUN 
      
     Part I: High watt beam layer  
     as a tantrum of love 
      

_____________________________ 

    
A Play in Two Acts  



Cast of Characters 

Part 1 of More Signs than Sun (MSTS) consists of 58 
characters performed by a cast of 3 females and 3 males. 
Since characters range rather than recur from scene to 
scene, character lists and descriptions preface the setting 
of each scene. 

Scene 

Like the characters, the setting and context under which 
each scene appears varies throughout the play. In ACT I, 
the scenes are marked by a change in medium (ie: a comic, a 
commercial). In ACT II, by (unnamed) locations and subjects 
filmed in a documentary. 

Time 

The time, because it includes the embodiment of different 
mediums (content), as well as the form (context), can be 
best described as taking place in the ‘continuous present’, 
a space inclusive of both action and recollection. 



Lighting 

Central to MSTS is the lighting, which serves 
metaphorically and physically as a source, and changes from 
between acts as follows: 

Prologue:  lit by one high beam pointing up, positioned  
at the center of the stage floor 

ACT 1:  lit from below, by a ring of floor lights -  
occasionally in addition to the high beam, 
as indicated in stage directions 

ACT 2:  lit from the center, by angled lights on the  
left and right corners of the stage  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     PROLOGUE: Extension Processing 

CHARACTERS 

1-6:   in white with black hoods 

SETTING:    We are in a cavernous region of  
     the psyche. A high beam light is  

pointed upwards from center stage. 
A ring of floor lights surround 
the high beam, at the stage’s 
outermost circumference. 

AT RISE:    1-6 are standing in a circle  
around the high beam, turned  
outwards towards audience. 
The high beam emphasizes their  
outline and, along with the hoods,  
creates shadows over faces. 

(1-6 begin rotating slowly to 
the left in side steps. This 
continues throughout scene, 
allowing the character speaking 
to remain at stage center, 
facing audience.) 

1    
(shrieking, shivering, panicked)  

I'm naked, young 

     2     
(matter-of-factly)  

I'm dumb 

3    
(dazed)  

The bird flew out behind me 

     4     
(clueless)  

The what? 
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     5    
(turning back to 4)  

I meant I was pursued 

     6    
(in shock)  

Dude, you're hanging by your neck! 

     1    
(resolute)  

I'll keep a coat on then 
 

     2    
(fanning self, dramatic)  

OMG. It is soooo hot right now. 

     3    
(miming gliding on one leg)  

Woo-hoo, roller skates! 

       
(4 stares blankly, silent) 

     5    
(stepping back behind 6)  

Hey wucha hidin' up in there? 

     6    
Just this fat lip, empty lungs and cage 

(5 rejoins place in circle) 

     1    
(stepping back, behind 2, over 
high beam)  

Far as I can see, three options here...You're good with 
people, aren't you? 

       
(2 worried, eyes darting up and 
out in search of voice.) 
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     1    
No? K, I got this cousin Jimmy. 

       
(3, as ‘Jimmy’ gritting, as if 
holding something back) 

     1 
Real.  

      
(4, as ‘Jimmy’ snarling, 
splaying limbs) 

     1    
Stand-up guy 

(5 as ‘Jimmy’   smiling, on 
floor with limbs tucked into 
clothes, pushing clothes from 
within while slowly rising, as 
if inflating.) 

  
     1     
What, not your...? 

  (6 silent, worried looking 
up) 

     1    
Christ. You can dance, can't you? 

(6 and 2 create opening in 
circle) 
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     1   
(moving into opening, suddenly 
meek)  

Sure I guess mean I'm good at everything else so... 

     2    
(wide-eyed)  

This'll be great!  

     3    
(stepping back to center of 
stage over light, behind 4) That 
is unless I... 

  
   
(4 mimes holding bazooka, aimed 
at 5. 5 stares at bazooka, 
panicked) 

     6    
(Turning left to face 3, speaks 
when eye to eye, rejoins cast in 
one fluid spin)  

Murder you? 

     1    
(turning right towards 3, speaks 
when eye to eye, rejoins cast in 
one fluid spin)  

Turn you to a beast? 

     2    
(Hands up, steps back to shield 
3)  

Look, I didn't mean any...  

   3    
(Turns in opposite direction of 
cast (right), addressing all 
from behind, completing 2 full  
spins.)  

I just wanted to no...you looked like you needed help 
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(1; 2; 4-6 halt with 2 steps, in 
sync, each widening their stance  

You  
(twisting necks and upper torsos 
abruptly to the left to face 3) 

look frightfully 
(high beam off) 

c-c-c-c-cold. 

    
     (BLACKOUT) 

     (END OF PROLOGUE)  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ACT I: Local programming 

Scene 1: Filmed Star 
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CHARACTERS  

Santa:   in red felt suit, disheveled wig and  
   hat with a plastic visor and hairdryer glued  
   on to front. His feet are bare bare but for  
   a trail of buttons down front arches 
  
Satan:    offstage voice, who speaks by releasing  
   balloons 

Kid:   offstage voice, high pitch, genderless tone  
   as if neutralized by helium 

Recorder:  male, seated in front of stage 

Left:   female, seated next to Recorder  

SETTING:    We are inside a theater watching a  
reenactment of a Christmas 
production recorded on a handheld 
Sony Betacam. There is an audience 
seating area at the edge of the 
stage where RECORDER films 
throughout play. His footage is 
streamed live, via projector, onto 
the back wall of the stage.  

AT RISE:    SANTA is descending from the top  
left stage by a bungee cord. He is 
lowered until his shins are 
visible, feet dangling. The floor 
beam illuminate his lower limbs. 
The curtain remains lowered a 
quarter of the way down. RECORDER, 
holding camera, has and keeps his 
arm raised throughout scene.  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SANTA    
(Declaratively)  

I’ll be your fountain, rock baby I’ll be your sock. You’ll 
see it once you’re grown. 

(SANTA descends until his feet 
land on raised surface behind 
pulpit lit by floor beam. His 
body is visible from the torso 
down.) 

Now stand up tall. Wait. Stand up. Crawl. Rise both palms 
flat–Amen. 

(SANTA peaks head out from 
behind curtain. Floor lights 
turn on, illuminating him from 
back to front.)  

Well done, your duty. It’s an honor. N’ everyone’s got the 
right. 

(Stage lights fade. Grumbles–
clasp–buckle–thud–whispers are 
heard on stage, while SANTA 
detaches from bungee cord. SANTA 
reappears with flushed, moist 
face and is seated at front 
stage right, spreadeagled on a 
wooden chair back. A clump of 
wig hair hangs off a single 
strand, twirling around his 
right shoulder.) 

     SANTA    
Now c’mere close, no buckled knees. Tell Santa what you 
want this year. 

(SANTA does a quick 50* scan of 
audience and stage while wiping 
wig bangs off to the side. He 
adjusts his hat and tugs at his 
sleeves.) 

I’m tapped and real plugged in you see 
(Wiggles head, gesturing towards 
loosely fastened plastic items 
clinking against one another on 
his felt hat.)  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     SANTA (Cont.) 
Hairdryer, visor. Hell, everything you need  

(turning slightly on chair, 
angles head towards left back 
corner of stage)  

Ain’t that right Satan? 

(Stage lights fade out. Primary 
pastel-colored letter shaped 
balloons shoot out from back 
left corner of stage. Letters 
rise one by one, attached to 
ribbed white ribbon, spelling 
out ‘SURE IS’. Lights resume 
when last balloon floats beyond 
stage.)  

     SANTA    
Alright, now don’t you go anywhere. Better yet graba’ 
holda’ these here shoulders. 

(wiggling, left pad loosens, 
falls slightly off to side.)  

And remember– 
(leaning forward, pointing 
towards audience.)  

Everything you say to Santa, Santa plays right back. 

(Stage lights shut off abruptly. 
White, heavily inflated letter 
shaped balloons shoot out from 
opening in the left back corner 
of stage, spelling out‘true 
that!’ Balloons quickly float 
off stage.) 

     SANTA     
(still seated, in dark)  

So kid, what’ll it be? 

(Stage floods evenly with red light.)  
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     KID     
(off)  

I’ll take one whirly gig, whoopdi-do...me, kid house rock 
spawn, wooden lawn…and…red brick sheers. 

(Stage lights off.)  

     SANTA     
Just those uh…fun and games? 

(Stage relights in red.) 

     KID      
(off) 

A sucker too. 

(All overhead lights turn on 
simultaneously, illuminating 
entire theater. The projector 
shows a pre-recorded pan shot of 
men and women seated in audience 
shrugging, exchanging inaudible 
Q&As with neighbors. Shuffling. 
Blur. 5 second pause in 
recording. Vaulted gold-rimmed 
ceiling. Blur. LEFT’s left hand, 
to immediate right of RECORDER’s 
camera, rises upturned palm 
towards stage, entering the 
projection. 

On stage, SANTA circles chair, 
picks it up, facing audience. He 
stomps his rubber boots in 3/4 
time, thrusting chair forward on 
each beat.) 
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     SANTA    
 (thrusting on each syllable)  

K try n’ sway  

(Offstage cast members move to 
different points along the 
parameter of seated audience and 
recite remaining lines with 
SANTA, increasing in volume and 
variation of voice with  
each remaining word.) 

Try n’ sway  
Try n’ sway 

(An agonized, rabid scream from 
back left stage accompanies the 
release of a nearly-deflated, 
slow rising, rectangular white 
balloon, outlined in purple with 
‘i Dare you’ printed across it 
in red, green and blue letters. 
The balloon crinkles between 
closing curtains, lingers for 3 
seconds and is pulled into fold 
from behind curtain.  

The curtain rises. The stage now 
empty besides the live 
recording, now showing a 
zig-zag pan of audience, 
repeated in quick succession, 
accompanied by fricative sounds:   
malleable soft on immobile 
flat.)  

     (BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 2: Squid & Clammy 
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CHARACTERS  

Squid:   balding, with transparent casing around  
   torso. Limbs are wooden and straight, like  
   table legs 
   
Clammy:    in pointed bra, high-waisted skirt, high/ 
   taut ponytail. She has hollow pointed joints  
   and no hands 

Title:    in black top, white pants 

Subhead:   in white top, black pants  

Outline 1: in black 

Outline 2:  in black 

SETTING:    We are zoomed up close inside the  
     panels of a serial Sunday  
     newspaper comic.  

AT RISE:    A large rectangular magnifying  
glass framed by black sheets 
fastened to the top and bottom, is 
held up by OUTLINE 1 and 2 in the 
center of the stage. SQUID and 
CLAMMY are standing face to face, 
covered by the magnifying glass’s 
lower black sheet. 

(TITLE enters stage right, 
stopping at center stage.) 

     TITLE    
(like news correspondent)  

Squid & Clammy swap Atlantic for Potomac  
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     SUBHEAD    
(walking across stage, like talk 
show host, stands in front of 
TITLE.)  

Following Squid’s out-of-state promotion, Clammy considers 
the ins and outs of life on a new shore. 

[TITLE and SUBHEAD exit. OUTLINE 
1 and 2 position magnifying 
glass in front of SQUID’s and 
CLAMMY’s legs and feet. CLAMMY’s 
knees are knocking inwards. The 
rest of their bodies remain 
covered by black sheet.) 

     SQUID    
Won’t get far with knees like those, can barely make it 
round a table. Biggest lap so far’s the house. You think 
the world’s got railings? 

     CLAMMY    
Hey how bout you put a fork in or I’ll find someone who 
will?  Look–if I ain’t knocked up by November, watch me 
catch the wind this time for real; a taller branch, same 
backyard tree. 

(OUTLINE 1 and 2 move magnifying 
glass up to frame SQUID and 
CLAMMY from their hips to necks, 
centered at elbows. SQUID’s are 
raised, hands cut off by frame. 
CLAMMY’s are pointed out behind 
torso.) 

     SQUID    
This some kinda joke to you? My...life is serious Clammy, 
but what do you know about business? Catfish claws around 
your neck all day. Eel shit down what you’re making. You 
think it’s grim up here? 

(torso moves from audible 
tapping foot below, incredulous)  

Dunno how good you have it.   
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     CLAMMY    
Says the one with hands! Whatsa matter?  

(flapping elbows)  
What’s it like down there? Don’t like how you feel? Maybe 
this fresh-water work ain’t right for you. Ever thinka’ 
that? 

   
[OUTLINE 1 and 2 move magnifying 
glass up to portrait frame SQUID 
and CLAMMY’s profiles. SQIUID’s 
hands are wrapped around 
CLAMMY’s neck. They’re staring 
at each other so closely, it 
appears they share one, unified 
pupil.] 

     SQUID    
Yeah like you and breathing, huh? I know I thinka’ that. 
All those kinks down your back, no one else can see. 

     CLAMMY    
(sarcastically, chocking)  

Ah, the vantage of an air tank, who thinks he’s an eagle. 
Your wings will break my heart, which, you know, is only 
made of ink. 

     SQUID     
Oh fuck you Clammy.  

(Moving face closer, knocking 
hers further out of frame)  

You really wanna kid around? 

     (BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 3: Free tow 
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CHARACTERS  

Larry:     dealership employee, in ill-fitting suit,  
   loud tie 

Adult 1:    female stock footage model in generic dress 

Adult 2:   male stock footage model in generic dress 

Mover:  in beige coveralls with a yellow poodle-like  
   face with bulging eyes outlined in red brand  
   insignia on right lapel 

Holder 1:  in black 

Holder 2:  in black 

SETTING:    We are inside one of three  
commercials promoting a trade-in 
program, aired for three 
consecutive weeks on basic cable 
beginning Easter Sunday.  

AT RISE:    Loud crashing sounds, glass  
breaking. A large oval-shaped 
piece of frosted glass is held by 
HOLDERS 1 and 2 at stage center, 
obscuring the site of noise. 
HOLDERS turn glass up and while 
angled flat in front of the 
audience, reveals a red inflatable 
bouncy house with a raging pinball 
shooting out in all directions 
from within. The house sits atop a 
crayoned-in lawn. The glass’s 
movement indicates a change of 
scene within the commercial. 

(After a few minutes, the 
frosted glass is turned down, 
covering house. In front, ADULTS 
1 and 2 sit hunched over at the 
end of crayoned-in driveway. 
LARRY enters stage left.) 
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     LARRY    
Life on the ground wearing you down? 

(Adults look up and around, 
startled. A popular road rock 
song begins at crescendo break 
of second chorus. 

Glass is turned up, revealing 
same adults driving a mobile 
home along a mountainous 
coastline at dusk (in crayon), 
with a paper sticker of a 
profile of a sleeping toddler 
stuck to the window of the 
home’s middle door.  

Rock song fades into Larry’s 
breath, who circles glass 
throughout scene.) 

     LARRY    
Set your home base free with wheels for duds. Look, we all 
know what it’s like to have something crap out on ya’, but 
that doesn’t meat you’re stuck with it for good. At Rick’s, 
we believe everyone deserves a fresh start, including–and 
especially–those with limited means.  

(Glass turns down, revealing 
ADULTS 1 and 2 clinking red wine 
glasses in front of a crayoned 
beach backdrop. A sleeping paper 
baby doll is on a red checkered 
blanket a few feet behind them.)  

      

     LARRY     
That’s why, for a limited time, we’re making it easier than 
ever to trade in your home–no-matter what condition it’s 
in–and upgrade right into a mobile. Our units come in two 
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to six head carriers and were designed to give you the 
protection and comfort you deserve while driving down an 
open road–the same technology’s that’s made our tow’s #1 in 
the country.  

(Glass turns up, revealing 
adults laying side by side, 
propped up on elbows, playing 
cards inside a coffin strung 
with lights to resemble an 
overhead compartment.)  

     LARRY    
If you ever thought of moving, there’s never been a better 
time to set your wheels in motion. Just hop on over to the 
nearest Rick’s and you’ll be out of here in no time  

(LARRY exits stage right. Glass 
turns down, revealing bouncy 
house being deflated, folded 
into a bag and slung across 
MOVER’s shoulders. During this 
time, HOLDERS tape a large brand 
insignia across the opposite 
side of glass. MOVER tips his 
hat when he reaches stage center 
and winks.  

Glass turns up, revealing 
insignia. After a beat, HOLDER 1 
tapes’Rick’s below poodle-face. 
HOLDER 2 tapes ’888-MOVE-NOW’ 
below it. 

LARRY enters stage behind 
insignia and pops out in front.  

   LARRY 
Free tows for the first 50 
callers!  
   LARRY (Cont.) 
(crouches back down, pauses, 
pops back up)  

and tell ‘em Larry sent ‘ya!  
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(lingers with finger pointed to 
audience, looks around as if for 
direction.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 4: Building quick rapport 
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CHARACTERS  

Speaker:   upbeat middle-aged woman in heavy makeup,  
   orange skirt suit, purple tights and  
   burgundy shoes.  

Receiver:   heavy breathing, slump-shouldered preteen,  
   barefoot in jeans and tee-shirt  

SETTING:    We are inside a telemarketing  
training demo, originally 
performed and recorded at a 
‘Dialogue of Persuasion’ 
convention outside Washington DC. 
Due to its success, the 
conversation was reenacted, 
optimized for distribution and 
marketed as curriculum.  

AT RISE:    Stage is divided in half by a wall  
divider. The left side is a stage 
with bright red curtains. A phone 
is attached to left wall. The 
right side is empty, but for a 
blue phone on a gray metal table. 
SPEAKER enters stage left from 
behind red curtain. 

     SPEAKER    
(Pacing around, circling wall 
divider, gesturing often and 
widely with hands and arms.)  

You know the kind. They’re quiet. Shy. Trying to get off 
the line. And that’s if they even answer in the first 
place. But I’m here to show you this type of resistance is 
just as malleable as the second language learners’ or the 
rushed and cursing. Now the only notes I have on this 
number is that it’s local and the last person who answered 
was polite. Sounds like just the type to show you how to 
build rapport through reassurance–just by thinking on your 
feet. So let’s give it a shot, shall we? 
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(SPEAKER moves into left side of 
the stage and picks up phone. 
She dials, smiling, crossing 
fingers and winking towards 
audience. RECEIVER enters stage 
right and picks up after fourth 
ring.) 

     RECEIVER    
Um. Hello?  

     SPEAKER   
Hi there! 

     RECEIVER     
Who’s this? 
   
     SPEAKER    
I heard you were looking for the clean. 

     RECEIVER     
Well, it has been...(mumbling to self, counting) no, 
already? 
   
     SPEAKER    
Alrighty. 

(Receiver looks around, moves 
back to darker area of stage.)  

     RECEIVER    
I mean, what are we talking about here?  

     SPEAKER    
Just following up, checking in. 

     RECEIVER    
So you know about the freezer fries, meat bits, pies and 
all that?  

     SPEAKER     
Are you free today at five? 
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     RECEIVER    
Should be, why? 

     SPEAKER    
Do you drive? 

     RECEIVER     
I know someone who might. 

     SPEAKER    
Why don’t you come on over, looks like we’re only a few 
blocks away.  

     RECEIVER    
Should I bring anything? 

     SPEAKER    
Nothing you haven’t got already. Maybe some gum if you 
like. You got a pen handy?  

     RECEIVER     
Somewhere around here.  

(opens table drawer, rummaging; 
plastic bags falling to floor.) 

     SPEAKER    
(looking to audience, rolling 
eyes.) 

You know, our address is pretty easy to memorize. 

     RECEIVER   
I..I don’t know about that. 

     SPEAKER   
Give it a shot. Here: 6596 Reno Drive. 

     RECEIVER    
Sounds familiar. I think I know where that is.  

     SPEAKER    
Thought you might. Now remind me, what name do you like to 
go by? 

     RECEIVER    
Well...All my my friends call me J, like the letter. 
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     SPEAKER    
How could I forget?  

     RECEIVER    
I don’t think... 

     SPEAKER    
We’re all set then, J. For 5. See you then! 

     RECEIVER    
Bye 

(SPEAKER quickly hangs up and 
pulls bent elbows back 
victoriously, mouthing ‘yes!’) 

   (BLACKOUT) 

   (END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 5: Drive-in Hired 
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CHARACTERS  

Teacher:    distant, unengaged bald middle-aged man 

Student:    shy, obedient teenage boy 

Connie Lee: news reporter, in navy skirt suit 

SETTING:    We are inside the last in a series  
of one-on-one ‘Learn by steering’ 
classes, recorded to determine the 
teacher’s eligibility as a full-
time instructor of a flagship 
motor skills school. The recording 
was confiscated in a class action 
lawsuit against the school, now 
broadcast on a popular undercover 
news show. To protect the identity 
of the student and teacher, 
figures are blurred, color removed 
and voices changed.  

AT RISE:    TEACHER and STUDENT appear as  
     shadows behind a shoji screen  
     stretched across stage. TEACHER’s  
     head extends beyond top of screen.  
     STUDENT sits on a chair to the   
     right of TEACHER. They are  
     perfectly still, as if on pause.  

CONNIE LEE enters stage left. A 
microphone cord trailing from 
behind. 

     CONNIE LEE 
You’re getting it here first folks. The whole MSS debacle 
caught on tape. Ugh, what a mess. And remember, this is 
only what we’re allowed to put on air. Just goes to show – 
you never really know what’s going on behind closed doors 

(shaking head in disappointment, 
dramatically) 
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CONNIE LEE (CONT.) 
Now, this might be pretty gruesome to some of you, so if 
you have a little one around, you might want start bed 
time–or nap-time–early. And remember, we’ll be following up 
with the school’s founder after the break, so stay put. 

(CONNIE LEE exits stage, pulling 
mic cord behind her. Lights 
illuminate behind shoji screen, 
emphasizing shadows of TEACHER 
and STUDENT.) 

     TEACHER  
(turning to STUDENT)   

Welcome. First just do as I, please. 

     STUDENT    
Okay 

     TEACHER    
Your name? 

     STUDENT     
Jonson 

     TEACHER     
Okay Jonny. Let’s start by dropping really low, k? Hands 
up, yes shake out any tension. Wow, fast. What’s that, feel 
cold? Well if you’re ready... 

     STUDENT     
Yes? 

     TEACHER     
Drag those grandma clothes over there, yes. Now pick out 
something thick, loose. Right up, yes and over. Well done. 
Could get tricky next.  

(STUDENT walks over to a box at 
the corner of shoji screen, 
pulling a dress out and over his 
head.) 
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STUDENT     
Alright. 

     TEACHER     
Choose a needle from the pocket cushion. Your hair’s thin 
so any will do. Now take it strand by strand through every 
nail, starting from the center. Left pinky first, with 
enough room on either side. 

     STUDENT     
Oh, I forgot to grow mine. 

     TEACHER     
They’re wide enough, will just take more time. I’ll check 
back at 03 hours. 

(Teacher exits. Light behind 
screen off. Muffled 
grumbles,‘shoot’ and ‘ouches’ 
from STUDENT for two minutes.  

Lights behind screen illuminate. 
Teacher returns. Student is 
standing with hands resting on 
shoulders, elbows out, 
perpendicular to torso, like a 
cross.) 

     TEACHER     
Why yes, now look at you. Not all even in the back...Good 
you pulled most to shoulders…a handrest, yes and I hadn’t 
even mentioned it. Very clever. Now this next  
part’s more on me than you. Just need to hold tight with 
your shoulders up like earrings.  

     STUDENT     
Easy 

     TEACHER     
We’ll be piercing lobes to bones now. Two, three seconds 
tops.  

     STUDENT     
You sure? 
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     TEACHER     
I don’t think you could get much faster. 

     STUDENT    
(returning to seat)  

Not with all this weaving.    

     TEACHER     
That’s right.  

(Moves next to student, bends to 
ear)  

Now one, two...three 

     STUDENT   
Eee!  

(feet shuffle quickly under 
chair) 

     TEACHER     
And two, two, three 

(On opposite side of chair) 

(Student sucks in air through moist sides of mouth) 

     TEACHER     
There we go, perfect. All set for town.  

(Backing away, admiring work) 

     STUDENT     
Like this?  

(Standing, now with shoulders 
attached to ears, elbows 
drooping like wings) 

     TEACHER     
You’ll get the hang of it. Just don’t jerk your head too 
quick–least not at first. Time it takes to smooth out, 
balance, really up to you. All goes faster on your own. So 
pass up pull-ups. If someone asks, say  

(in distant, occupied voice)  
‘I’m learning how to slink here, thanks.’ Or, ‘I’m working 
on my two-step bounce.’ 
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     TEACHER(Cont.)   

If pressed to, try   
‘My two-end bounce 
by 
cutting loose  
low clumps and sacs 
to spring back  
up in piece 

Or for a piece 
Or up to peace 
Or  just to, please?’ 

That’s usually enough to get the nosy ones off your back, 
in my case anyways.  

     STUDENT     
What do you mean? 

     TEACHER     
Depends who’s asking, what’s being offered. 

     STUDENT     
I don’t get it. 

     TEACHER     
Look, imagine you’re an accordion–the sound you make’s 
different every time pushed or pulled, right?  

     STUDENT     
Yeah 

     TEACHER     
So all you gotta do is make the right sound. Or gesture. 
Can be anything really. Take Jay-Z for example, and feeling 
like a pimp. According to him, all you’d need to do is flop 
your hands up around your shoulders. For me, it’s leaving 
lots of space between my thighs, but I guess I’m more of a 
player…  
     STUDENT     
Wait, I don’t want to be a player 
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     TEACHER     
Player, slayer, sailor. We’re in the moving business Jonny. 
Know what all these trash cans mean? Things here stay in 
motion, always on-the-go. That’s why you came here, right? 

     STUDENT     
Yeah 

     TEACHER     
Nothing to worry about then. It’ll all become clear soon 
enough. Just make sure you practice. And you might want to 
steer clear of eyeballs. Those can throw people right off. 
Send ‘em spinning. Hair all over the place. 

     STUDENT     
Eyeballs in heads? 

     TEACHER     
Actually where digestion starts, which you know, is all 
about balance. Best to keep a shade or two in between you 
and them, whenever you go out.  

     STUDENT     
But I wear glasses.  

     TEACHER     
Then you just need some tints. Here, snap-on lenses. A 
graduation present.  

     STUDENT     
Wow, thanks.  

     TEACHER     
Fits your frame too. 

     STUDENT     
Great 

     TEACHER     
And one last tip before you go. When it comes to grilling–
and trust it always will–at some point or another. Just 
make sure yours line up alright. One eye down for every 
tooth. That’ll keep you steady no matter who’s looking–and 
for what. Another reason for shades and carrying extras, 
just in case.  
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     STUDENT     
But I can’t get to my pockets now.  

     TEACHER     
You’ll be stretchy soon enough. For now, just keep 
everything behind your ears.  

     STUDENT     
Okay 

     TEACHER     
On your way then, and best of luck Jonny. Or Jonson. 

(STUDENT wobbles off stage 
right. TEACHER picks up chair 
and box and exits stage left.) 

    
     (BLACKOUT) 

     (END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 6: Air this life 
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CHARACTERS  

Mister Rogers:    in thick makeup, robin egg cardigan  
    over navy turtleneck, lavender   
    corduroys 

Director:     male in 20’s, speaks from offstage 

SETTING:    We are inside an info-testimonial  
featuring MISTER ROGERS, airing at 
6am on the RIC network. It is his 
first appearance since his death. 
The set is a dark hunting lodge 
with a white tiled kitchen counter 
overlooking an amber carpeted 
living room featuring  swollen, 
forest green furniture. The heads 
and fur of varying woodland 
mammals cover most flat surfaces 
of the set. 

AT RISE:    MISTER ROGERS appears towards the  
back of stage, entering the set 
and lingering below a row of 
dangling metallic, teardrop lamps 
above kitchen counter. He taps one 
nearest his head. It illuminates. 
He retreats, somewhat startled. He 
repeats this, with increasing 
speed, for each remaining light, 
before facing audience.  

     MISTER ROGERS    
I know, I know, if you’re like a lot of people, you’re 
probably thinking, isn’t that guy dead? You wouldn’t be the 
first one.  
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     MISTER ROGERS (Cont.) 
Hell, I thought so too for a while. Or that I’d been given 
some kind of sick hamster collage instead of the one where 
your life’s rolled out in front of you, but stays 
comfortably out of reach. That or I was being screwed by 
bored, unemployed extraterrestrials, the latest earthly 
victim of their ongoing recession.  

But the thing no one tells you and the thing I find most 
fascinating about the afterlife is that it’s happening all 
around you. Actually, all the time. I know, sounds like a 
line picked straight from the land of make believe–another 
theory I had upon waking up. In fact, the first thing I did 
when I left the hospital was callout for Lady Aberlin. She 
always knew what to do.  

Anyways, if you think about it, living in the afterlife 
isn't such a wild idea. It’s just no one ever mentions it. 
Instead, we do all our dead talking at the cemetery and 
even then, only on special occasions–letting ghosts and 
vampires fill in the blanks so we can get back to  
‘business’ 

(in air-quotes)   
or what I like to call, castle-making. You know, all the 
prepping, building, waiting around–acting like the 
afterlife's a big cream-filled carrot, deliciously heavy 
but somehow light enough to float right above our heads.  

Unfortunately, an afterlife on the ground isn't such a 
popular idea. PBS wouldn’t even let me on the air and we 
spent 31 years together. But you know me better than that. 
Or, at least I hope you do, or did at some point. Believe 
me, if I wanted to trick people, I would have done it back 
when I had contract and a whole legal team behind me. 

But back to castles: the striving, the hype, all the crud 
poured into dying right. Now, as the first one to return 
therefore the only ‘who’ that can truly say–all those steps 
and bricks, cement and glue–only makes things harder trying 
to pass. Like peanut butter, breaded cheese sticks, hair 
gel before sex. All ends up as garbage, dead weight, spent 
energy. 
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     MISTER ROGERS (Cont.)  
Really, after you’re all set and down, all that’s left is 
you’re trash. Sure, you might think, he’s Mr. Rogers, if 
anyone would get a pass upstairs, it’d be him. And you 
wouldn’t be too far off. I’ve totaled I don’t know how many  
cars avoiding vermin on the road, even broke a rib once 
belly-flopping to save a snake who swallowed too big a 
mouse. But see, I was looking forward to death. Not because 
I didn’t value life. I’d just had my fill. Was ready to 
move on, leave space for something else. I was tired. And 
while I made out quite well eventually, ‘castle-wise’, life 
wasn’t always so cozy. In fact, I probably wouldn’t be 
talking with you from the afterlife if I didn’t have my 
fair share of struggles.  

See before I was MISTER ROGERS, I was just simple old Fred 
McFeely–a shy and pretty nerdy minister in training, 
plopping around the city looking high and low for 
neighbors: anyone who’d let their eyes twinkle once in a 
while. One night on my way home with the supplies for a 
bookshelf, I cut through McCarren park. I'd always loved 
the name but never had enough time to really enjoy it, 
especially at night. About midway through, I was stopped by 
a platypus. It stared right up at me, unblinking inches 
away from my feet. Curious as ever, I followed it towards a 
mound much like the one featured on my show where Ana’s 
family lived. Anyways, I hung around after it scurried down 
one of the holes, waiting to see if others would come out. 
I sat down, started humming a Dylan song and came pretty 
close to dozing off. A baby platypus appeared and started 
sniffing right up near my leg. A few others joined, more 
timid. I took a few deep relaxing breaths, hoping it’d help 
to calm them down. More came out, bigger ones, 16 or so in 
total. A handful began crowding near my seat. Then I made 
the mis– 

(shakes head quickly from side 
to side)  

I had allergies–terrible ones back then, especially near 
grass. Anyways I sneezed, which sent the smallest platypus 
flying right up towards my lap. I was attacked.  

I woke up on my back, twigs sticking out my shins and 
thighs. My clothes were shred, scattered on the grass. Only 
my socks were intact. I could barely walk. A stumbling man 
threw a mostly empty beer bottle at me. Everything went 
black. I was hospitalized.  
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     MISTER ROGERS (Cont.)  
No way to prepare for a thing like that. No way to succeed 
either. If I wasn’t so lonely and exhausted from lugging 
all that wood around, maybe I would’ve known to get out of 
there. But then, if the platypuses hadn’t gotten to me, 
maybe the drunk man would have. Regardless, I don’t think 
regret registers in the afterlife–can’t seem to find the 
right words, even to use as an example.  

Anyways, making it to the afterlife is not nearly as 
difficult as we’re led to believe. In my opinion, if we 
spent half as much time learning revival skills as we do 
survival, it’d be a walk in the park–without the 
platypuses–for nearly everyone. Revival's a lot like 
survival, just more strategic. Not in a Darwinian way, more 
basic. I think of it like breathing 101, beating for 
dummies, hacking circulation–depending on the day. It’s 
incredible really, that when taken out of your body, 
nothing left is automatic. Blinking, salivating, it all 
stops. Turns out, even nails won’t budge unless they’re 
told to. And trust me, they don’t like being told anything. 
At the beginning, I couldn’t get a cuticle to show up 
without chanting a rhyme about the virtues of gap-
smoothing, protective skin coats. Even then, nothing if I 
did it without pom-poms or used anything less than my 
entire vocal range. It took me years to figure out what 
worked and where–I was never one to take notes. In fact, 
the best way to describe the process is rather abstract.  

If you would, please, try to imagine   
(looking up, closing eyes in 
recollection, takes a deep 
breath, squints throughout 
memory) 

An arm around a cloud 
A blinding, silent half-quartz mouth 
Blue soiled origami flapped 5 ways into hands 
And one club foot, one desperate night, face down   two 
pirate boots 

And then, to balance! wires, wisps 
Tilting, jerking in the wind  
My soles gave out.  
I toppled to– 
I toppled through– 
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     MISTER ROGERS (Cont.)  
Disintegration   
As seahorse membrane, tissue folds on disco floors and 
powdered chins 
Through newborn apes on metal bars on neon grass on July 
fourth 
Near upturned weeds by–clink–golf cleats, dark somewhere 
said Savannah? 
My eyes barbequed, coal stained to smoke, rained dandruff 
on giraffes, hyena spit then kibble 

Look my friends, my dear old neighbors, here we are not 
toasted, jam or instant coffee, steel cut oats nor pulp-
free OJ. In-out here, there is no bran. No raisins grow. 
Our home’s no country. We are though. In fact, just dust. 

(walking from kitchen, towards 
vacuum cleaner positioned over 
floor beam. Light illuminates.) 

Just think of it like your vacuum. Like this VR7 FumeTomb 
my good friends here at RIC hooked me up with: high-
powered, cordless, apparently a whiz at sucking dander 
right off furry pets. So, let’s pretend, after a full day 
cleaning, you tried to identify everything sucked up by the 
vacuum–could you? 

Would you? 

Probably not. Likely wouldn’t bother looking at all unless 
you suspected something got in accidentally. And if that 
happens with a FumeTomb, all you gotta do is flip the 
nozzle off and slide the vacuum bag right out. So while 
you're looking for your wedding band, dog-tag, maybe a 
missing charm, the remaining dust would probably go 
unnoticed, all blend in together. No need to call some 
Teddy, or say hey look there’s Sue!, point out which spec 
came from where in your house, or who. And besides, are 
things ever really sucked up accidentally? As far as I’m 
concerned, whatever makes it inside the FumeTomb, should 
probably stay inside a Fumetomb. So when you finish, all 
your dust’s in the same bag, on its way to a bigger bag 
with the rest of your trash and then onto a truck to be 
emptied into who knows what kind of container. 

Point is, once you’re inside, all the packaging's the same   
the letters, numbers, colors, materials remain out of 
sight, beyond your field of vision.  
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     MISTER ROGERS (Cont.) 
That’s not to say the FumeTumb runs like any old Panasonic 
or has the same hardware or op...oper....operations...how’s 
that again?  

(squinting left beyond audience) 

     DIRECTOR     
(dismissively, impatient)  

It’s op-per-ra-ting sys-tem 

     MISTER ROGERS   
Right, the FumeTomb does not have the upper ratings system 
as the Moover409 

     DIRECTOR     
Or the Zoombroom! 

     MISTER ROGERS   
And it is nothing like the woomtune. By the looks of it, 
probably’s got its own afterlife built right in, just like 
you and me. All these glyphs and lights, real high tech 
stuff  

(MISTER ROGERS pressing buttons, 
one illuminates all lights on 
the vacuum and sets off a 
jarring beeping sound. He 
squints ahead and nods, fumbling 
to turn off FumeTomb. DIRECTOR 
walks over, crouching, and pulls 
at cord. The Fumetomb dies. ) 

     MISTER ROGERS 
Ok my neighbors, we’ll have to wrap it up here. But now we 
know that this goodbye, like all goodbyes, isn't ever 
really for good. So I hope you’ll join me in this 
afterlife. It’s taking shape right here and right there too   
in your living room or office or whatever floor you’ve got 
at least a foot in. And I'd love if we could share it. So 
join me every weekday morning at 6 for more talk on this 
afterlife and keeping clean with the VR7 FumeTomb, right 
here on RIC. 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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     Scene 7: Seymour Frogs on saving  
       Buffy 
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CHARACTERS  

Kevin Cayaho:   boisterous male in 20’s, in bright  
    orange tee and shorts 

Seymour Frogs:  timid male in 20’s, in white tee, white  
    pants 

Buffy:   female, former TV star, platinum hair,  
    neon blue tube dress 

SETTING:    We are inside a recording of an  
interview posted to and accessed 
from an online tabloid magazine. 

AT RISE:    Navigation to the video appears,  
via projector, on the back wall of 
stage: a photo slide of Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer cycled between 
Shampoo ads on the homepage; a 
large cursor clicks on the photo; 
a video screen overlays on 
browser. The projector turns off 
while loading. Floor beam 
illuminates behind KEVIN CAYAYHO 
and SEYMOUR FROGS, seated on high 
stools inside a windowless room 
opened towards audience.)  

     KEVIN CAYAYHO    
All the way in from Mexay-cito, Seymour Frogs ever-body! 
Honor to have you in the studio.  You know saving a celeb 
makes you a kind of national hero round here? 

(SEYMOUR FROGS silent, stares 
squinting out over audience) 

KEVIN CAYAYHO  
And just so all you Buffy fiends know–we’re keeping the 
mood low here today, Mr. Frog here’s got some kinda..what 
do you call it? Eye wart? 
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SEYMOUR FROGS     
Sensitivity to light. 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Ah that’s right. Hey, I guess all kinds down there past the 
border, even with all that sun. Anyways, Semey, I wanna 
really focus on the scoop you’re about to dish–and I think 
all of you should know, I’ve been in love with Buffy since 
the ripe old age of 6–so I’m gonna close my eyes here, k? 
Getta’ better picture. Ready when you are. And please. Make 
it. Jui-say! 

     SEYMOUR FROGS    
I did what anyone would do. No lifeguards out, all that 
splashing around, screaming. She wasn’t even that far out. 

  KEVIN CAYAYHO    
Is that right? Man, imagine if all those vamps just tried 
hiding out at the beach. Would have been a whole other 
other show...but anyway, back to business: what  
color suit she have on?  

     SEYMOUR FROGS      
Oh, I’m not so sure. I'm a slightly color blind. May have 
been something in a warm tone. 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO    
Hey too bad for–scuse’ me.  
  (Fiddles with earbud)  
What’s that? I  K, we got a few reports saying... Red, 
iridescent re––like those glazed balloons you get at party 
Sto–? Darker, he says darker than that. Probably maroon. 

     SEYMOUR FROGS  
Oh, ok 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO    
Alright Seymore, throwing it back to you: one piece or two? 

      
     SEYMOUR FROGS 
Seemed like one of those...what are they called...tankinis? 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO   
(pressing and speaking towards 
earbud)  
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     KEVIN CAYAYHO (Cont.) 
Ok, we got Jim on the line...Jimmy-boy, can you confirm 
‘tankini’? Interesting–ah, ‘parently, it’s a racerback 
sports bra type. Between that and a halter–Ivy Park 
bottoms. Part of a set? Mix-match? Hang on– 
  (holds up pointer finger) 
Seymour, you must have this all on your phone. Give us a 
look so we can get to the bottom of this! 

     SEYMOUR FROGS   
I never bring my phone to the beach. Even if I did, I 
didn’t know who she was, remember? 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO    
Seymey, you’re killin’ me here! If I didn’t know any better 
I’d say you were trying to Pablo Escapar the interview 
here! 

     SEYMOUR FROGS       
Are you talking about drugs? I thought I was here because I 
didn’t know who she was. 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Hey, if security asks, didn’t get anything from me, 
alright!?  
  (Breathy, slightly wet audible smile,  
  pointing to Seymour with thumb)  
This guy over here  
  (Blocking one nostril with finger,  
  snorting with the other) 

     SEYMOUR FROGS  
I don’t have any–I mean, I’ve never taken drugs in my life. 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO    
Hey, hey, you’re the one that brought ‘em up, Seymour. I 
was talking about photos! I mean, phone or not, when you 
got a babe like Buffy dr-ipping on your arm...Well, you ask 
someone to take a pic! 
   
     SEYMOUR FROGS  
But I’d never seen the show 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO 
Still  
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     SEYMOUR FROGS  
She was spitting up in my mouth 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Ah that's more like it, Semey. Sounds like things went a 
little froggy style on the shore there  
  (raises hand closest to Seymour,  
  shielding his nose and mouth)  
I hope he swallowed!  
  (puts down hand)  
Oops, hope your girl at home’s not watching! 

Alright Sey-mey, nitty gritty now: what’d it taste like? 

     SEYMOUR FROGS  
Which girl? 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Which-girl? This guy  
  (shaking head from side to side,  
  points thumb towards Seymour)  
Now don’t try and tell me eres solo. Not a handsome senior 
like you. Am I right ladies?  

  (2-3 hands clap offstage)  

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Topless on the beach with that figure? Talk about a fly 
trap! 

     SEYMOUR FROGS 
  (standing)  
Look, I just came because I needed cash. 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
We got a lot more than cash coming your way in just a few–
maybe even better than cash.  

      
     SEYMOUR FROGS  
Anything that can get me on an early flight home? 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
Oh, it’ll shake up your itinerary, alright. Maybe even turn 
your whole plan around.  
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     SEYMOUR FROGS  
  (confused, growing agitated)  
Is it refundable? 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
I’d say more along the lines of priceless  

  (SEYMOUR FROGS walks to 
the back of room and glides his 
hands over the wall, searching. 
He lands on a door handle. It’s 
locked. Continues rubbing hands 
down walls with increasing 
speed. On third wall, standing 
between it and KEVIN CAYAYHO, 
SEYMOUR FROGS sticks his pointer 
fingers in Kevin’s ear, removes 
his earpiece and whispers 
inaudibly inside it. Kevin's 
expression droops.)  

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
That'll do it here for us now folks.  

(SEYMOUR FROGS feels around, 
missing door handle. Pushes on 
left wall. It collapses. He 
trips, walks off stage.) 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO 
  (raises eyebrows, shakes head, shrugging)  
Hey, surprises aren’t for everyone. But I bet you know 
what’s coming up on our next post. Here’s a little hint... 

(Floor beam off. Back wall 
slides out to the right. Ceiling 
light on, revealing BUFFY 
staring off in distance in green 
room, seated diagonally, knees 
pinned together, on  
a yellow chair two shades 
brighter than her platinum hair.  
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(A cast member replaces back 
wall. KEVIN CAYAYHO now seated 
in center.) 

     KEVIN CAYAYHO  
That's right ladies and gentleman, the Buffy we know and 
love, all dried off and in the flesh, coming to you in less 
than 5. Just X outta here, keep hitting refresh and we’ll 
see you–on the other side.  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 8: Code leak meme switch 
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CHARACTERS  

M:       stock footage model in black with flat  
webbed platformed feet 

F:    stock footage model in black with  
    pronounced and heavily outlined eyes  

and brows 

V:    a vertical, transparent container of  
water, reflecting M or F, with voice 
higher than M’s, lower than F’s, more 
enthusiastic than either’s 

SETTING:    We are inside an unencrypted  
     download of previously unreleased  
     computer code. 

AT RISE:    An unencrypted download opens  
full-screen in a new browser on a 
populated desktop, via projector 
on the back wall of stage. A 
dialogue box pops up, unable to 
scan download, asking to confirm 
continuation. Cursor clicks okay 
button. The document opens, 
displaying title: FIG 1 CIS LINE 
TEXT [VARIABLES]. The projector 
turns off while document begins to 
scroll down. Floor beam turns on. 
V at stage center, standing over 
left side of beam, between 
M(right) and F (left.) F’s eyes, 
directed towards V, are reflected 
in its water. 

  

     M    
Hey, you look like a  

     V 
Puddle!   

(F squints at/into V) 
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     M  
I gotta lotta 

     V  
Pools 

     M  
and  

     V 
slides 

     M 
to 

     V 
slip around 

     M 
and 

     V 
dive in? 

(F opens eyes) 

     M       
People seem to like em     

(F raises eyebrows, interested) 

     M     
Not sure why though     

(F looks down, disappointed) 
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M 
(rushed) 

Hey, wanna try? Super  

     V  
Easy, free 

     M 
too    

     F     
(F, leaning in towards V, 
confused) 

Feet?  

     M 
I know 

     V 
short toes 
    
     M 
kinda like 

     V 
wave-runners 

     M 
born  
  
     V 
with ‘em 

     M 
like that. What 

     V 
size are you?  
   

     F    
Two 

     M 
Cool. That’s how many  
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V 

clothes 
      

M  
I have  

     V 
on   

     F    
Born with too? 

     M 
No! Got this  

     V 
guy…Old Navy. Pants 

     M  
I think  
      
     V 
The Gap 

     F    
Held together with string?  

     V    
Coarse knot! 

(F squints, leaning closer to V) 

     M 
Joking! It’s  

     V 
muscle  

(F raises eyebrows, interested)   
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     M  
I’m actually really  
      

V 
Strong 

 (F squints with furrowed brows, skeptical)  
  

     M  
Come 

     V 
see 

     M  
for yourself    

(F raises lids slightly) 

     M  
Looks like a 

     V 
fit 

     M 
from here    

     F    
De-pends  

     M 
Try a  

     V 
shallow part 

     M 
first    

     F    
No, I’m from Depends 
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M  
The 

     V 
diaper? 
      

F    
Yes 

     M 

No shit! That’s my  

     V 
sister’s favorite brand! Nurse – obese pediatrics 

     F    
(nearing V, almost touching)  

You get Depends?        

     M  
Sure, let’s  

     V 
make a splash!   

     F    
You can...catch what drifts?  

     M  
Every  
      
     V 
pool’s 

     M 
got a 

     V 
filter! 

     F   
Could be hard  

     M 
Well that depends  
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(M nudges air towards F, who 
moves closer and then behind V) 

M 
how you  

(pulling F by sleeve)  

V 
go about it 

(M and F meet behind V.) 

F 
(backing away, now to the left 
of V, M on right.)  

Wait, when you said ‘pools’, did you mean blackheads? 

(V readjusts position slightly 
to reflect M in water) 

M 
Nooo, I was talking about  

V 
pupils 

M 
you know  

V 
starry eyes, falling in love 

(F squints) 

M 
Okay, you  

V 
caught  
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M 
me. I’m a  

V 
romantic! 

M 
What can I say? 

F 
And the slides? 

M 
I don’t know I  

V 
heard 

M 
it in a  

V 
movie. TI, Ryan Goesling 

M 
or something.  
  

(F squints, brows turning down) 

M 
Come on! I was just trying to be  

V 
Smooth, baby 

(F’s brows pointing down, 
furious) 
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M 

Look you’re 

V 
already here 

F 
Who liked them? 

     M       
What? 

F 
The pools and slides. Who liked your waterpark? 

     M      
Dude, like everyone 

     F    
Everyone liked it? 

     M       
No, me! 

F    
You liked yourself? 

     M     
Everyone does! 

(F’s brows turn up) 

     M  
Everyone like me like me does 

F 
Who? 

M 
Look, there’s this 
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V 
volcano 

M 
happening in  

V 
Midtown 

M 
tonight, think I’m gonna try and catch the last of it.  

(M and F exit stage from respective sides. V follows M, 
reflecting M’s exit.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 9: Fly fishing, wine 
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CHARACTERS  

LEAD 1:     American, in mismatched layers and  
ice skates 

LEAD 2:     foreign, with heavy though ambiguous accent,  
in warm eclectic winter gear 

SETTING:   We are inside a trailer of a  
foreign film  

      
AT RISE:   A green preview screen with white  

text appears via projector on the back 
wall of stage. Cuts to title: ‘Fly 
Fishing, Wine’. Projector off. Floor 
lights on. LEAD 1 and 2 are standing 
with their backs to audience, looking 
out towards painted backdrop of frozen 
lake framed by Norwegian spruce trees 
and three towering snow-capped 
mountains. LEAD 2 is calmly standing on 
bank, LEAD 1 on ice, shivering. 
Eventually, LEAD 1’s teeth chattering 
is loud enough to catch LEAD 1’s 
attention.  

LEAD 2  
(to LEAD 1)  

I’m dressed for the weather. 

LEAD 1 
(Stumbling on ice)  

Not so bad out, just the ice that’s cold. 

LEAD 2 
Wouldn’t know. 

LEAD 1 
You are on the grass. 

LEAD 2 
You could be on the grass, too. 
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(LEAD 1 wobbles carefully over ice, onto grass) 

LEAD 2 
(eyeing LEAD 1’s ice skates) 

Your skates? 

LEAD 1 
Left my shoes in the locker. 

LEAD 2    
(surveying LEAD 1) 

 Good, you are light. 

LEAD 1   
(looking up and to the right, 
towards LEAD 2, staying this way 
for remainder of shot)  

Cool coat. 

LEAD 2  
(looking out over mountains, 
staying this way for remainder 
of shot) 

My mother gave it to me. Her brother was in the army. Never 
saw him. 

LEAD 1   
Looks thick.  

LEAD 2  
I’ve worn it since 12.  

LEAD 1    
Wow. 

LEAD 2   
Of course I stood out. Was quite big. 

LEAD 1     
Good style though. 

LEAD 2  
Oh, I didn’t care. 
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LEAD 1   
It’s a great jacket. 

LEAD 2  
It really is. 

LEAD 1    
How bout your hat? 

LEAD 2  
No. This? I picked at a dollar store. 

LEAD 1    
They have good stuff sometimes! 

LEAD 2  
It is stretching in the back, but pfft. 

LEAD 1    
It’s a season look. 

(Lights out. LEAD 2 exits stage. 
Backdrop changes to LEAD 1’S 
bedroom. LEAD 1 stands behind 
bed, facing audience, folding a 
blanket over bed.) 

LEAD 1 
(passionately, incredulous) 

“It’s a season,” I said, “ Look–what’s the big deal?” And 2 
goes,  

(in a mocking foreign accent)  
“Well, there are many sales.” 
And I’m like, “I thought you hated spending money? 
And then, wait. He goes... 

(Lights out. Backdrop changes to 
LEAD 2’s kitchen.)  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(LEAD 2 stands behind wooden 
table, facing audience, thumbing 
through mailers.) 

LEAD 2  
(casually, amused)  

She goes, “I’m always broke. I never get to shop.” And I’m 
like, “come on!” 

(Lights out. Backdrop changes to 
two signs pinned against one 
another off the highway, close 
to the same 3 mountains of 
opening shot, now looming in the 
near distance. Sounds of engine 
and car pulling up over rocks. 2 
doors closing) 

Lights on, illuminating text on 
signs. The one pointing left 
reads   ‘Repair Shop’. The one 
pointing right reads   ‘For 
Sale.’) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 10: Albina Knightingal on 
the Morning Show 
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CHARACTERS  

Albina Knightingal:  in black leather, chains connecting  
arms to torso and strung between legs 

Kathy Lee Gifford:  in red pencil skirt and blazer, 
    forearms are skinless, completely bone 

HODA:      in lavender sleeveless dress 

Lacy:     in denim one-piece pant suit, chain  
    details 

Yani:      in large headphones, denim one-piece  
    pant suit, chain details 

Makeup:     in tin body armor, metallic face paint  

Security 1:     in navy uniform, weapon belt (played by  
    same actor as Yani) 

Security 2:  in navy uniform, weapon belt (played by  
    same actor as Makeup) 

SETTING:    We are on the outdoor stage and  
set of the Morning Show with the 
Manhattan skyline as backdrop. 
There is a blue platform stage at 
stage center and three elevated 
orange chairs off to the right. 

AT RISE:    The projector on back stage wall 
shows stage prep and swarms of 
fans surrounding a blue stage. 
Projector fades as floor lights 
illuminate and HODA enters from 
stage left. 

HODA     
Please help me welcome.... Albina Knightingal and the 
taxing thieves! 

(HODA sits on orange chair to 
side of blue stage.)  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(Recorded crowd sounds play: 
applause, screams. Lights on 
blue stage illuminate. ALBINA 
KNIGHTINGAL stands in front at 
center, expressionless, looking 
down behind mic stand. LACY is 
behind her to the left on 
guitar. YANI to right, over DJ 
mixing board begins playing 
beats.) 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
Yo hey everybody  
I’m Albina Knightingal  
and these chicks behind me  yo 
Keep an eye out for these mothas 
They tax and thieve  for real 

K Yani–break those beats back there 
Yeah right up lock and click  

(YANI switches intro beats to 
steady hip-hop background with 
heavy bass.) 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL, rapping 
emphasizing beats/lyrics with 
hands, occasionally thrusting 
hips, pausing as indicated by 
line gaps) 

HEAR THAT? BRIM HAT? HIGH BAT  SNARE?  
TRINKET CLINKING NO SHIT LEAKING COMPASS 
LEFT BLINKS STEAL FLUNK AIR   CRYPT RAG HASH 
TAG POOL MAG SINKING BRONZECAST RAYBEAM 
FEEDER GLEAM RE-CARNATE SPRING TO COIL TIME 

OUT NOW, OUT LOUD   BEEP, BEEP DRAW  
QUICK NURSE, CURTAINS, PLAYERS  STICK! 
BLEEP BLEEP TOO SLOW, NOW TO-DAY’S SHOW 
I’M QUICKSAND TONKA  RIP TANK GLOW 
ME ME  MY FLOW  FUUUUUNK   LET GO 

BY GENIE FIRST A MODEL AFTER COTTON 
RUG ON WOODEN LADDER, CHAIN TALK 
TEETH OUT GUMMY DRIVEL MEAT HOOK 
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     ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL (Cont.)  
CASTLINE WHISTLE PIPES YOUR MOMMA 
DRAPE BULGE PALM BUMP TWIST 
   
OUT NOW, OUT LOUD   BEEP, BEEP DRAW  
QUICK NURSE, CURTAINS, PLAYERS  STICK! 
BLEEP BLEEP TOO SLOW, NOW TO-DAY’S SHOW 
I’M QUICKSAND TONKA  RIP TANK GLOW 
ME ME  MY FLOW  FUUUUUNK   LET GO 

BOTH WINGS, TAIL SOAP ON RIBBON, DOPE  
HOOP BANGLES DOWN A SPINE LIKE CHORD 
GIN TANGLE WORDS ON FIRST NAME SAVIOR 
MAGIC SPELL IN CYBER SKYLIT CLOUDLESS 
HAZING 6 TO 9 KNOCK SEE THROUGH  
SHADES TO SCORE  

(Music stops. Applause sounds.) 
Thanks ya’ll 
Thank you very much  

(bows repeatedly, hands in 
prayer) 

Thank you  

(ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL walks to 
join HODA on orange chairs. 
KATHY LEE GIFFORD rushes in from 
stage right.)  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD      
okay, ok ok ok ok ok, MALLLLLVINA. Huge fan of ‘Chanting 
with Whales’ Comes on in the car n’ I’m all like  

(bobbing head from side to side) 
Get beeped at all the time!–you guys saw me by the stage, 
right?  

(projector shows pre-recorded 
shot of KATHY LEE GIFFORD, 
wobbling head with MAKEUP, 
frustrated, circling chair, 
aiming oil can at her moving 
face.) 

Really great stuff, whole album. 

HODA     
And so creative too. Has music always been your...passion? 
You know, your thing? 
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ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Yeah, wasn’t always around so started making my own beats 
early on, knocking on turtle shells, old lime peels, mixing 
tapes with my kid sister – shout out to Lacy – baddest 
thief around right there  

(projector shows close-up of 
LACY seated in front row, 
looking down, with slight smile, 
stiff body.)  

I’d use this toddler echo-mic, kind of shitty tape 
recorder.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD      
Wait wait wait, lemme get this straight–your sister’s name 
is Lacy? Thought it was Robin. Hodi, what’d you think? 

HODA     
I don’t know but I want to hear about these turtles! 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL       
Oh, they were all over the place growing up. Parents were 
into taxidermy so our freezer was always pretty stocked. 
When it got super crowded, like after a big storm, I’d 
pinch a few, knock off the shell, bury the rest in our 
garden where we grew cucumbers. Shit, me and Lacy are 
probably half-turtle if you think about all the soil 
content. 

(KATHY LEE GIFFORD and HODA 
freeze: wide-eyed, holding 
breath. HODA resumes blinking/
breathing after noticeable 
pause.) 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL      
They were all dead though, only took ‘em when I needed some 
new sounds in my drum set. Different sizes, you know big 
ones for bass, babies for like a woodblock and if they’d 
been sick, I’d get this tinny, cowbell sound.  

(confused looks to KATHY LEE 
GIFFORD, still frozen, and back 
to HODA who carries on, 
unperturbed) 

HODA     
Huh?...And what’d you use for sticks? 
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ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Sometimes I’d just grow my nails out really long. Or, 
anything I could find really   wish bones, old noodles. for 
this album, I wrapped some twine around ice cubes and just 
kinda flung ‘em across the shells. Got different sounds 
through melting. Shells too when they got wet–that’s why 
last track in my album, Carry Ant’s so quiet. 

(MAKEUP enters with tin can, 
sprays around KATHY LEE 
GIFFORD’s laugh lines, corners 
of eyes. KATHY LEE GIFFORD’s 
face muscles begin making tiny 
movements.) 

  
HODA     

Wow, okay, and uh...who were your biggest influences 
growing up? 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Honestly, prolly like Heidi Fleiss, Keith Moon’s first 
wife, Kim McLagan, Lumiere from ‘Beauty and the Beast’–
actually more like the dynamic between him and Cogsworth–
the lighting up in real time. The hole presence thing. 
Hated Chip though.  

HODA     
And your...musical influences? 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Oh. Puff Daddy & The Family for sure, ‘specially on No Way 
Out. Disco in general, Thriller, Faith and that Dido song 
from Roswell. 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD   
(suddenly animated)   

Oh, the one with Katherine Heigl? What’s she doing these 
days? Hasn’t been in anything. 

HODA     
Heard she was a real pain in the bleep to work with. Real 
Mariah on set 
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ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
No, she didn’t sing, it was Dido  

(singing) 
Oh I am what I am, I’ll do what I want... 
  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Sounds pretty Ma-ri-uh to me! You two see those Paris 
photos? Bursting right out of her jumpsuit. 

HODA     
With that boyfriend? What’s he like, 13?  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
13 going on re-tired  

(yawns, nudging HODA)  
I’m sorry Mariah  

(facing audience)  
Just looking out for you girl, red flags–guy clearly can’t 
be trusted with your laundry. 

HODA     
Lot more at stake with guys like that.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Speaking of clothes, check out the get-up Christina’s got 
on here  

(eyeing ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL).  
Very...Hot Topic, member that store? Reeg used to love it–
where he got all his fart gags, still open? 

HODA     
Don’t think so. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Yo, I made this look myself 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Think you could make me a suit like that? Less metal 
though. You know, I do bar class everyday–probably the 
strongest one there. Still, don’t think my calves could 
take all that weight. Especially not in heels, which by the  
looks of it– 

(scanning ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL) 
yeah to really pull it off, you’d need at least four 
inches. 
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ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
I don’t know about that but I could make you one. What’s 
your size? 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
On air?! Laney, you been thieving our stash of Pinot back 
there? Use Mariah’s size for reference–the clothes, not the 
body. 

HODA     
Might even wanna go a size or two bigger.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
What? 

HODA     
For breathing room. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL     
Yeah, I feel that. 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
You think I’m as big as Mariah?  

HODA    
No! I just want you to be able to move around–you never sit 
still. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL 
Yeah, check up on that pencil skirt, Kathy. Won’t be 
winning any races wrapped in a thing like that.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
What? You think I need some kind of wide-grip marker pants 
like I’m some baby elephant in the Special Olympics? 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL 
(squinting towards audience, 
jokingly)  

Yo thieves I think we need some hosin’ up here. Lacy, go 
see what we got in our trunk.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
‘Scuse me Sabina, I don’t like the tone you got there. 
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ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL   
Hey Kathy, I’m just playing. 

(KATHY LEE GIFFORD rolls suit 
coat sleeves up towards elbows.) 

HODA    
Oh not again 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Hey, I just wanna clear things up about my circumference 
here. Come on HODA. Let’s see it.  

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL   
What’s up? 

HODA    
(rolling eyes)  

Arm competition–see which one’s thinner. 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Undefeated champion right here  

(pointing up and down at head 
with pointer fingers) 

HODA    
Let’s ask the audience first. 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Alright 

HODA    
(unenthusiastically)  

Alright, who wants to see me and Kathy have another arm-
off? 

(recorded cheering sounds. HODA 
rolls up sleeve, holds arm out 
while KATHY LEE GIFFORD finishes 
rolling up her second layer, 
revealing skinless forearm bone, 
which she holds up against 
HODA’s.) 
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KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
No more pen sleeves for this one, am I right!?  

(pointing thumb at HODA) 

(recorded cheering sounds at 
higher volume) 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Pastina, you’re up.  

(Looks to audience, seductively)  
Wonder what she’s hiding under all that gear... 

HODA    
(under breath)  

Hopefully more metal...  

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
Alright, but. Can’t really compete with that.  

(unbuckles row of belts down 
forearms, reveals layer of gray 
fabric.) 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
If that’s the size of your arm, think we can call it from 
here. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
Actually even bigger than that. Shirt just sucks it all in, 
like Spanx. 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
I didn’t know they made sleeves! 

[Alarm sounds on set. SECURITY 1 
and 2, with LACY handcuffed 
behind, enter set from stage 
right.] 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
Hey what’s going on? 
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SECURITY 1    
Looks like your sister here’s got a thing with weapons 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Ah right, couldn’t keep the metal detectors on with this 
crew! 

LACY     
I was just goin’ through th– 

SECURITY 2    
We’ll do the talking round here kiddo, alright?  

SECURITY 1     
We caught her brandishing a sword–4-5 feet in length. 
Pulled it right out in wardrobe like she was ready to slice 
someone’s head off. Must be the ‘hose’ our guest Albina 
here was talking about. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
(laughing)  

Oh shit, no! Some Japanese dude gave us that during our 
tour. Club owner–had a whole case of ‘em. And hose is our 
code for marijuana, an inside joke. We never carry any of 
that around either. 

SECURITY 2    
Yeah we heard all about it.   

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
Kathy, can you tell him to untie Lacy? 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Well I’m not sure what the protocol is for bringing weapons 
on set? Hoda? 

HODA     
Know we’ve caught a few audience members with pocket knives 
but what were they? European something–had ‘em on 
keychains. Dunno about swords.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Me either. 
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SECURITY 1     
Look, standard protocol here. Weapon that big? Station, 
prints, cross-exam, travel log, see if the whole ‘Japan’ 
story checks out. Couple hours, day or two tops.  

SECURITY 2     
If it all pans out.  

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
What–you think we got a side gig chopping off heads? We 
barely have time to hydrate! Plus I think the club name’s 
engraved on the sword. Anyone here read Kanji?  

(scanning silent crowd) 

SECURITY 2      
Wasn’t cleared on set, ma’am.  

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Everything’s gotta be clear on set. 

HODA     
Know that. 

ALBINA KNIGHTINGAL    
What? 

KATHY LEE GIFFORD     
Precaution, Sabrina. We can't all show up to work looking 
like robo-cop. That’s for sure.  

HODA     
Would be nice though.  

(Lights off. Projector plays 
commercial for Mrs. Butterworth 
maple syrup.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF ACT 1) 
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Act 2: Nationwide Presenting 

Scene 1: Credit Intro 
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CHARACTERS  

Spokesman:  middle-aged male employed by Hybrid  
Mind Works, in futuristic metallic suit 

Stuntman:   teenage boy employed by Hybrid Mind  
Works, in neon beam helmet 

Singer 1:   female, half of duo: Against the wind,  
in canvas gown 

Singer 2:   female, half of duo: Against the wind,  
in canvas gown 

Jane 1:     butch female in loose plaid shirt,  
jeans 

Jane 2:     femme female, in tight turtleneck,  
leggings 

SETTING:    We are inside the documentary  
screening of Census: nationwide 
presenting at the Sundance film 
festival. The credits, which make 
up the first half of the scene are 
prerecorded, using the motion 
graphics and settings described. 

AT RISE:    A white theater screen hangs from  
the ceiling over back stage wall. 
There are two empty tall wooden 
director’s chairs at stage center. 
The projector turns on, 
illuminating a black screen. 

[CREDITS]  
(cut to frame 1 and continuing 
as follows, with white text on 
black background: 
    
   frame 1   

Consensus 
Nationwide Presenting 
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frame 2   
A documentary film by 
Jane & Jane 

frame 3   
Made with [generous] support from 

frame 4   
Hybrid Mind Works [text overlaid 
inside a prism, underlined by live 
copper coiled wire, sound/light 
effect of electricity/frying] 

frame 5   
Transition to HMW ad: backdrop of 
a pyramid outlined by live copper 
coil. SPOKESMAN walks into frame.)  

SPOKESMAN     
(persuasive, rushing) 

Let's say your rat, bat, falcon 
(animals pop up near top of 
pyramid as listed out by 
SPOKESMAN)  

whatever animal you act like most is outlined onto helmet. 
Goes right over-ear and sends out signals via neon beams, 
discernible from few hundred feet, to receive/interpret 
info, threats from same make/models. 

(Backdrop changes to close-up of 
helmet, neon laser lights 
shooting out, rotating in 180 
degrees) 

2 years back showed lower one-on-one attacks, crimes of 
passion, break-in muggings, far less fucks than years–
meaning 25 olds max out at 24, average closer to 10 and so 
on up till 40 when sex drops to 4 times per year all decade 
and shifts at 50, when the second digit’s added to the 
first so a chance exists to rise. So far, math at 60-70’s 
missing.  

Now if I'm a fox-eagle-sloth, new hybrid in the works with 
hourglass glass attachment swallowed to distribute weight 
inside so still can glide in case weak signal drops in sky, 
a lever by air pressure's built in can to drop you down. 
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(Cut to demo: wide shot of 
STUNTMAN being pulled up by head 
into sky, a few feet from 
tallest nearby tree. His hand 
reaches lever, pulls down, 
releasing balloon parachute from 
helmet. STUNTMAN swings and 
drops somewhat abruptly into 
bushes, re-emerging covered in 
tree debris.  

Cut to close-up of STUNTMAN, now 
with less branches attached to 
body, giving thumbs up to camera 
while rotating head and 
displaying neon beams.) 

STUNTMAN 
(walks closer to camera, 
crouching as if telling a 
secret)    

I go by my spirit animal. 
(winks) 

(Screen fades, transitioning to 
opening credits of documentary. 
Vertical marquee text over 
moving scenery of car window: 
Con sent us / Consensus / Con 
senses / Come sense us 

Cut to black with song credit at 
bottom left of screen   
“Harmonic Jarhead” by Against 
the Wind. 

SINGER 1 and 2 enter from 
opposite sides of stage and 
stand below projector.) 
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AGAINST THE WIND 
(The lines of every song run 
parallel, and when read together 
from left to right, compose a 
single line.) 

  [END OF CREDITS] 

(SINGER 1 and 2 exit stage as 
JANE 1 and 2 enter, from 
opposite sides of the stage. 
side lights illuminate as JANE 1 
and JANE 2 get situated on 
director’s chairs, with 
difficulty due to the chairs’ 
height.) 

  

JANE 1    
Hey what’s up guys, we’re Jane and Jane–directors of 
Consensus. Just wanted to give you a little background 
before jumping in. So this project started because we’re 
really interested in people. Or like, people being people.  

JANE 1  
And because we have the census coming up, we thought why 
not experiment with a new kind of info-gathering.  

(Stops abruptly, looks to Jane 
2) 

SINGER 1  
(soprano, loud) 
THERE’LL BE NO TASTE TODAY'S   
FOR GATHERING, PREPARING WASTE  
DENTYNE ALL DECEMBER LONG   
OVER-SUGAR, SALT MORE WORK   
FOR US THIS YEAR END FLOOD’S 
TORRENTIAL FORECAST NO PAIL   
LEFT IN CLEANUP    
STAND TO LOSE    
BLOAT FASTER     
JUMP       
AROUND      
HOP KNEE TO CHEST    

SINGER 2  
(contralto, as echo) 
 HARVEST MINUS FRUIT   
 SURF SHALLOWING 
PREMENSTRUAL BREATH IS ROADKILL 
RACCOON NEW YORKERS TOO KNOW EATS  
FOX LONDON CRIBS, BLOOD MOURNING SCENE 
 DROP IN  TREES,  SAPS, 
HANDS 
1-40 ROUNDS  
NOT ENOUGH 
SPACE JUST 
ALL THESE 
HOT BLUE-MINT FACES 
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JANE 2    
(nervous, hesitantly)  

Yeah like why not? We wanted to see what’d happen if 
subjects got to share whatever they like about themselves, 
however they like.  

(looks to Jane 1) 

JANE 1    
Right. So no questions. No prompts. We just showed up 
wherever they told us and started shooting. Went around the 
country for about two weeks.  

(looks to Jane 2) 

JANE 2    
Yeah, all we knew about them was what they filled out in 
response to our Craigslist ad, which was really all we only 
used to make sure we knew who they were once we got there.  

JANE 1     
And besides that – their name, pronoun, photo and blurb, we 
haven’t included any background info. So you get to see 
them as fresh as we did. Hope you enjoy. 

JANE 2    
Yeah, thanks for watching.  

(waves slightly at hip) 

(Lights off. Projector on. 
SINGER 1 and 2 enter from 
opposite sides of stage and 
perform below projector showing 
footage of drive through 
Washington DC, fading out at 
song’s end.) 
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(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  

SINGER 1  
 (soprano, loud) 
NO ONE COULD SINCE GRAMMA 
GREAT GREAT GREAT MA MAYBE 
BUT NO PHOTO OF HER STANDING 
ONLY LIVING ONE PRE-ROD CASE GONG 
WOULDN’TVE HAD THE MONEY  
FOR IT MAYBE GOT IN TEST 
WHO KNOWS ALL BLOCKCHAIN CASKETS THOUGH 
SUSPENSION T IN TRANSIT TRACHEA OF 
AUNT JO’S BYPASSED SINUS CAVITY 
WAS ONLY ONE IN FAMILY 
WITH ANY EAR FOR MUSIC    

SINGER 2  
 (contralto, as echo) 
SKY-SWEPT BRANCHES 
IGLOO SHADOW 
 SOFT-SHELL PAST 
  BEATING PUDDLE 
SUNKEN LAND 
CONCRETE FABLE 
 GENE DISPLAY 
PRODDING IRIS 
CROSSING DUCK 
CLAP’N  
CLUCK 
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Scene 2: State 
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CHARACTERS  

State :     one person made up of characters below,  
    situated inside a large transparent  
    plastic bag  

 Bellhop:  male in standard navy uniform, on  
    stilts 

 Hula:  topless bald man in grass skirt,  
    rainbow lays   

 Hoop:  female, as pink ring covered in  
    tassels, connected by hands and feet 

SETTING:    We are at an isolated, undisclosed  
     location of State’s choice. 

AT RISE:    BELLHOP, HULA and HOOP are  
motionless inside a plastic bag 
below projector screen. HOOP 
wrapped around BELLHOP’s stilts. 
HULA behind and to the left of 
BELLHOP. Besides the bag, the 
stage is empty. The projector 
turns on, illuminating a black 
screen. 

(cut to frame 1 and continuing 
as follows, with white text on 
black background: 

frame 1    
SUBJECTS 

frame 2 
Name      State 
Pronoun    They / It 
Self described   Every one and  
    thing  
    surrounding 
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Projector off. Side lights on. 
BELLHOP, HULA and HOOP begin 
making subtle movements, which 
continue throughout scene: HOOP 
edging worm-like up BELLHOP, 
eventually ending around his 
neck. HULA walking around 
BELLHOP, while BELLHOP lowers 
steadily, eventually reaching 
floor in a cross-legged seat. By 
the last line, HULA’s head is 
outside bag, which has lowered 
with BELLHOP’s descent.) 

BELLHOP 
(announcing, with authority) 

Heaven's gate outside past crime 
Heaven's gate my way fold time 
Floor drop  

(stomps left stilt) 
Head stuck  

(stomps right stilt) 
Wall spin  

(looking up) 
(demanding)  

Gimme a gummy 
Grab my mickey 
Tickle willy please  
My mind's the gate 

HULA 
I've got it in me  
Lined in trousers 
Banked in Brittany 
Let me pay, I'm 
 her accountant, mam is honest   
 Sir, what else is there to say? 

BELLHOP 
The beard, Simon, it must be shaved 
Look, all over you now too  

(eyeing HULA’s lays) 
Thick pink rope, in wrinkled bits 
Know what you can do?  
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BELLHOP (CONT.) 
Put foam white tubs and four hot plates 
An inch or so away and tell me what she does 
Okay? Come tell me that this one won’t bake  

HULA    
It's just the fire, yes – distracted, just a phase, will 
grow right past it. Through eight tentacles, four whirlpool 
legs. She'll drill down clear, float bubble up, burst fresh 
new every time, in separate states, 3 different planes. 
You’ve heard this kind of case before, remember  

(looking out ahead as if scene 
were playing out)   

Wormwood, California: body bagged in dragon mask, back 
bends through kitchen floor, transforming to a gecko. 
Washing dishes, nose cuts off, is blown through ceiling fan 
for fifteenth time in six days straight. 

(BELLHOP is crouching down to 
see scene described by HULA. 
Stilts shake.) 

HULA 
Love labors for a new one, gecko's careless with the knife. 
Love stays happy to provide. 
Love's just happy white inside with collar, paw in pocket, 
one through manicured claw member, gripping fist along in 
song   

(singing, off-key in low 
baritone) 

PAY'S NOT SO BAD 
PAY'S, BOYS ARE NICE 
PAY'S NOT BAD GUYS 
SO WHAT HONK HONK 
I’M ROBIN ANT GORILLA 

Out the last or furthest burst–if distance counted, first–
comes a twelve foot pooling eye, an airless chest balloon 
below and to the right of gecko's nose mid-flight. The eye–
perhaps to shirk the draft of fan, is glancing out the far 
window. Apart from sprigs, matte stars, a cage of birds–or… 

(squinting)  
maybe tiny lamps, the space is widely formless.  
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     HULA (Cont.)  
Under-shaped, and bright, like Hoop 

(gesturing towards HOOP)  
and sir you let that one pass through I’m sure. I swear was 
on your watch. 

(BELLHOP’s stilts collapse, 
BELLHOP growing more entranced 
with invisible scene described 
by HULA. HOOP inching up his 
torso.) 

HULA 
Again, like last, you will find it pleasing  
You will find it striking  
You will find if beauty  
Wilts from wearing 
Seen if staring 
Baring her  
Your face  
Heaven's now… 
the gate? 

(HULA’s head outside of bag, 
gazes at BELLHOP and HOOP 
lovingly from behind, as HOOP 
wraps her body tighter round 
BELLHOPs neck.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 3: Tudy 
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CHARACTERS  

Tudy :     female robot wearing Hybrid Mind Work’s   
spirit animal helmet (from Scene 1) and 
metallic suit. Feet separated by pole 
on elevated wheeled platform. A rod 
attached at torso runs from helmet down 
entire body. Rectum outlined by ring of 
Blowpops (see: Character reference 
above) 

SETTING:    We are in TUDY’s windowless brick  
     cell 

AT RISE:    TUDY standing motionless in the  
center of stage, below projector 
screen. A cot to her right, with a 
brick wall backdrop. The projector 
turns on, illuminating a black 
screen. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1  
Name      Tudy 
Pronoun    She 
Self described   Thumb-capped  
    spade in  
    heartless deck 

TUDY     
Hello hi yes the way I operate is this not working can't 
tell my cell light's dim low frequent switch to screen or 
capture. 

(monotone, demonstrating 
functions/features of self/gear 
methodologically) 

My hair was cut and shaved down to 11 strands, all 
flattened under casing run on 5-6 power handheld waves and 
finger wrapped behind both ears. 
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TUDY  (CONT.) 
Thin wire insert runs through tight slot in cheek center as 
a bridge attachment for a thicker metal rod was coated 
orange when I turned twelve I asked for cover as the 
polymer was molding, feeding on my gums but no one saw it  

(air-quoting)  
“over budget year for aid devices” the use–whatever shoved 
inside my mouth, too big but also breakable gets sliced in 
half to pass, stays down had found base off clarinet, bits 
of armchair porcelain vases, handmaid China had improved 
posture, better balance, ear walk levels overall opposed to 
rodless rows hunched over same our habits, occupation backs 
for picking, bending, squatting, standing, sitting, 
kneeling, mixing few of each or stillness. 

(Pauses, stares forward, 
blinking. Regains attention 
suddenly.) 

Reflected in arc progression: increased collective height, 
considerably depending who you ask…Curious verse–certain no 
compare computing data age of rodless height at current 
installation. Considerably as warranted consideration.  

The second part of casing's more a shell, begins at rib 
juncture since spine's as perpendicular as parallel to feet 
and lips. Each turns out a bit in front stays shut for most 
part so no matter. 

If head extends out past feet is when the next segment 
comes in first out the end tips of ribs–cascading picnic 
cloth like gauze hair sprayed then frozen when that happens 
while sleeping or in middle game like basketball, because 
it freeze dries quickly, cloth calcifies departure, your 
descent or front-faced motion, characterized by shell stuck 
shape, ie   tipping head of rocking horse whose face now 
chalice laps whip thirsty say from racing so needs constant 
filling.   

The size and placement vary so no way how prediction. 
People active ones particular can latch stick hook another 
so both lower ends stay up right in place that way their 
bottom platelets take bark duties ordered by their high lip 
brains to  

(yelling, commanding)  
weigh the whole thing down!  
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TUDY 
(TUDY turns to face and touch 
brick wall with right hand. Her 
voice becomes expressive, 
remorseful, varied in pitch). 

But fuck and I admit it I just loved sucking orange pop 
admit few orders given when my pocket sunk with quarters 
and vending meal was always stocked so yes some straws got 
lost and my spool would  send my cloth rug dusting out the 
window every time I left the house without a coat, too late 
to turn unlock retrieve it when you're tardy go in dark 
enter holding pink slip back behind with trap clamped round 
a bottle full of berry punch Fruitopia masquerading like a 
water. 

(Turns slightly right towards 
audience, looking down towards 
rod attached to mid-torso.) 

In other words   too busy to command, shift, yell out fog 
breath scenes, ie: losing nose, legs, fingers, feet 
In other words, forgot rod was part of me 
Forgot rod came detachable  
Forgot thicker spools, longer cloths available 
Forgot rod was extendable 180, 360 with attachment 
Forgot rod wide pulled out into platter  
Forgot rod could card table  
Forgot rod could for gifts  
Forgot rod also lifts 
Forgot rod lets me pick own  ice skate nose, acorn mouth, 
eel skin eyes,  maggot rice beard for how long and to where 
or how thick 
Forgot Rod can shrink small, contract 15 times mine and 
flex up when I say so like:  10 degrees back, wrap hood 
using cloth just to see what it's like, if I can type write 
walk any faster.  

(TUDY turns back to face 
audience, resumes mechanical 
even tone of voice.) 

Mainframe rod where all goes down as music, score in belly 
plays whatever touches hollow dots, ie   flute score, 
depends on breath or how much wind gets through.  
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TUDY (CONT.) 
The smaller dots, unhollow on each end catch blood let down 
from ribs will funnel or discard it if too much too fast 
through right finger dabs though less fingers than 2 fans 
of 9 separate units on predominately one half of each hand 
base retracts and folds together at the organ sometimes 
played during mass. 

Sexwork lines conjoin at the end of creation–top of penis 
deepest endpoint vagina preceding these swerving back and 
forth three times each way inching upwards to unite at the 
summit built hollow, mapped inside if I stood in light,  

(head twitches as if machine 
glitching) 

mapped inside if I stood in light, you'd be able to see it 
as negative space.  

(turning around to face brick, 
pushing backside out to reveal 
Blowpops outlining rectum) 

Anyway the fifth finger of my left hand from either side 
sends platelets down to toes onto a space which is first 
and last outside shell and comes with sensors lining outer 
rim like lollipop ornaments over lawn though the lawn in 
this case is a tube or the lawn in this case could be hose 
or the lawn in case could be helpful if you think of as 
nose and lollipop stalk sensors sense vibration, change in 
size and taste if you're thinking lawn's a nose the stalk's 
a booger fence can sense reshape tube widening say from say 
a bison jaw broke open, faulty mousetrap or rogue vacuum 
hose sucking all sides up to close.  

(TUDY thrusts hips forwards 
towards brick, Blowpops stay in 
place) 

Any shape resized sends alarm bells chiming via lolli 
knocking dominos through other side. This is what you most 
want to avoid. This can last for weeks at a time and 
everyone finds out about actually why I got this yellow 
flashing black light rope to border mine so lawn's not dry 
patch, doesn't grow too wide either no screams or sighs, 
slight lolli smile like I'm taking care of self.  

(TUDY turns back to face 
audience)  
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TUDY (CONT.) 
Last not least 2 lassos hovering over one another are 
magnets, last one runs down to feet and thanks to this 
flap, provides a tripod base while you do whatever with 
your toes barely have to be on ground to stay in place so 
not confined to keep feet moving same way all the time I've 
trained mine to turn completely in and outwards, give high 
fives without lifting shin device. 

(looking down, feet clap inward. 
TUDY bends ninety degrees and 
falls backwards onto cot, 
looking down at feet, still 
clapping.)  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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TUDY character/costume design 
reference 

helmet 
over hair 
strands 

extendable 
rod, with 
cloth flap 

Main frame rod, as 
‘flute score’, 
unhollow end points 
as output holes

Magnet lassos 

Alarm censor 
rim 

Negative space 
of sex work 
lines 
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Scene 4: Judy  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CHARACTERS  

Judy :     female, with curly hair, in pink dress  
    with exaggerated bows and round edges 

Supervisor:  female, in round-edged skirt suit,  
    with pointed collar 

SETTING:    We are inside the skincare store  
where Judy works, surrounded by 
lotion display cases and wall 
units. The store is decorated in 
pale pink, seafoam green and 
white. 

     

AT RISE:    JUDY standing next to register,  
manned by SUPERVISOR. They are 
facing each other, without moving.  
The projector turns on, 
illuminating a black screen. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1  
Name      Judy 
Pronoun    She 
Self described   Hand painted  
    on a roll up  
    blind 

(Projector off. Side lights on. 
JUDY and SUPERVISOR have quick 
exchange. JUDY nods and turns to 
walk towards audience, wide-
eyed, smiling.) 

SUPERVISOR    
(accusingly, to JUDY, from 
behind)  

Did you wash your hands? 
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JUDY     
(Looking back and then towards 
audience. Closes eyes and takes 
a breath, as if in preparation.)  

The soap I used was chamomile chartreuse rain sent mint dab 
in the morning lathered into arms, scalp the grease all 
down my hairs went smooth flat stayed like that for days 
recommend sink in thyme lavender a bath salt seaweed stamp 
to bare I peeled a lemon juice pulp for eyes smudge stick 
dots if you're feeling wild roses sent express from Iran 
 man do you know pearls can be put right back? I mean into 
skin pearl milk they say Malaysia’s great for wraps 
insert’s around eight hours come out shiny prism every 
which way the sun colors by you show up bright move match 
outfit bag everything cocoa puddy snail fat comes straight 
in metal tray tinted how the moon hit during Scorpio the 
previous year super cool inside the lid week forecast based 
on shell pattern selected time from cart to checkout and 
your shipping option before just purchase card plus vowels 
length of last name additional items and whether or not 
alerts were on and how loud. 

(stepping closer towards 
audience, eyes even wider)  

When I saw mine made so much sense ended up a round even 
softer than the one suggested crazy really you should try I 
have refer-a-friend-codes in my pendent Circadian Locket 
lets me know if I'm heavy lighter on any given day like a 
dreamcatcher but for bloat can use it without a phone old 
school more a reminder something to keep an eye on get a 
feel for girl that cuts my hair got me into them discount 
for that too if you’re interested have to go through her 
though cuz I’m putting all my points towards the chin right 
up near my eyes around my neck mix of toothless carp dead 
skin eating ones in aquariums originally just Asian feet 
now they come in tiny sardine cans with amniotic fluid 
geese or cow can’t remember and you spread ‘em wherever you 
want and wrap this kinda swim-cap material over to hold ‘em 
in place I’ve just been using the coated chiffon sheets 
that come with berry robin eggs only when you buy a case 
though but I always run out of cough drops so it’s great. 

(Stepping even closer to 
audience, wider-eyed)  

Anyway sound’s kinda annoying overnight but the wrap they 
give you would get all twisted and I’d wake up with all 
these little bones in my bed cuz the fish dry out if 
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they’re not in the amnio and it stunk  so yeah if you’re 
gonna do the swordfish or star…  

(looking up) 
wait no right garru...rula fish proper name just use 
something airtight  Saran wrap probably works but you’d 
have to use a lot and not move around a ton but right  back 
to the gel inserts  these   mine are the thin crest 
extended drops in medium but that’s cuz I have pretty high 
cheekbones  

(at rim separating audience from 
stage, leaning as far forward as 
possible, close to collapsing)  

You’d probably take a small but if you are going for more 
of a diamond or upside down kite shape wider at the bottom 
than mine but shorter then probably a medium to be safe but 
you don’t have to decide today we can just try a bunch on. 

(breathes deeply, audible sigh. 
Smiling, as if getting picture 
taken) 

(Lights off. Projector on. 
SINGER 1 and 2 enter from 
opposite sides of stage and 
perform below projector showing 
footage of leaving mall and 
driving through NYC, fading out 
at song’s end.) 

  
(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 

SINGER 2  
 (contralto, as echo) 
SOFTER, WIDER, WHIRLWIND BORDERS  
SANDSTORM, COMCAST, WEAR HOME CLOGS 
FACEPLANT, TREEHOUSE, SUNBENT RAYS 

SINGER 1  
 (soprano, loud) 
SMOOTH OUT SHARP, NEW CUT FREE CORNERS 
FULL FOOT / FRONT ROW, 3 WHEEL BUFF 
EYELASH NET, STRAND REARRANGEMENT  
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Scene 5: Jim  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CHARACTERS  

Jim :     indistinguishable age/sex, in plaid  
    shirt, loose jeans, with protruding  
    belly, wispy hair, lumpy complexion 

Singer 1:   female, half of duo: Against the wind,  
in canvas gown 

Singer 2:   female, half of duo: Against the wind,  
in canvas gown 

SETTING:    We are inside Jim’s exposed brick  
studio apartment. It is sparsely 
furnished/decorated, except for a 
hanging mirror, mustard color 
recliner and bathtub, situated at 
front right of stage. 

     

AT RISE:    Jim motionless slumped in  
recliner, facing TV, below 
projector. A pile of opened 
envelopes and papers at JIM’s 
feet. The projector turns on, 
illuminating a black screen. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
VERB 

frame 2 
Name      Jim 
P̶r̶o̶n̶o̶u̶n̶    Hit 
Self described    Contestant 

Projector off. Side lights on. 
Jim flipping through channels, 
grumbling towards TV) 
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JIM    
Heehaw! Yes I will kill it. I will fling rope lasso choke 
hold round this whole or– 

(in sarcastic cutesy/courteous 
voice, kicking at papers)  

tie knot and bow, here–  

(reverts to normal voice)  
They wanna see a clock, I'll show my past in minutes. Meter 
bleeding out my– 

(in sarcastic courteous voice)  
Oops you've reached your monthly quota, please try harder 
next time there’s no space for these 180’s ladies  

(in normal voice, turning 
towards audience)  

Hades? All my work for you now. 

(JIM gets up from recliner, 
rubbing belly, moves to look and 
talk into mirror.) 

JIM 
Who'da thunk it, me a mother. Me: a monster.  

(cringing at reflection)  
Ugh, an eyesore  

(moves into a fighting defensive 
pose)  

Limoncello wigwam master mining front garage. 
(turning away, rationalizing)  

I've showed up in my nasal ways, waxed acid stains to 
mustache, linking nose to ears with chain. 

(rubbing belly)  
My son's not gay, he's wearing heels. My gallstones break, 
my shoulders cave. 

(moves towards bathtub, runs 
water, begins to undress, 
calmly) 

This dog burnt bath is doing fine 
(increasingly fanatic, crazed, 
in various voices/tones)  

But. The python hound grin reaping on my head is screaming, 
‘Shut your belly whack!  
Is seeming  not at all like work 
Is showing  Leo signs at work  
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     JIM (Cont.)  
Is swinging monkey as a fist hangs 
drooping latex into cunt 
You dumb fuck cunt 

(towards audience, ripping last 
of clothes off) 

Think twice before an IUD  
gives birth to cyborgs you can't see  

(JIM enters bathtub, lies 
within. Side lights off. Coil 
frying sound (from Hybrid Mind 
Work credits, Scene 1.) 

JIM    
(fading)  

See-saaaaw! 

(Lights off. Projector on. 
SINGER 1 and 2 enter stage from 
opposite sides and perform below 
projector, showing footage of 
drive from Brooklyn to rural 
cornfields, fading out at song’s 
end.) 

 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 

SINGER 1  
 (soprano, loud) 
SYSTEM MAINTAINED FURTHER FASTER 
PSA AS MANDATE, AFTER 
LATER FOR LESS RUN-INS

SINGER 2  
 (contralto, as echo) 
BUCKLE UP YOUR BLOOD ONES, FOLKS  
EVERY CAGE HOOK FENCE YOUR OWN 
UPGRADE LADDER, RIDE NIAGRA
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Scene 6: Min 
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CHARACTERS  

Min :     female, barefoot in long, flowing  
canvas dress, with fingers twice the 
length of average 

SETTING:    We at Min’s farm estate, getting a  
     tour outside. The landscape is  
     separated into 20% flower patch  

(left), 80% cornfield (right). A  
wooden sign sticking out of flower 
patch engraved with ‘Jim’ in large 
letters. A manmade bee-cage sits 
in the center of flower patch. 
Bees buzz loudly throughout scene. 

AT RISE:    Min, facing backdrop of flower  
patch and cornfield stands 
motionless at front center stage. 
A few corn stalks and flowers on 
either side. The projector turns 
on, illuminating a black screen. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
OBJECTS 

frame 2 
Name      Min 
Pronoun   Her 
Self described    Second cousin 

Projector off. Side lights on. 
Min, from behind, grazing hands 
across engraved wooden sign) 

MIN    
Uncle Jim, God bless, was crazy.  
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MIN (Cont.) 
Just hit once   never buckled up.  
Used to eat by fistfuls–always missed his mouth.  

(advancing between corn and 
flowers, towards backdrop) 

One time he tried to hit the ceiling with a flare we had 
for June 
Blew out five, four fingers 
 Even, flat ones too  
And soft, lined right up to his knuckles 
Dad said ‘stumped'; nails never grew 

I think he liked to garden I think he liked to dance 
I think he made the first Milipedic Car Brush–Advanced 
I think he lost the battle, snubbed the judge in court 
Wore heels with spikes in front, stood squawking on all 
fours 

(pausing, in thought, still 
facing backdrop) 

Gave some testament from Egypt 
Tri-point map with broken lines 
A cheetah once swam up while diving 
But survived somehow had a surfboard at same time? 

(pausing near bee-cage, back of 
stage) 

He left this bee farm, I just pollinate 
(holds up left hand, cascades 
fingers over branches, visible 
for first time to audience) 

skipped over buds–long fingers  
can field branches at a time 
skinny too, not much gets lost 
Get to spend whole days outside  

(twirling, hair covering face) 
No other sounds, net mask the hive  

(Louder bee sounds) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 7: Jan 
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CHARACTERS  

Jan :     topless middle-aged woman with three  
sagging breasts, wispy balding hair, 
dirty jeans with tool belt carrying 
saw, hammer and screwdriver 

SETTING:    We are inside Jan’s living room. 
The floor is covered in pillows, stuffed animals and 
electrical cords. A white La-Z-Boy faces a marooned-
curtained window. A table with monitor on left. 

AT RISE:    Jan is seated on the La-Z-Boy,  
facing back wall of stage. The 
back top of her head is visible. 
The projector turns on, 
illuminating a black screen. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
Name      Jan 
Pronoun   Her 
Self described    OOF (out of  
    the office) 

Projector off. Side lights on. 
Jan runs a hand over head, 
slumps further down in La-Z-boy) 

JAN    
(towards window, reflective, 
pausing at line gaps) 

This isn't what I had in mind thin mooncup, your rim to 
mine 
Whole treaty made  two chins, a grit   one lapped and 
lapped and lapped  
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JAN (Cont.) 
Too wide spikes, dunce trap for barbs, line cast of soft 
paw mites  

(turning head to reveal profile, 
lifting hand to mouth, back over 
head)  

frayed tongue at dusk  
frayed tongue by night 
wall tassled into cold bleed 

Afterall, it was dark 
Afterall, hammer shark 
Afterall, came in suit 
with cooler tank but you meant dive 

(turns chair to left, slowly 
getting up) 

Pry ripe breath opened by a toadstool 
Pry token   gagging on a tick wing  

(standing, facing audience, 
looking down at breasts) 

Flaps surfaced grew from flatness, inflated by the dunking 
Milk for triplets now for days at a time I do not go 
outside 
I could am  can am  weight   
bay mare miniature strength  
 cobalt tongue, lightning mane 
 diamond hooves, gold medal brain 
 accordion liver, circus tissue tent, donut glazed 
nerve endings 
I watch seal pups splash on backgrounds  in the meantime  

(gestures towards monitor 
playing seal pup youtube video, 
looks to floor, then audience) 

Mind the cord lines down the hallway, shaft gaps along the 
breezeway, sand vac rigged up below my yard. 

(JAN turns and walks to window, 
looking out longingly with right 
hand up to glass. Hammer and saw 
on tool-belt sagging back of 
jeans.) 

I saw throughout the morning 
Blue stamp outside the window 
Inked tree as if a warning 
On glass, a paneled hand wave  
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(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 8: Jon 
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CHARACTERS  

Jon:     old man bandaged sloppily around eyes  
and hands, wearing wrist watch, white 
collared shirt and khakis, walks with 
cane 

Store Attendant: teenage boy in dark green vest, name- 
    tag 

SETTING:    We are inside an indoor shopping  
center. All shops surrounding the 
grocery store are closed and 
gated. There are a few trash cans 
and floor plants near the grocery 
store’s entrance and a few isles 
of boxed products on the other 
side.  

AT RISE:    Jon with cane, standing below  
projector screen, looking around 
stage in confusion, scratching 
head 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
Name      Jon 
Pronoun   His 
Self described    Veteran, in  
    due time 

(Projector off. Side lights on. 
Jon stumbling and knocking into 
plants and trash cans, 
disorientated. He looks 
skeptically from gated shops to 
wrist watch a few times, walks 
towards grocery store.) 
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JON    
The library was open when I got here 
The market place was open I got here 

(walking into grocery store 
area, calling out beyond stage) 

Can you point me towards the metals sir–Magkneefuroxide 
wing?I've tried the spertomanic, mugsheenplantlet, fauna 
too…emulseptic aim masseuse, kozwalla unicorn  
(scratching head, looking up reflectively) 
kazoo 

(STORE ATTENDANT enters with 
wheelchair, places it below Jon 
with familiarity, frustration. 
Jon continues speaking without 
acknowledging STORE ATTENDANT.) 

JON    
It's these bone shafts, they are missing, twitching, warm 
soft gas or resin stew 
Fists wading stumps past glop drained muc–f  

(looking out beyond stage. STORE 
ATTENDANT checks wheels from 
behind, exits stage) 

Mam, is that seagull, ivory, something I can step onto?  
My wheelchair might's below me, but my feet are pan stuck–
fried. No luck?  

(looks out, shrugs shoulders) 
Worth a shot, new U-chain lock 

(looking down at metal 
shoelaces) 

Doctor at the barber's office tried his keys, then saw in 
front  
Wellness bank attendant's skin was dry, snow-flaked onto 
mine is why I'm itching  
No spit shine either, rather see 'em broke all day than 
swipe kneel raggin' boots 

(STORE ATTENDANT walks back onto 
stage holding a tall stack of 
cereal boxes. JON turns 
wheelchair sharply, knocking 
into him. Boxes fall.) 
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JON   
So be a lad here, won't you–show me where's that speckled 
rump you got on special in your mailer? And after, can you 
bring it to my trunk out back? 

(STORE ATTENDANT grins tightly, 
nodding head, picking up boxes 
near JON’s feet. JON lifts both 
up easily and winks at audience, 
showing pink rubber soles with 
flames painted on them.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 9: Shelly 
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CHARACTERS 

Shelly:   middle-aged woman in a restrictive  
mermaid-shaped dress. She has stumps 
instead of hands and a third eye, in 
between and slightly above other two. 
It is a 3D googly eye with an unhinged, 
moveable ball for pupil. 

SETTING:    We are inside Shelly’s home. A  
window with maroon curtains pulled 
back, at the back of stage, 
reveals a paper sun, pulled slowly 
back and forth from behind. 
There’s a table with a liquor 
bottle front stage right, a framed 
photo of HULA from from Scene 2 
hanging from ceiling with a lay 
around it, a Menora stand made of 
blowpops, a bed surrounded by a 
grass skirt made into a ring-
shaped rug. 

AT RISE:    Shelly, with arms full of laundry,  
is standing below projector, 
struggling to pick up falling 
pieces and keep pile in place 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
Name      Shelly 
Pronoun   Her 
Self described    Corner/diner/ 
    foodmart host 

Projector off. Side lights on. 
SHELLY walks to the bed, dumps 
laundry down and begins folding 
sheets. She walks up and down 
the length of bed to connect 
corners, due to missing hands.) 
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SHELLY    
Cousin sailor, you have brought me right up 
Candid waver, as unbridled mast in ship 

(catching breath, elbows on 
upper thighs)  

Mine thy angel I have come as stunt, runt stupefied miner, 
petrified in gloves and panting, parting as in labor, 
letting acorns rise along my sides and out two holes 
through cheek, one broke, lonesome-y waiter serving hedge-
line rocks to fits, with gin. 

(moving to gaze out window) 
I combed searched days for you, on top of you   hair parted 
at my feet 
My gentle weaver, whose calming locks I coast, shine 
golden, sweet  

There is no page or stone where I'm let off. Your body 
comes engraved here 
Your four stone tears dear, embossed on limbs as wishbone 
into mountain 

Line my collar, round snow bead 
I’m ski lift to your slope 

(taking short hops to center of 
stage) 

You breathe life so I fly 
hold make gas while I gear 
You sew grass and I squeal 
Honolulu lays around us 
8 meal Chanuka's upon us 
There's a Kwanzaa, king among us 
My landcaster, fair as Finnis 

You are witness, I am all 
Without litmus, I embalm 

You, my heir of stranded earth on outer edges.  
Take all three–my eyes for you 
tear third one open 
stay pinball on its rim  
you my pupil, magnetized 

(looking cross-eyed, sweeps arm 
across stage as if in display) 

You keep the world constant, spinning, vision is upon us 
Falling sand tracks 3D place and endlessly, it fascinates 
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SHELLY (Cont.) 
My only Son, my septum's in your mouth 
Your finger in my nose loves sneaking turns at spin-ball  
I let it cuz I'm tired, have to whirl whole head to make 
ball loop completely  

(demonstrates, with frustration 
what it takes to make pupil in 
googly eye spin) 

Same reason can't trim whiskers:  no dexterity, no fingers 
Yours much stronger, love: abundant over-filling joy 
And luck. 
You're much abundant, over-filling joy and luck 
You keep me up at night and walking when I'm up and 
thinking - eyeballs shut -  
Pull nipple chin to mono-thumb, as if they were, could 
touch  
And say dear good one,  

(in clueless, slightly mocking 
voice) 

What has happened to my lunch?  
(goes to table, fumbling and 
eventually lifting bottle to 
mouth with hand-stumps, starts 
drinking) 

I used to wrap, my own two hands 
You have saved me so much  
fed me time, chronologic and diagonally  
You've cut down so much long doing 
You are need and want as grapefruit brunch 

(growing crazed, impassioned, 
extending vocal range) 

Neat citrus hood, that blasts me through each day 
I am brightened by each day how flesh you are you make 
By each day how flesh you are you make– 

(looking out beyond, walking 
towards audience) 

Hey let's get those brambles off 
I’ll hold your foot down if you just want to shake  

(shakes vertically, worm-like, 
cross-eyed.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 10: Roy 
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CHARACTERS  

Roy:    wet, naked boy with various sea  
creatures stuck to body 

SETTING:    We are on the shore of an empty  
     beach, with sand and rocks strewen 
across stage. 

AT RISE:    Crashing waves sound from offstage  
     speakers. Projector on. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background: 

frame 1 
VARIENTS 

frame 2 
[form destroyed] 

Projector off. Side lights on. A 
bucket of water is splashed onto 
stage. ROY, covered in various 
cephalopods enters stage right, 
looking around. Suction sounds 
from feet.  

ROY    
I found this squid or something. Clam and stuff.  

(looking out in different 
directions beyond stage)  

Kai keep it? 
(Shrugs shoulders. Walks off 
stage left, holding onto squids 
dripping off his body. A few 
drop to the floor.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 11: Verbal 
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CHARACTERS  

Verbal:   middle-aged woman in trench coat and  
tool-belt, with a suction cup 
prosthetic over right hand 

Bear:   a tiny brown bear, as plush toy or  
puppet 

Dougie Salamander: long-tailed young salamander, as plush  
toy or puppet 

SETTING:    We are visiting VERBAL on the job– 
outside a top floor window of a 
high-rise building looking over 
the same NYC skyline used in Scene 
10 of ACT 1, now torn in half from 
the bottom. A tall hollow pole 
with buttons and wires hanging on 
out stands directly over floor 
beam.  

AT RISE:    VERBAL is straddling pole a few  
feet off stage floor, below 
projector screen, with BEAR 
hanging from her shoulders, DOUGIE 
SALAMANDER, from her lower back. 
Projector on. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
handwriting on black background: 

frame 1 
Name       
Pronoun    
Self described     
(in cursive handwriting) 
will talk in person 

Projector off. Side lights on.  
VERBAL glancing between audience 
and pole, fiddling with wires 
and buttons) 
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VERBAL 
I push around the dots: twice to the right cuz my left 
one's busy 
It's not theft, just breaking code  

(pulls at button, drops to 
floor) 

Shit. Trying to break code. Green buttons there.  
(turning towards BEAR) 

Bear, you looking back?  

(BEAR nods. Rap music fades in, 
blasts, fades out from speakers 
offstage.) 

VERBAL 
Now the count's all fucked up. Everyone’s a freakin' dj 
‘round here, turn table or not. Neighbor’s even worse with 
the game shows. Wheel of fortune. Must be reruns or 
something. Every night with that ticking sound, recorded 
cheers. Ugh.  

(Continues tinkering, focused on 
pole.) 

You got the time there? Blinky's waiting out in front. 
(Pausing, to open and fan 
herself with left coat lapel, 
towards audience) 

4-man coat here, 2 lil' ones on the job, all I need with 
Dougie Salamander–kid’s got a fin straight down the back, 
super long tail so whoever’s with me can slide down if it 
comes to that. I've done this many times, only foiled 
twice. Plus now I've got an in with this guy who works the 
desk. Made it a helluva lot easier to coordinate time but 
you never know what kind of new security they got 
installed.  

(Goes back to tinkering with 
wires) 

Only working now with the camera cuz Rod's fingering the 
code lock from the end of Dougie's fin, few stories down. 
If it wasn't for this suction band and arm sling, plus all 
this head steam, we'd be 30 feet below by now–dead or 
knocking ‘round corners, asking for a sandwich. You’ve seen 
‘em. Like zombies, door-nails. Sleeping on foam mustard. 
Snoring. Not for me. Gluten allergies. Plus I don’t need 
much, few seeds, handful of nuts. I'm just in it for the 
air time.  
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(Loud sirens sound from offstage 
speakers. Red lights flash out 
the top of pole. VERBAL 
freezes.) 

VERBAL 
Shit.  

(Looking back and forth, up and 
down, flustered.) 

You gotta be kidding me.  
(BEAR slides down DOUGIE 
SALAMANDER’s tail. DOUGIE 
SALAMANDER releases grip from 
VERBAL and scurries down pole. 
Both run off stage. VERBAL 
turns, wrapping limbs so front 
body’s exposed, faced against 
the pole. Hesitates, mumbling to 
herself. Looks to audience 
nonchalantly with visible fear.)  

Well, guess that does it for me.  
(Half-smiling, looking down)  

Huh. 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 12: Image 
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CHARACTERS  

Image:    a man in Santa suit made of cut 
balloons, below a white sheet with a mouth hole cut out 

SETTING:    We are Image’s headquarters. Red 
light shines out from pole, remaining on stage from Scene 
11. There is a window with maroon curtains drawn in the 
back of stage, 2 tables with plants, a phone on each and 
some floor plants.  

AT RISE:    IMAGE pacing back and forth below  
     projector screen. Projector on. 

(cut to frame 1, with black text 
on white background: 

frame 1 
Name 
Pronoun 
Self described 

 

[image drawn below fields left 
blank] 

Projector off. Side lights on. 
Sounds of phones ringing on and 
off stage. IMAGE running 
frantically around knocking into 
tables and plants. Phones 
ringing.) 
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IMAGE   
(Picking up a ringing phone, 
shouting into receiver) 

Call the mama  
  Call the llama 
   Lourdes someone for the girl here 
    Page the pastor 
     Round the stirrups 
      Past the gate latch 

(Pressing imaginary button next 
to phone. Buzzer sounds, ‘We’re’ 
audible from phone) 

Hurry in! 
Were talking about bones here 
Sherry, cancer in our homes here 

(Answering other ringing phone, 
talking into both, now with 
steady concerned voice) 

Larry master, the prognosis shaman answer means no turn 
back shouting sprint first till you reach her, try to teach 
and show what she's missing use my name say Saigon goes 
here say uncle henry owes her make sure she won't hang up 
then put me on the line it's her and how the only way   
take gasps but no short breaks. 
An intermission fine as long as folks still watching blow 
some big balloons  
Use firebreath to bring up Satan just start talking how she 
knew him  
Flash the one of her, his birthday cake  
Hand phone as she bites down 
Yes–gimme her me while eating  
Show her fork is just a pie 
Make  tell her laugh till closing eyes 

(Raising voice, insistent) 
Nothing in hits thighs though till she's safe back here in 
court  

(IMAGE slams both phones down. 
Gasps for air, becomes 
completely still. Audible 
breathing below sheet.) 
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IMAGE  
(Calmly, reassuring) 

She comes around again...console language. Console face. 
Dotting language  

(hugging self below sheet)  
Compressed powder. Power best not– 

(shrieking)  
FEEL REAL SKIN!  

(Throws off sheet. Squeals with 
laughter, runs and leaps off 
stage.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 13: Subject 
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CHARACTERS  

Subject:   topless preteen boy in short denim cut- 
    offs, dirty white tube socks, workboots 

SETTING:    We are at a recently cleared,  
vacant plot of land without 
plants, just dirt. A ‘vacant’ sign 
is taped to the pole, unchanged 
and emitting red light from 
previous scenes. 

AT RISE:    Dirt covers stage, surrounding the  
pole. Projector on. 

(cut to frame 1, with black text 
on white background: 

frame 1 
Name   Subject 
Pronoun   You 
Self described to object few, 
    a crime 

Projector off. Side lights on. A 
bucket of dirt is thrown onto 
stage. FUCK cartwheels onto 
stage. Continues to cartwheel, 
backbend and flip around pole 
throughout while delivering 
lines, flinging dirt with 
movements.) 

SUBJECT 
(threatening, menacing)   

I’ve been sharpened try me try to I will boomerang wax 
harden ring as bent loop shingle I will dingle dangle off 
your every porch and gutter I will mutter things your 
grandma wept inside my dream and treat those passing by as 
tools for building ships to send out masthead tune of 
cancer knife to coast on every whisk of sand and take whole 
clan the pack as feeder  
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SUBJECT (CONT.) 
I will leak your every bone till crown hiss top flag in my 
honor every bath in porcelain will be stamped with my our 
name this domain you do not to cross I will fist ear your 
children like I’m puncturing rock never quitting till skin 
shines my face into blood you can rest up as table head 
footstool, wire transfer of fun I was not asked to be here 
bet your life you better run. 
(Stops, walks to center of stage. Makes a ‘suck it’ 
gesture: crossing arms, ricocheting them off forward 
thrusting hips, biting upper lips. Laughs with tongue out. 
Flips and cartwheels off stage.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 14: You 
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CHARACTERS  

You:    priestly barefoot tiger in long canvas  
gown 

SETTING:    We are at an isolated, undisclosed  
     location of YOU’s choice: empty  

except for pole, no longer 
emanating red light 

AT RISE:    YOU crouching down, brushing away  
dirt left from previous scene. 

(cut to frame 1, with white text 
on black background, varying 
every other letter, blinking: 

frame 1 
Name   You 
Pronoun   Too 
Self described Light, set,  
    sound designer 

Projector off. Side lights on.  
YOU rises to sudden attention. 
YOU shuffles slowly towards pole 
and places a hand on it. White 
light beams out.) 

YOU     
(Calmly, facing audience, 
catches wagging tail from behind 
and strokes it)  

This one, my tail, my end: a pogo stick.  
(letting go slowly, looking down 
in preparation) 

There is a state, a pigin plane, where rest your needle 
sleep for days. I've got a mountain on each page. I've hung 
from Cornish blue hens, feathered eyebrows down from 13 
hollow sites to swing through amber curtains. 

YOU (CONT.) 
(Morose, looking down) 
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Eyelash haze 
My whiskers sigh 
Teeth drop in tear ducts] 

(begins walking around stage) 
There's a staple in my steeple  
There's a stump tall like a ply fig rung by penny-button 
thieves whose violet chalk waves I get paid now to replace 
or save with two-toed offers: tightrope walker, slinging 
maids in sternum spike heels, scooping earth out-fisted 
limb-sponge, drug in drip reminder   

(in exaggerated broadcasting 
voice) 

When in motion, battle big 
In tsunami, cuspid E flat trumpet drum roll rise to  
’News’  

(air quoting)  
presented intro…In the landing, stay war ready as in   
vested, safe 

(pauses, looking down, morose to 
hopeful) 

My creole night 
My creole wife  
My creole taught me to make haste 

(continues walking, in resigned 
tone) 

We rust, we strain, revision blur   his her end 
checkpoints, map of blots and spotted booth tape for 
collection–puking, choking coins for melting, bar room 
benching, downtown kneeling, silent prayers for silent 
witness, silent slaves by whispered sainthood only glistens 
when it rains my fur is coated, sleek wet cleansing, daily 
discounts daily shedding, combing manufactured winter 
growth this spring will trampoline blood summers if we let 
it pierce more sky. 

(pauses, facing audience, in 
pained, feigned conviction) 

I'll leap for days with elfin ears to dust can, can-can, 
tin man, cum fuck gray house star war price roll tragic 
hangnail. Sure, let's pierce the sky. I'll hornet high-rise 
mausoleum flat for days.  

(looks down to crotch) 
My clown cap's pointing straight. 

(Turns sideways. Profile reveals 
large boner below gown. Walks 
off stage as if pulled by it.) 
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(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF ACT) 
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Epilogue: Universal Transference 
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CHARACTERS 

1-6:   in black with white hoods 

SETTING:    We are in a cavernous region of  
     the psyche. A high beam light is  

pointed upwards from center stage. 
A ring of floor lights surround 
the high beam, at the stage’s 
outermost circumference. 

AT RISE:    1-6 are standing in a circle,  
     motionless, facing floor beam. 

(Floor beam on. 1-6 begin 
rotating slowly to the right in 
side steps, continuing 
throughout scene. 1-6 turn 
towards audience when speaking, 
turn back when finished. The 
floor beam flashes every time a 
new character speaks, facing 
audience.) 

1    
I get off on becoming 

     2    
Into being none 

3    
I jump from place  

4     
To face  

(looks towards 5) 

5 
Another  

(looks to 6) 

6    
(jumps to face audience)  

Ghost! 
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(floor lights on) 

1    
(matter-of-factly)  

There’s a staple in my steeple 

2    
(with discomfort)  

A thorny cradle  

3     
(eerily)  

Lined with bones of all I’ve been before 

4    
(matter-of-factly, emphasizing 
‘I’)  

Through which I use 

5    
(simply)  

To frame another door 

6    
(merrily)  

I keep hopping out the window 

(side lights on) 

1    
(merrily)  

Only grave I know is home 

2    
(confused)  
The stay sis, the state is, the status? 

3    
(looking beyond audience)  

Up, here comes Satan! 
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4    
(nervous)  

See ya later 

5    
(enthusiastic)  

At the polls! 

6    
(slyly)  

Or by my throne 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF PLAY) 



     MORE SIGNS THAN SUN 
      

 Part II: Light tunneled into thin  
blue lines 

      
_____________________________ 

    
A Play in 4 Acts  



Cast of Characters 

Part 2 of More Signs than Sun (MSTS) consists of 85 
characters performed by a cast of 3 females and 3 males. 
Since characters range more than recur from scene to scene, 
character lists and descriptions preface the setting of 
each scene. 

Scene 

Like the characters, the setting and context under which 
each scene appears varies throughout the play. Each Act is 
shaped into a different form, or stage within the process, 
of memory and dreaming. In that way, on a macro level, each 
scene takes place in the brain, though it’s the micro 
level–the memory or dream itself–which is (re)enacted. For 
context, descriptions of the macro and micro settings are 
included at the beginning of each Act. 

Time 

Each scene is a past event being processed or recollected 
in real time. The time of the play, as in Part 1, can 
therefore be best described as taking place in the 
‘continuous present’, a space inclusive of both live action 
and recollection. 

Lighting 

Lighting remains a central component in Part 2 of MSTS, 
though involves less variation as Part 1. Besides the 
flashing lights of cameras in ACT 2, the majority of the 
play takes place under ceiling lights. Additional 
variations are included in stage directions. 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     PROLOGUE: Constructed Instructors 
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CHARACTERS 

Divers (1-3)    females in wetsuits, yellow face masks 

Miners (1-3)    males in overalls, yellow hard hats  

SETTING:    We are at the beginning of an  
unconscious pathway leading to the 
brain’s amygdala; the first stage 
in storing the emotional elements 
of events. Ceiling lights are lit 
down stage center, illuminating 
the path DIVERS and MINERs will 
traverse during scene. Black 
backdrop. 

AT RISE:    DIVERS 1-3 stand in a line next to  
one another, facing audience, at 
the back center of stage, in front 
of illuminated path. 

DIVERS 1-3 
(in unison, stepping forwards)    

Escalation collapse 
Recollecting the past 

(crouching to knees, in lowered 
voices) 

Sync truth in sound waves 
(rising) 

by the ways we reach the sound it makes 
(DIVERS 1-3 repeat lines above 
2x, till the reach center stage) 

(MINERS enter stage left and 
stand next to one another, with 
wide stances, fists on hips, in 
a line in front of DIVERS.) 

MINERS 1-3 
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(to one another, shouting over 
hardhats)  

Once rung inside both ears 
when ears are rung both twice 
if sound rings both ears twice 

(DIVERS 1-3 repeat lines above 
2x, progressively increasing in 
volume) 

(DIVERS 1 and 3 walk forward, 
between line of miners to front 
of stage, and then are joined by 
MINER 2, in center, forming a 
new line of 3.) 

DIVER 1 
(staring with fascination at, 
and animating hands)    

Will vibration shape in hands  

DIVER 3   
(staring with fascination at, 
and animating arms)   

Affect the movement of both arms 

MINER 2   
(staring with fascination at, 
and animating feet and legs) 

MINER 2    
And what is done to feet with legs  

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF PROLOGUE)  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Act 1: Picture Plays 

Scene 1: A cheetah upends a 4-
headed surfer 
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CHARACTERS 

Head 1      female head with body, in swimsuit 

Head 2      head visible, body in black cape, mouth  
can open wider than all other heads 

Head 3      head visible, body in black cape but  
with one bare leg outside, mouth can 
open just enough for tongue to stick 
out, impairing speech 

Head 4      head visible, body covered, mouth  
nearly shut 

Cheetah     male, in cheetah mask, body covered by  
waves 

Miner 2   from Prologue 

SETTING:    We are in the ocean, surrounded by  
waves. The shoreline in the 
distance, along the front of 
stage. 

AT RISE:    HEADS 2-4 stand on elevated  
platform between waves in back of 
stage right, looking out towards 
the shore. HEAD 1 on a inflatable 
boogie board in front of HEADS 
2-4. 

HEAD 1    
(to HEAD 2, wobbling)  

You said 

HEAD 2  
(to HEAD 2)     

You said you 
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HEAD 3  
(to HEAD 3)     

You  

HEAD 4      
(to HEAD 3, tight lips, as if 
spoken through a trumpet)  

you said you knew the way 

(HEADS 1-4 repeat lines above 
2x, increasing in volume, 
varying in tones of urgency/
accusation. 

HEADS 1-4 pause to look around. 
Cheetah’s head surfaces from 
underneath a jagged patch of 
stagnant waves, seductively, 
situated stage left.) 

CHEETAH     
the way  

(looks around, grinning before 
re-submerging) 

(HEAD 1 slips and falls off 
boogie board, flounders, climbs 
back up using HEAD 3’s leg.) 

 

(HEADS 1-4 repeat lines above 
3x.  

MINER 2  
(off, as low and steady, 
background beat to HEADS 
1-4) 

Good to go (repeat 12x)

HEADS 1-4  
(simultaneously, in 
recollection of event 
already passed, addressing 
each other resentfully, 
while swimming to shore.) 

You said you knew the way 
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(The third time, having reached 
sand along edge of stage. 

HEADS 1-4 collapse with 
exhaustion. HEAD 4 begins to 
snore.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 2: Wetsuit over sandcastle 
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CHARACTERS 

Head 1:     from Scene 1 

Diver 1:   from Prologue 

Surfer:     male in speedo, wetsuit draped over  
forearm, surfboard over shoulder 

SETTING:    We are at the beach on a sunny  
day. Sounds of seagulls, splashing 
and children playing in the 
distance. The shore has extended 
from Scene 1, with sand NOPW 
covering most of the stage. 

AT RISE:    HEAD 1 sits cross-legged at stage  
center in front of a large sand 
castle. She runs her hands along 
its sides to secure it in place. 
It is as tall as her, sitting 
down. SURFER, wet, is exiting 
water with surfboard.  

 

DIVER 1    
(off, as quiet 
encouraging backdrop in 
steady 3/4 time) 
Good to go  

(DIVER 1 repeats lines 
above 12x)

SURFER     
(enthusiastically, as if 
addressing engaged 
invisible audience)  
The way? knew the way. You 
the way 
The way, knew the way you 
the–Way!! 

(SURFER repeats lines above 
6x, increasing in volume, 
walking casually down 
beach. Last lines delivered 
while taking off wetsuit, 
near HEAD 1.) 
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(HEAD 1 gazes at castle 
lovingly, adding final touches 
to its spire. 

She looks up approaching SURFER, 
distracted and trying to balance 
wetsuit and surfboard.) 

HEAD 1    
(glancing between castle and 
approaching talking SURFER, 
doubtful to fearful in tone)  

No, no, noo 

(SURFER trips on surfboard tail, 
releasing hands to catch his 
fail. Wetsuit flops onto sand 
castle. HEAD 1 shrieks slightly 
on an inhale, covering hands 
over mouth. SURFER picks up 
wetsuit, board brushing sand off 
both. He looks to HEAD 1 and 
shrugs.) 

SURFER 
(rationalizing, quieting) 

The way. Knew the way. You-the way. 
(exits stage)  

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF PROLOGUE) 
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Scene 3: Seagull resurrection 
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CHARACTERS  

Seagull:    wrapped in barbed wire, with a trap on  
its tongue, causing a slight lisp 

Time 1:      old man, head locked under Time 2’s  
armpit 

Time 2:     young boy, dragging Time 1 by armpit 

SETTING:    We are at a point of intersection 
along the pathway to the amygdala, 
where two disparate fragments meet 
for the first time. 

AT RISE:    Ceiling lights light two diagonal  
stripes on stage floor, which come 
to a point at stage center. 
SEAGULL ruffles wings up and down, 
wobbling down right stripe, 
looking out towards audience with 
curiosity. 

   
SEAGULL   

Everyone loves my lips 
(flapping wings, walking in 
circles) 

Everyone loves my mouth 
(walking back and forth in line) 

Everyone hearts my mouth   
Everyone loves my tongue 
Everyone's spit's my heart 

(SEAGULL repeats lines/actions 
above 2x) 

(SEAGULL moves to front stage 
where lights meet, continues 
ruffling feathers and walking in 
small circles. TIME 1 and 2 
enter through back stage left, 
both staring ahead with eyes 
locked on SEAGULL.)  
(TIME 1 and 2 stop in the center 
of left light stripe.  
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(TIME 1 lifts hand and points to 
SEAGULL.) 

TIME 1 
(addressing TIME 2 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I dazed into light 

TIME 2 
(addressing TIME 1 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I watched Days of our Lives 

TIME 1 
(addressing TIME 2 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I waved from the flight 
TIME 2 

(addressing TIME 1 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I counted through mights 

TIME 1 
(addressing TIME 2 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I shaved off thin ice 
TIME 2 

(addressing TIME 1 and audience, 
conversationally) 

I wept to keep trace 

(TIME 1 and 2 repeat lines above 
3x. The last time, with visible 
grief, as if consciously 
grasping the meaning of their 
words.) 

(SEAGULL stops abruptly and 
begins squirming inside barbs, 
as if noticing them for the 
first time, attempting to remove 
them with beak and becoming more 
entangled.) 
(SEAGULL’s tongue trap is now 
attached to wires.  
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(SEAGULL, flustered, gives up, 
walks off stage. TIME 1 and 2 
follow.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 4: Stone Soup 
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CHARACTERS 

Boy:     in white fencing costume, wielding  
    butter knife 

Woman:   in long flowing canvas gown 

Man:     frozen within a block of ice 

SETTING:    We are further down the pathway to  
the amygdala, within a memory 
entering the final stages of 
encoding. The memory takes place 
outdoors, in a grassy area between 
two trees. 

AT RISE:    BOY hops around stage, making  
figure eights between trees, 
fencing an invisible opponent.  

BOY    
Was a fighter, was a biter 
Was a warden of their time is 
Why I know, where I learned what metal weapon 

(BOY repeats lines above 3x, 
increasingly aggressive in tone 
and fencing movements.) 

(WOMAN enters stage right, 
pulling MAN on a cart behind 
her. WOMAN stops at stage 
center, lays on her stomach and 
looks up at MAN lovingly. BOY 
continues hopping around them in 
circles.) 

WOMAN speaks with eyes fixed on 
MAN. BOY, directs speech, and  
occasionally pauses near WOMAN 
to gain attention.) 

WOMAN   
I met your father through 6 layers of ice 
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BOY     
Did you pay for it?  

WOMAN      
There were ads  

BOY     
Did you think twice? 

WOMAN    
Not many 

BOY     
Did you subscribe? 

WOMAN    
Oh plenty 

BOY     
Did you buy ice? 

WOMAN  
At times 

BOY     
Did he come cold? 

WOMAN    
Oh he might... 

BOY     
Will I be old? 

WOMAN    
If blood runs dry 

BOY     
Will I be told? 

WOMAN    
Can’t hurt to try 

(BOY hops to MAN, scaling him up 
and down and begins jabbing the 
ice block with knife.  
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(WOMAN remains in place, with 
eyes on MAN.) 

BOY 
(to MAN, as whisper into scream) 

You could try. You could dry. You could try. You could dry. 
You could die. You could dry. You could fight. You could 
try. You could light. You could try. You could drive. You 
could dive. You could ride. You could lie. You could pine. 
You could time. You could rhyme. You could swine. You could 
bind. You could find. You could might. You could why. You 
could wipe. You could wind. You could might.  

(as long, drawn out scream) 
You could why? 
  

(BOY makes minimal damage to ice 
block, now dripping in parts. 
MAN frozen, in same expression, 
from within. BOY wipes sweat 
from his brow, drops the knife 
in MAN’s cart, and walks off 
stage.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 5: Chicken stock  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CHARACTERS 

Human:     male in owl suit and bird mask. Arms  
are skeletal spines without hands. 

Transcriber:  tiny man in lavender leisure suit and  
yellow-tinted aviator glasses 

SETTING:    We are inside the amygdala as it  
begins to perform the process of 
visual encoding. 

AT RISE:    A shiny purple curtain hangs from  
the back stage wall. A piano with 
bench at front stage right. A mic 
at front stage center. In between 
sits a teepee next to an empty 
aluminum can with a ‘z' in bubble 
letters printed across it. It is 
on top of a platform, standing 
slightly taller than teepee. 

(HUMAN enters stage right, walks 
to mic and stands next to 
teepee.) 

HUMAN    
(matter-of-factly, emotionless, 
head tilts with each phrase as 
if pulled by string; gesturing 
towards can)  

The world is ash.  
(gesturing towards teepee)  

The world is tray.  
(gesturing towards can)  

The world with ash.  
(gesturing towards teepee)  

The world with tray.  

(HUMAN knocks teepee over with 
spine-arm.  
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(Ash tumbles out from underneath 
it. He knocks can over with 
spine-arm. Ash spill out over 
its top. HUMAN returns to 
previous place on stage.) 

HUMAN    
(gesturing towards can)  

The world sans ash.  
(gesturing towards teepee)  

The world sans tray. 
     

(Human waddles in a circle 
around teepee and can. A 
spotlight illuminates right 
front corner of stage over 
TRANSCRIBER. He is sitting at a 
piano, punching keys as if 
typing with ear to HUMAN, who is 
now putting can and teepee back 
upright. HUMAN spreads ash with 
spine-arms in sweeping motions 
and perches on the elevated 
platform, previously holding 
can.  

HUMAN     
(gesturing towards teepee)  

The world is ash.  
(gesturing towards can)  

The world is tray.  
(gesturing towards teepee) 

 The world with ash.  
(gesturing towards can)  

The world with tray.  

(HUMAN knocks both over, returns 
to perch.)  

HUMAN    
(gesturing towards can)  

The world sans ash.  
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HUMAN (CONT.) 
(gesturing towards teepee)  

The world sans tray. 

TRANSCRIBER    
(lovingly, as if making a song 
of his task) 

Doo doo doo 
Deep deep deep 
Type type type write 
Key note sharp dot click 
prick prick prick prick in minor 
slit through tire hop hop hop hop hop 
hot ouch ouch ouch sand ach ach ach 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 6: Stew 1 
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CHARACTERS 

Pirate      in thigh-length white tee, with eye- 
patch, peg leg 

Ghosts 1-3     in off-white, floor-length, floral  
nightgowns, stained as if used for 
cleaning 

Human:     (from Scene 5) male in owl suit and  
bird mask. Arms are skeletal spines 
without hands. 

SETTING:    We are inside the amygdala as it  
completes the performance of 
visual encoding. 

AT RISE:    PIRATE and GHOSTS 1-3 stand on an  
elevated platform in back stage 
right.  

(Ceiling lights on over GHOSTS 
1-3 and PIRATE. GHOSTS 1-3 begin 
circling and whispering into 
PIRATE’s ear, 6 times in total. 
PIRATE has a different facial 
response but mouths / answers 
'Oh, okay' to all whispers. 
Pirate wobbles and hops 
periodically, ie: when one of 
the GHOSTs get too close.)  

Lights on over entire stage, 
illuminating a board with large 
portrait photographs of previous 
characters and a few props from 
the past 5 Scenes attached to 
it. HUMAN enters backstage left, 
hops on board, and continues 
walking around it aimlessly 
throughout scene, like an 
insect.  
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GHOST 1 
(gesturing towards board) 

These are boxes that are in fact just squares. Here’s 
what’s inside them. 

PIRATE 
(gesturing towards portraits)    

Hey, who are all those talking heads? 

GHOST 2    
(pointing to portraits nearest 
platform) 

Oh, them? That’s Sam, Jacob, Jon and Sue. And that man: 
Jake.  

(pointing to portraits on 
opposite side of board) 

Jill, Anne, Walter, Smith. Flow Rider, Cliff. 

PIRATE    
Sound safe 

GHOST 3  
(encouraging to sinister)   

Well hop in. And then ride them.  

GHOST 1    
(seductive) 

3D turnstile, asphyxiate.  

GHOST 2  
(cautiously)   

It’s your breath or theirs.  

GHOST 3   
(matter-of-factly)  

When you bubble to the surface, someone takes your picture. 
And your extension, can’t man the rim, is actually 2D flat 
so tilts and fal-lops back in the square it once again 
considers a box.  

PIRATE    
Oh, okay 
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GHOST 1    
We’ll help you, here. 

(GHOSTS 1-4 step off platform 
and slide it against the board 
so pirate can hop on.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 7: Stew 2  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CHARACTERS 

Pirate:     (from scene 6) 

Ghosts 1-3:     (from Scene 6) 

Human:     (from scene 5 & 6) 

Seagull:    (from Scene 3) wrapped in barbed wire,  
with a trap on its tongue, causing a 
slight lisp 

SETTING:    We are inside the amygdala during  
the final stage of visual 
encoding, enacted as a live, 
theatrical performance. 

AT RISE:    PIRATE stands on the board,  
towards the back of stage, looking 
over framed characters cautiously. 
GHOSTS 1-3 stand on/within the 
frame featuring HEADS/waves from 
Scene 1. 

(Low ceiling lights illuminate 
over board.)z(GHOSTS 1-3, 

(PIRATE, startled after hearing 
first lines, begins hopping 
cautiously towards frames.)  

GHOST 1-3 
(loudly, repeated in 
varying emotions) 

You said you knew 
the way 

SEAGULL 
(loudly, repeated in 

varying emotions))    
Everyone loves my lips  
Everyone loves my mouth 
Everyone hearts my mouth 
Everyone loves my tongue 

HUMAN 
(loudly, repeated in 
varying emotions))    
The world is ash.  
The world is tray.  
The world sans ash. 
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(Nearing a frame edge sets off 
huge photographic flashes, 
causing PIRATE to fall 
backwards. The third flash, 
after nearing the edge of 
HUMAN’s frame, sends her flying 
off the board. She attempts 
three times, but fails to get 
back on to board.) 

  

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF ACT) 
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Act II: Sound Bites 

Scene 1: Elevator ghost pitch 
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CHARACTERS 

Dieter:     sophisticated older woman, in wet black  
trench coat, goggles, damp hair, with 
umbrella 

Consumer:    slightly disheveled younger woman, in  
gray trench coat, sunglasses, leg cast, 
with cane 

SETTING:    Each scene in ACT II takes place  
within the process of memory 
consolidation, shaped by the 
interaction between neurons, 
performed as dialogue. Each scene 
is therefore a memory of a past 
conversation. In Scene 1, we are 
inside an elevator, situated at 
stage center. 

AT RISE:    DIET and CONSUMER stand motion  
inside a dimly lit elevator with a 
flickering bulb swinging overhead. 
They are facing closed doors, with 
backs to audience. 

CONSUMER     
You’re top floor too? 

DIETER     
Sure am. 

CONSUMER     
(eyeing DIETER’s figure)  

Thought so... 

DIETER    
(eyeing Consumer’s figure)  

The ghost diet was the best cuz I’m still on it and it 
lasted for years. 

CONSUMER     
Any side effects? 
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DIETER     
Ever had a goblin eye wobble? Like cream puffs. Cheesecake. 
Like a lemon sorbet. 

CONSUMER     
Mmm 

DIETER     
Hey, never lost my shape 

CONSUMER     
Yeah, you look great 

DIETER     
Hey, you could too 

CONSUMER     
But the ones you need for floating. Or, the ones that fill 
you up. Do they slow down? Do you get any faster? 

DIETER     
Probably evens out the same. Both tire out 

CONSUMER     
Is there anything else to snack on so you don’t have to go 
back in or could you just not go back in? 

DIETER     
Tried but I keep getting my picture taken. 

CONSUMER     
Right, think I heard something about that.  

(Elevator chimes. Doors open to 
numerous and rapidly firing 
camera flashes.) 

DIETER     
Well, here we are  

(opening umbrella, turns to face 
CONSUMER)  

DIETER (Cont.) 
You don’t have to smile, you know. 
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CONSUMER     
Oh right, okay  

(moving behind DIETER) 

DIETER      
Right this way  

(pointing forward with open 
umbrella to shield flashes, 
steps out of elevator. CONSUMER 
hobbling behind. Flashes 
continue.)  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 2: Maggot lies on beach 
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CHARACTERS 

Fly:      older male standard housefly, with  
hairs placed sporadically on outer edge 
of limbs 

Maggot:     child, body wrapped in flesh-toned  
packaging tape, sticky-side up 

SETTING:    We are on a beach vacation with a  
family of flies. It is dusk, the 
sun is setting and the beach, 
besides the sounds of waves and a 
few seagulls in the distance, is 
rather lifeless. The stage, 
divided into thirds, between 
beach, water and boardwalk.  

AT RISE:    FLY and MAGGOT on boardwalk that  
cuts into sand leading to shore. 
MAGGOT is rolling towards a sand 
castle near the water’s edge. 

FLY   
(yelling towards MAGGOT)   

Just don’t tell your mom. You know how she feels about sand 
in the house.  

MAGGOT    
I’m not gonna live in it, idiot. Just take my picture with 
it.  

FLY     
Can’t you just wait a few hours till your wings get in? 
Gonna get sand all over the place. 

MAGGOT    
Why do you only have fur around your outline?  

(getting closer, nearly touching 
castle) 

FLY     
What do you mean ‘out-line’?  

(lifting wings, inspecting body) 
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MAGGOT    
I mean, there’s a row of it. And it’s all patchy. 

FLY     
(dropping wings)  

W’ll so what? 

MAGGOT    
I was just asking  

(rolling foot first through 
castle door) 

FLY     
C’mon. Let’s get out of here  

(turning, walking back up 
boardwalk) 

MAGGOT    
Wait. 

FLY     
What? 

MAGGOT    
Did you take it? 

FLY    
(Turning back)  

What? 

MAGGOT    
(Inching out to project voice, 
pausing between each word, foot 
knocks into door frame)  

Did you get a good shot? 

FLY     
Shit, you know, I didn’t even bring the camera. 

MAGGOT   
Uhhhh  

(castle slowly collapsing from 
the base) 
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FLY     
Alright, go rinse off in the fountain there. I’ll be 
waiting by the gate.  

(Fly walks offstage. Maggot 
stays in place.)  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 3: Tusk Extraction Training 
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CHARACTERS 

Ranger:     in khaki safari suit with shorts, fly  
net hat 

Rookie:     younger than ranger, in khaki safari  
suit with shorts, fly net hat 

Elephant 1:     in elephant costume, with tusks curved  
outwards 

Elephant 2:     in elephant costume, with tusks curved  
inwards 

SETTING:    We are on safari in an African  
rain forest. It is nearing dusk. 
There are tropical bird sounds and 
buzzing in the distance. The stage 
is covered in dirt, with trees and 
stumps spread across it. A pond in 
backstage right.  

AT RISE:     ELEPHANT 1 and 2 at back stage  
right, barely visible behind tree 
stumps. ELEPHANT 1 eating leaves. 
ELEPHANT 2 dipping trunk in pond.  

(RANGER and ROOKIE enter stage 
left.) 

RANGER    
Alright, always best to go for the crooked ones first – get 
a good angle on your grip that way. 

ROOKIE     
Like that one there?  

(pointing to ELEPHANT 1, who 
perks up ears, startled, looking 
towards ROOKIE and RANGER.) 

RANGER   
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Nah, better if they’re pointed down instead of out. Can 
usually get both at the same time that way. 

ROOKIE 
A two for one...A tooth for one! hahaha 

RANGER   
Something like that 

ROOKIE 
Hey, how bout that one there?  

(pointing to ELEPHANT 2, at 
pond’s edge, whose attempts at 
flinging water onto its back are 
thwarted by tusks) 

RANGER   
(scoping out ELEPHANT 2)  

Hm. Not too long. Looks like they might still be tush. 
But..meh, may as well give it a shot. 

(ROOKIE approaches ELEPHANT 2, 
still busy with water, while 
Ranger supervises from a 
distance.) 

ROOKIE 
Here chicka chicka chicka 

RANGER   
Little louder, higher pitch 

ROOKIE 
C’mere lil’ ticka ticka ticka 

RANGER 
There ya’ go 

ROOKIE 
(taking metal foot traps with 
metal spokes out of toolbox)  

Coochie oochie woochie 
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RANGER 
Yep, right up between the toes there, that’s it. 

ELEPHANT 2    
Gahhh, shtoooooop! Gonna make me pee, I gah-uh pee, 
shtoooop! 

ROOKIE 
Holy shit, this one’s got a lisp! 

RANGER 
W’ll of course it does. Take it easy...That’s it 

ROOKIE 
Aw man, smells like shit  over here  

(placing foot traps on back 
feet, which burrow into ground 
once locked around ankle) 

ELEPHANT 2    
C’moooo.....shoooop! 

ROOKIE 
(pushing/wiggling hand on 
ELEPHANT 2’s bladder)  

Alright, I think we’re getting somewhere here. You gonna 
grab ‘em right? I don’t know if the trap’s gonna hold back 
here.   

RANGER  
Yeah I’ll get ‘em. Don’t let up with your left hand there. 
And make sure the movement’s coming from your wrist..  

ELEPHANT 2    
ahhhh achhh achhhh 

RANGER 
That’s it, little more. 

ROOKIE 
That’s a poochie woochie oochie 

ELEPHANT 2    
Okay, just take it take it take it! Take it! 
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RANGER    
Got her? 

ROOKIE 
(straining)  

Ugh..You sure they’re ready to come out?  

RANGER    
Ready as this one’s gonna get. Should be any second now  

(skipping over to grab tusks) 

(ELEPHANT 2 heaving, moaning as 
if about to burst) 

ROOKIE 
Hoo-wee, I feel something getting loose. 

RANGER    
Oh yeah. Here we go  

(pulling tusks) 

(ELEPHANT 2 begins convulsing 
slightly, eyes roll towards back 
of head. As tusks slide out, she 
lets out a waterfall of urine 
near ROOKIE, standing on left 
back foot trap which has yet to 
fully burrow into ground.)  

ROOKIE 
Oh Christ!  

(leaping backwards after initial 
spray shock, jogging towards 
RANGER.) 

RANGER    
Well alright then. 

ROOKIE 
(grinning, satisfied)  

Alright indeed. 
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RANGER    
(handing ROOKIE tusks, proudly)  

Now since these are your first pair, I’ll let you hold ‘em 
while their still warm. One of the best parts of the job.  

(ROOKIE cradles tusks in arms, 
which extend and intersect at 
the back of his neck, like a 
tall hood.) 

ROOKIE 
Back to the shop? 

RANGER    
Back to the shop. 

(ELEPHANT 2 still urinating, 
with stream now forming into a 
river. RANGER and ROOKIE turn, 
retracing steps slowly towards 
front left stage.)  

ROOKIE 
Wasn’t so bad. 

RANGER    
Nah, not this time around. Up, watch your step there. 

ROOKIE 
Damn, that’s a lotta piss.  

RANGER    
Can probably run a lot faster now 

ROOKIE 
Not with those foot traps still on 

RANGER    
(looks sharply at ROOKIE)  

You forgot to… 
(then to watch) 

 Ah, forget it. Mess hall’ll be closed soon  
(then forward, picking up pace 
towards front stage left) 
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ROOKIE 
I’ll come back in the morning.  

(Now offstage)  
First thing. 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 4: Matchless bathroom mirror  
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CHARACTERS 

Face 1:      in white tee shirt and jeans, with  
messy hair 

Face 2:     to Face 1 with the exception of arms,  
    which are handless spinal chords  

SETTING:    We are inside two bathrooms,  
mirror opposites of one another, 
split at stage center by a sink 
and mirror unit, functional on 
both sides. Two doors on the back 
wall of each side. 

AT RISE:    Two simultaneous flushing sounds.  
FACE 1 and FACE 2 enter from 
opposite sides of the stage, 
zipping up fly, looking around 
otherwise empty bathroom, on their 
way to the sink. 

FACE 1     
Shit. No matches.  

(to mirror, somber)  
I am not weary 
I’m the world 
I am not weary 
I’m the world 

FACE 2   
(to mirror, animated) 

I’m won’t but scary 
I'm the world 
sun night scarecrow 
I'm the bird 

FACE 1  
When the world is not the one 

FACE 2 
No for real it’s fun  
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(submerges head in sink, 
resurfaces with burning blunt 
attached to nose)  

have one  

FACE 1 
Will they mind about the fire?  

(looking towards door) 

FACE 2   
Nah, smell won’t bother ‘em.  

FACE 1 
You sure? 

FACE 2 
Yeah here’s a lighter  

(reaches through mirror with 
lighter dangling from spine-arm) 

FACE 1 
Shit I thought you were wearing a shower curtain. I didn’t 
know your arm’s a rod. 

FACE 2 
I can still light your smoke though. 

FACE 1 
Oh, okay 

(FACE 2 moves arm around, 
lighter knocking into mirror 
frame.) 

FACE 2 
Here. Wait. Here.  

(continues waving lighter 
haphazardly on FACE 1’s side of 
sink, hitting frame.) 

FACE 1 
Oh, it’s alright. 

FACE 2    
No, I always get it. Third or fourth try. 
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FACE 1 
No really, it’s okay. 

(Lighter bangs against frame so 
hard it bursts, causing a slight 
explosion. The frame catches 
fire.) 

FACE 2    
Up here we go. 

FACE 1 
Oh, wow, okay  

(submerges head in sink, 
resurfaces with unlit blunt 
attached to nose, which quickly 
lights from flaming frame. Upon 
full inhale, the blunt burns up 
towards face, catching hair on 
fire and with it, the entire 
mirror/sink unit. 

FACE 2    
Breeze through shining!  

(joyfully, enlivened, laughing 
skipping in place) 

FACE 1 
Bleed proof coring  

(watching arms melt in wonder) 

FACE 2    
Breeze through soaring!  

(flapping elbows, hopping) 

FACE 1 
Peel proof pouring  

(wading feet around in melted 
arm goo) 

(Flames engulf FACE 1 and FACE 
2, entire bathroom.) 
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(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 5: Aging cheetah seeking 
groupie 
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CHARACTERS 

Cheetah:     male, in cheetah mask (from ACT I Scene  
6), cut off jean shorts, unbuttoned 
plaid shirt, holding guitar 

Cameraman:  in black pants and shirt, with  
headphones, carrying a large video 
camera on shoulder  

PA:    in black pants and shirt, with  
clapperboard 

SETTING:    We are outside the home of  
CHEETAH, during the recording of 
the opening credit song to his new 
Reality TV show, documenting his 
search for love. His home is a 
black and orange spotted barn in 
the middle of the desert, 
surrounded by a fence lined with 
pussy willows. 

AT RISE:    CHEETAH is sitting on fence post,  
     tuning guitar. CAMERAMAN is  

adjusting camera lens, giving 
CHEETAH instructions to angle his 
head certain ways. 

(CAMERAMAN crouches down at the 
edge of front stage center, 
positions camera on shoulder and 
gives CHEETAH a thumbs up. PA 
enters stage left, pausing in 
front of CHEETAH.) 

PA 
(holding clapperboard out 
towards camera, slightly 
irritated) 

Aging cheetah seeking groupie, take 34.  
(claps clapperboard, exits stage 
right) 
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CHEETAH   
(towards audience)   

I call this one, ‘Me and you against the world’ 
(strums guitar twice, looks up) 

Working title  
(strumming turns melodic, 
CHEETAH begins singing) 

HUMPTY DUMPTY SAT ON MY CAUL 
HUMPTY DUMPTY SHAT IN MY STALL 
HUMPTY DUMPTY? SHITHEAD IS ALL 

HEROINE OF BEDTIME STORIES 
FISHY SMELL FOR DAYS  
I STALKED THE WAVES 
SALT SUNK IN PORES 
LIKED FRESH COLD TASTE 
WHAT LOOSE GREW STIFF 
HAD I BEEN CAPTURED?  
GILLED BY BIRTH? 

I SLEEP INSIDE TUNNELS OF SLIME 
COAT SPOTTED ON THE OUT TO LOOK  
BIGGER, STILL, LIKE MINE 

INDOOR VERSION, TUBE TO SWIM 
VISCOSITY FROM DRYING OUT, 
AND SNUG ENOUGH TO DREAM WITHIN 

I LIVE MILES FROM THE SHORE 
NO BREEZE HERE, WITH PET FENCE SPRINGS  

(grazing hand over pussy 
willows) 

CARE TO COME IN? 
I’VE GOT DARK WARM WORMS AND GIN. 

CAMERAMAN 
(standing, running hand through 
hair) 

Cut! Alright, that’s a wrap everybody. We got it.  
(pats CHEETAH on the back.) 

CHEETAH 
(looking down, somewhat morose) 

You sure? I don’t mind running through it a few more times. 
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(CAMERAMAN waves off CHEETAH, 
exits stage.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 6: Coming to god 
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CHARACTERS 

God:      invisible, commanding male voice  

Hanger:     wire hanger fastened to coat hook 

SETTING:    We are in the entranceway of a  
house, which opens out into a 
kitchen. A table with bowl of 
fruit, and four chairs near stage 
front. Coat rack in center, next 
to a hanging DECEMBER calendar, 
with X’s over all dates before the 
24th. Door at back stage wall.  

RISE:    HANGER is dangling from the coat  
rack, surrounded by puffy winter 
coats, jerking body frantically 
and pulling at choking hook on 
back. 

HANGER  
It’s the barbs, wires, chains upon me 
I must get out, they’re moving closer 
Up now towards my mouth 

GOD    
Well spit it out. Come, let’s have a count…1…2 

HANGER    
But what’ll happen? Where will it go? 
  

GOD    
That’s not for you, my dear, to care or to know 

HANGER     
But all it’s taken, ways and shaped in me, having felt it 
all the while  

GOD    
It once belonged in you 
has done it’s being, long in you 
but once it touches air 
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GOD (Cont.) 
it belongs to everyone:   
no one, itself or you. 
Be quick about your answer 
I’m running late for lunch 

HANGER     
But… 
  

GOD    
Look there! 

HANGER 
(looking all over, panicked)    

Oof! 

(HANGER receives invisible kick 
from behind, sending it flying 
onto the floor. Its body writhes 
and begins coughing, eventually, 
spitting out two white flotation 
devices, which inflate upon 
landing. HANGER begins to 
sleep.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF ACT)  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Act III: Dream States: Mitts 

Scene 1: Air pockets below poster 
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CHARACTERS 

Ghost 1:    in street clothes 

Ghost 2:    in street clothes, with neon green  
construction gloves hanging from 
pocket.  

Ghost 3:    in street clothes 

Pirate:   in thigh length white t-shirt, left leg  
is peg leg 

SETTING:    Each scene in ACT III is a memory  
fragment incorporated into a 
dream. In Scene 1, the dream is 
set on stage, with the board 
containing framed character 
portraits from ACT 1 Scene 6 
propped up against the back stage 
wall. 

AT RISE:     GHOSTS are taping character  
portraits onto board in neat rows. 
They are talking amongst 
themselves, laughing.  

(Pirate enters from backstage 
left, cautiously. GHOSTS 1-3 
acknowledge her presence to each 
other, by winking. They lift the 
board off the wall and place it 
on the floor. PIRATE watches, 
staying near back corner.)  

(GHOSTS 1-3 perform actions 
below three times, starting and 
ending at the same time, with 
PIRATE watching from back 
corner: 
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PIRATE    
(recognizing scenes acted out)  

Oh shit 

(GHOSTS 1-3 laugh, quickly 
switch positions on board.) 

GHOST 3 
(quickly 
hopscotching on 
board in a line, 
alternating 1-2 
foot hops between 
lines, delivered 
as if on fast 
forward) 

Mapped out goose 
step mouse quake 
earth bake  

(lingers, catches 
balance, hops)  

sword face 
(repeats till end 
of scene) 

GHOST 2 
(quickly hopping 
from side to 
side on front 
left corner of 
board, in sped0-
up seductive and 
stern tones, 
stance, as if on 
fast forward) 

Tiger lily lolly 
patch  

(hops)  
Just watching out 
for traffic 

(repeats till 
end of scene) 

GHOST 1 
(quickly hopping 
between HUMAN and  
TIME photo, in 
sped-up mocking 
tone, as if on 
fast forward) 

I don’t eat chicken  
(hops)  

Only eggs 
sword face 

(repeats till 
end of scene) 

GHOST 1 
(looks down at 
the floor, takes 
an excited 
breath, begins 
hopscotching on 
board in a line, 
alternating 1-2 
foot hops between 
lines) 

Mapped out goose 
step mouse quake 
earth bake  

(lingers, catches 
balance, hops)  

sword face 

(GHOST 1 repeats 
lines/actions 3x) 

GHOST 2 
(standing wide 
legged center 
stage, one foot 
on photo of 
HUMAN, one on 
photo of TIME, 
hopping back and 
forth, in mocking 
tone) 

I don’t eat chicken  
(hops)  

Only eggs 
sword face 

(GHOST 2 repeats 
lines/actions 
3x)

GHOST 3 
(hopping from 
side to side on 
front left 
corner of board, 
alternating 
between 
seductive and 
stern tone and 
stance) 

Tiger lily lolly 
patch  

(hops)  
Just watching out 
for traffic 
sword face 

(GHOST 3 repeats 
lines/actions 
3x) 
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(PIRATE, in horror, looking back 
and forth between GHOSTS, walks 
around stage towards back right 
exit.) 

GHOST 2   
(pausing between lines/actions 
on board)  

Here, try these  
(tossing PIRATE construction 
gloves pulled from pocket) 

GHOST 3    
(to GHOST 2)  

Hey, how you gonna handle your own dreams? 

(GHOST 2 waves GHOST 3 off 
dismissively. PIRATE exits with 
gloves slowly.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 2: On stage, gloves only 
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CHARACTER 

Doll:      (played by same actor as Pirate in  
previous scenes) naked, in blonde 
bouffant wig, a monocle and elbow 
length, plaster-cast green gloves, with 
unbending, Barbie-like limb joints 

Rookie Ranger:  from Act 2 Scene 3, in khaki-suit and  
ivory necklace 

SETTING:    We are at an awards show. There  
are block steps at each side of 
stage, leading to central podium, 
with mic attached to top. A loud 
ticking analog clock behind 
podium.  

RISE:    ROOKIE RANGER on stage behind  
podium, mouthing inaudibly with 
exaggerated gestures, laughing, 
over-acting, holding a glass 
banana statue. Sounds of clock 
ticking from behind.  

(Ceiling lights dim and 
spotlight on back stage right. 
PIRATE enters, walks up stage, 
tottering hips from side to side 
to fling straight legs up to 
podium. ROOKIE RANGER meets her 
on penultimate step to hand her 
glass banana statue, then walks 
offstage.) 

PIRATE  
(on podium, looking back to 
ticking clock, then to audience, 
nervously) 

I'd like to thank the academy 
(noticing mic not working) 

Test test test  

(PIRATE taps mic 3 times, 4 
using same hand holding statue. 
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(It slips and breaks in front of 
podium. Clock ticking grows 
louder, increasingly, throughout 
scene.) 

PIRATE 
(looks around, continues speech, 
gritting/grinning, progressively 
escalating voice to compete with 
ticking clock, ending last three 
lines in scream) 

And… 
my 15 to late twenties 
my sweet tooth in a nutshell 
my wooden cherry handrail 
my chin perched on a perched nail 
my sisters face in two white cups 
my sequin wishing swim trunks 
my weeds without a dune bug 
my shoes with leather honey, bunny 
my spools that dropped down basement 
my ancient lacy heart 
my powdered pink plaid clogs 
my dynasty of frogs 
my lord and taylor gaze 
my faded seafoam pinball 
my slouching lazy sue 
my wonderment of rabies 
my empty ball of stew 
my globe without a puncture 
my shift to hand-free moves 
my weight upon the table 
my feet high cold and blue 
my silent granted promise 
my wonderment of glue 
my cleats to bare a goal 
my netting of debris 
my letter maker flue 
my astronomical misfortune 
my weary me that will not choose 
my scary me’s that lose to move 
the needle points a metal bone 
my needle point’s a metal bone 
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(PIRATE, eyes alert as if 
awakened, descends steps on 
opposite side of podium by 
hopping.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 3: Turkey outline minus 
feathers 
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CHARACTERS 

Phone holder:    in all black 

Hand:   one actor, offstage, as different  
    voices, high to low pitch, for: 

Pinky 
Ring  
Middle 
Pointer 
Thumb 

SETTING:    We are inside PHONE HOLDER’s  
dining room, with a long wooden 
table, set with five chairs and 
placemats at stage center. A 
window, covered by a flat curtain 
hangs behind and slightly above 
table on back wall of stage.  
There’s a day calendar displaying 
‘Thursday November 15’ below and 
to the right of window. 

AT RISE:    A turkey shadow puppet, made by an  
open hand, appears via projector, 
on window curtain above table. 
Kitchen sounds of moving pots and 
pans in near distance. 

(A text message alert sounds. 
PHONE HOLDER enters stage, 
staring down at phone. HAND 
recites lines of Pinky-Thumb 
while PHONE HOLDER walks behind 
table, gathering a placement and 
exiting from opposite side of 
stage. Lights go out. Date of 
calendar is changed.)  

(Lights resume with each text 
message alert sound, displaying 
new calendar date, and shadow 
puppet with the last finger to 
text missing.  
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(The entire process is repeated, 
5 times in total, for each 
finger. The hand making the 
shadow puppet via projector, 
therefore, appears to be 
counting down throughout scene.) 

PINKY    
(Pained, victimized) 

Rubberized by fire truck. I’m creviced in left tire, 
leaking. Engine’s out, in line at shop. Backed up. Snow, on 
hazards. 

(Lights out. [Calendar change: 
Tuesday November 20] Lights on.) 

RING 
(matter-of-factly)     

What seemed then concrete, knuckles stuck. First poured 
through brass, surrounding. Could still be states away. 

(Lights out. [Calendar change: 
Wednesday November 21] Lights 
on.) 

MIDDLE    
Held slant to text then slipped in ditch. Rain soaked 
through rayon cover, streamed to sewer, now just floating. 

(Lights out. [Calendar change: 
Thursday November 22] Lights 
on.) 

POINTER   
(Confounded)  

Rooting rhubarb sunrise, pie  
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   POINTER (Cont.) 
crust baked without a timer.  
Groundhog pillage, trace and bit 
me–keyless, bloody! 

(Lights out. [Calendar change: 
Saturday November 24] Lights 
on.) 

THUMB  
(Casually) 

Typed in wrong address.  

(PHONE HOLDER leaves last 
placemat on table, drops phone 
next to it, walks offstage.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 4: Puppet interviews for 
camcorder  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CHARACTERS 

Puppet:     green glow-worm sock puppet, lit  
by bulb from within 

Mic:      torso as handle, with a switch on neck.  
Head inside spherical helmet of black 
mesh wire 

SETTING:    We are in a windowless room with  
two chairs, facing one another, in 
between thin, side walls. An X-
Files poster with a UFO hovering 
in the sky above the words, ‘I 
want to believe hangs next to a 
door on back stage wall.  

AT RISE    MIC sitting on right chair, PUPPET  
on left, MIC shuffling through 
papers inside a folder, testing 
‘on’ and ‘off’ switch, situating 
self comfortably in chair. PUPPET 
is looking around the room. 

(MIC switches the ‘on’ button on 
neck, and leans in towards 
PUPPET.) 

  

PUPPET    
Thing is, I like life to be like a movie. Just the movie I 
have in my head. The one I’m directing. Scene to script and 
all that.  

(MIC switches the ‘off’ button 
on neck, and leans back into 
chair.) 

MIC    
So it's about language? 
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     MIC (Cont.) 
(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
Yes 

MIC  
(switching ‘off’, leaning back 
to chair)   

Is your language filmed? Is it movie language? 
(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
I'd say film's my large and longest frame of reference, at 
least as tall as it is wide. Dictionary-wise. 

MIC    
(switching ‘off’, leaning back 
to chair)  

So you're not one of these phonies? 
(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
Who? Or, what kind? 

MIC    
(switching ‘off’, leaning back 
to chair)  

The ones, you know–the lassos with holograms built-in 
below–who can levitate, but when  you flick the lights back 
on, they flop. You're not one of those, are you? 

(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
No, I'm more like a mountain with a flashlight on top, that 
beams up and out so the light descends to the base as a 
ring. 

MIC    
(switching ‘off’, leaning back 
to chair)  

Evenly? 
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   MIC (Cont.) 
(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
Rowed. Or, varied at ground level. But when seen from 
above, hovering at a distance equal to the length of the 
flashlight spoke on the summit, the outline illuminated 
appears on the same plane.  

MIC    
(switching ‘off’, leaning back 
to chair) 

So you see yourself as more the center holding light or the 
center’s source of light?  

(switching ‘on’, leaning to 
PUPPET) 

PUPPET    
Depends if I got a grip around. I’m used to doing both. 

MIC    
Hm…probably gets in the way of recording. I’ll see what my 
manager says. Think we just need someone for the latter. 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 5: Palm reading shrink, with 
skunk 
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CHARACTERS 

Palm:      bare hand, sleeveless 

Shrink:     woman dressed luxuriously in maroon,  
with gold hoop earrings, bangles 

Skunk:      dressed as standard skunk 

SETTING:    We are in a windowless room 
with two chairs, facing one 
another, in between two thin, side 
walls. A poster of Albert Einstein 
sticking his tongue out, chalk in 
hand, below the  equation, 
‘E=mc2’, hangs next to a door on 
back stage wall. 

AT RISE:    SHRINK sitting on right chair,  
PALM on left, SHRINK glancing back 
and forth between PALM and pages 
inside her notebook, adjusting 
jewelry, clothing. PUPPET is 
looking around the room. 

(SHRINK sets notebook down on 
lap, leans in towards PALM, 
placing PALM inside her slightly 
folded palms. SHRINK closing 
eyes, taking a deep breath, 
exhaling and focusing on PALM.) 

SHRINK    
So hey, what’s it like to be in the world today? 

PALM   
(morose)   

I don't know, large blind and blurry when seen from above, 
when seen from outside 
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SHRINK 
(contemplatively, exaggerated)   
  

Oh hmm, why? 

PALM   
(defeated)   

I don't know, sand fuzz sky, there’s a bug and a bee, 
mixing cloud nine  

SHRINK   
(contemplatively, exaggerated)  

Well hmm, why? 
     

PALM     
Not sure, think a skunk might know 

SHRINK    
Hmm well let’s see... 

PALM     
Yeah sure, alright 

(Doorbell rings, SKUNK enters  
through door, between SHRINK and 
PALM.) 

SKUNK   
(dutifully)  

Yes ma-am, answered your call? 

PALM     
I'd like to know how you make out living, if I might give 
it a try. 

SKUNK    
I trade blood, simple's that. Can come out a little 
different, depending, each time: little blood, lotsa skunk. 
Drips or drops. Too much for some but most don’t mind. 
Maybe can't even tell.  

PALM     
And what are those ‘some’ getting paid to do? 
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SKUNK    
I think just watch and count. 

PALM     
And how's their watching?  

SKUNK    
Pretty steady 

PALM     
And counting? 

SKUNK    
Oh, always fine 

PALM     
So why not do the counting? 

SKUNK    
Oh, skunks go up to only five, and in just black and white.  

PALM     
Oh shit, you too. Though I can watch in color.  

SKUNK    
That’s true. 

SHRINK    
Still, your count is half as much as mine. 

SKUNK    
She’s right. 

SHRINK  
(to PALM)  

And is that all you’d like to ask? 

PALM     
I guess so. 

SKUNK    
Then I should get back to dusting. 
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(SKUNK exits through door. 
SHRINK places PALM back down on 
seat.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF ACT) 
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ACT IV: Dream States: Fits 

Scene 1: Inflatable alarm clocks 
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Cheetah:   (from Act I Scene 1, male, in  
cheetah mask (from ACT I Scene 6), cut 
off jean shorts, unbuttoned plaid 
shirt 

Seagull:     (from Act I Scene 3)wrapped in barbed  
wire, with a trap on its tongue, 
causing a slight lisp 

Human:      (from Act I Scene 5)male in owl suit  
and bird mask. Arms are skeletal spines 
without hands. 

Pirate:     (from ACT I Scene 6) with eye- 
patch, peg leg, in black thigh-length 
black T-shirt 

Fly:      (from a Act II scene 2) older male  
standard housefly, with hairs placed 
sporadically on outer edge of limbs 

Shrink:   (from Act III scene 5) 
woman dressed luxuriously in maroon, 
with gold hoop earrings, bangles 

SETTINGS:    Each scene in ACT IV is a ‘false  
awakening’ dream (a dream within a 
dream, where dreamers believe 
they’ve woken up). In Scene 1, the 
dream is set on stage, with a gray 
and white checkerboard propped up 
against back stage wall. Photos of 
characters in previous scenes are 
printed onto large blocks, 
scattered across stage. Apart from 
the negative print (white on 
black) of PIRATE surrounded by 
ghosts from Act I Scene 6, laying 
on its side at the front right 
corner of stage, each block is 
black on white.  
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Props from previous scenes appear 
near respective blocks on stage, 
including teepee, aluminum can, 
fence post, podium with mic and 
large ticking clock, which is hung 
in the center of checkered board. 

AT RISE:    PIRATE is sitting on top of black  
block, look over white blocks 
across stage.  

(Lights out. ’ALGORHYTHMIC 
DEVICE’ appears on left side of 
clock via projector, followed by 
‘EXCISION OF RIGHTS’ on the 
right. Pirate turns to read, 
sounding out words slowly, 
quietly. 

CHEETAH,SEAGULL, HUMAN, FLY and 
SHRINK sneak onto stage and 
crouch down near respective 
boxes, bodies hidden from 
PIRATE. Lights on.) 

CHEETAH  
(wiggling CHEETAH photo block)   

I’m generational  

HUMAN   
(wiggling HUMAN photo block)  

I’m gender, racialized 

SEAGULL    
(wiggling SEAGULL photo block) 

I’m blurring, spacialized  

FLY     
(wiggling FLY photo block) 

I’m clearing waste your eyes 

SHRINK    
(wiggling SHRINK photo block) 

I’m pleading faith to lies 
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CHEETAH    
(wiggling CHEETAH photo block) 

I’m bending grace to flies 

HUMAN    
(wiggling HUMAN photo block) 

I’m setting space and time 

PIRATE    
(looking around confused, 
pleadingly)  

I’m special case…advise? 

(SEAGULL and HUMAN stand up and 
walk to center of stage, facing 
audience. 

Lights begin to power on and 
off. SEAGULL and HUMAN blink in 
sync with lights.) 

  

SEAGULL 
(to HUMAN, confused) 

What to do about my tongue? 

HUMAN 
(to SEAGULL, matter-of-factly) 

Sleep, according to science 

SEAGULL 
(to HUMAN, insistent) 

What to do about my tongue?! 

HUMAN 
(to SEAGULL, louder) 

Sleep according to science 

SEAGULL 
(to HUMAN, angry) 

What to do. About my tongue? 
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HUMAN 
(to SEAGULL, screaming) 

Sleep according to science 

PIRATE   
(towards SEAGULL, HUMAN)  

Wait…are all these dreams? 

Standing to deliver lines then crouching back down. 

CHEETAH    
(standing) 

W’ll no shit 
(crouching back behind block) 

FLY     
(standing) 

W’ll no shit 
(crouching back behind block) 

HUMAN    
(standing) 

W’ll no, sit  
(gesturing for PIRATE to sit on 
his block.) 

(PIRATE stands up cautiously, 
hobbles over to block. HUMAN 
picks up teepee and places it in 
front of her.) 

   
HUMAN 

(to teepee) 
EZ teepee you can please me  

(grazing spine arms over teepee 
seams) 

Into lines on tear lines don’t cut just there and here  
(pointing to top and door flap) 

Then sign  
(pointing to wooden fence post 
with ‘X’ and dotted lines next 
to teepee) 

Nothing to see, no gates to through just open mic  
(pointing towards opposite end 
of stage where spotlight 
illuminates over mic stand.) 
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(PIRATE, confused, looking from 
teepee to fence to mic. SHRINK 
enters stage right and walks to 
mic.) 

SHRINK    
Colleagues, this is an interstitial page which comes before 
a website launch. We’ll call this cross interrogate  

(pointing towards white and gray 
checkered board) 

Or floss to bear the weight. Or Ross from Friends… 
No wait.  The lines in here can’t be that straight. No 
who’s the boss? cuz no TV– 

(laughs to self) 
Just cables, threads of wire. Frames. U - X 
Think twice 
Or…first time, longer  

(pausing, glances up in thought) 
For structure’s sake 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 2 TETRIS PRECINCT 
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Officer:   in police uniform, hat pulled low,  
    shield eyes 

Player 1:   in black 

Player 2:     in white 

SETTING:    We are inside a large room of a  
prison. There are barred windows 
along back stage wall and a mat, 
similar to a Twister board, spread 
out across stage floor, next to a 
small table on right side of 
stage. Instead of colors, the mat 
has symbols, which correspond to 
objects printed on a bound stack 
of 10 paper wheels with a spinner 
in center, lying on the table. 
Each wheel corresponds to a 
subject. 

AT RISE:    OFFICER stands erect next to  
     table, facing left side of stage.  

(PLAYER 1 and 2 enter stage left 
and stand on opposite ends of 
the mat. OFFICER picks up stack 
of wheels.) 

OFFICER 
(clearing throat) 

First subject, woke. 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 give slight 
nods, bracing themselves. 
OFFICER spins the wheel on top.) 

OFFICER 
(announcing results) 

Black…and 
(squinting at board) 

neon purple 
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(PLAYERS 1 and 2 place a hand 
and foot on black and neon 
purple circles printed on 
respective sides of mat. OFFICER 
sets wheel 1 down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack) 

Subject: blew 
(spins wheel) 

tulipped jeweler, ice cream man 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 place unengaged 
hands and feet on mat objects 
announced by OFFICER. OFFICER 
sets wheel down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack) 

Whipped 
(laughs to self, amused, spins 
wheel) 

acorn lining, pastry line chef 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 look around 
mat, place a hand and foot on 
announced objects, positioned 
near center of board. OFFICER 
sets wheel down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack) 

Oozed 
(spins wheel, squints to make 
out results) 

piecrust tumor, platelet dew drop 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2, now straining, 
maneuver with difficulty to 
place hands and feet on objects.  
(OFFICER sets wheel down on 
table.) 
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OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack, 
proudly) 

Landcrusted 
(spins wheels) 

thick containers 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2, intersect 
limbs, to place hands and feet 
on objects. OFFICER sets wheel 
down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack, 
proudly) 

Rootcasted 
(spins wheels) 

wayward sounds 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 place hands and 
feet on objects, becoming 
further entangled. OFFICER sets 
wheel down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack, 
curious) 

Starhood 
(spins wheels) 

fruit branches of a kite field 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 place hands and 
feet on objects, now pretzeled 
into one another, straining. 
OFFICER sets wheel down on 
table.) 
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OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack, 
excitedly) 

Sentence 
(spins wheels) 

gloves stained along a gold pew 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 place hands and 
feet on objects, nearly 
collapsing from entangled, 
outstretched limbs. OFFICER sets 
wheel down on table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading next wheel of stack, 
sternly) 

Stamped 
(spins wheels) 

ornate details, letters date 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 look around 
board, begin making slow 
movements towards objects but 
stop short of reaching them. 
They look up at officer, from 
different angles, expectantly. 
OFFICER sets wheel down on 
table.) 

OFFICER 
(reading last wheel of stack, 
disappointed) 

 Gran finale here. Subject: engraved. 

(PLAYERS 1 wobbles, unsteadying 
PLAYER 2. OFFICER looks up. 
PLAYERS 1 and 2 freeze, 
straining. OFFICER spins wheel.) 
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OFFICER 
(reading results) 

Rubber soles by sponsored slaves 

(PLAYERS 1 and 2 collapse before 
OFFICER finishes lines. Their 
feet, intertwined, dangling in 
the air.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 8: Files into folders 
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CHARACTERS 

Bob Nickel:    middle aged male talk show host in gray  
suit and tie 

Penny the cat:    female calico  

SETTING:   We are on the set of a live recorded  
talk show. Two black posters with gray 
text are propped onto back wall of 
stage. There’s a chair in front and 
between the posters. 

AT RISE:   Stage is dimly lit by front ceiling  
lights. PENNY THE CAT is perched on 
chair in between posters, both are 
obscured by darkness. 

(BOB NICKEL, carrying a 
microphone attached to a cord 
being fed from backstage enters 
stage, standing in front of 
posters.) 

BOB NICKEL    
We’ve all had ‘em: two files, same titles and a moment to 
decide whether to rename, replace, toss out save whatever’s 
open. And then there’s the question of place. Often, we 
just tack on a ‘1’and call it a day. But– 

(pausing) 
When it comes time for attachments, well, sometimes the 
wrong ‘1’ 

(air-quoting) 
gets tacked on. 

(BOB NICKEL circles the stage, 
walks behind poster on the 
right, tugging at mic cord and 
pauses in the center of the 
posters. Lights turn on above 
posters, illuminating PENNY THE 
CAT and poster text. 
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Left poster:   

 BLUR LINES OF LOVE BLUR LINES OF RAPE 
BY 3D CROSSING EYES 

[text arranged in circle: SOMAGICSOURS] 

Right poster:   
Rapeline loveline 
Brought to you by 

MAGIC  
America’s favorite line of chalk 

BOB NICKEL    
Take Penny the cat here - a classic example of attachment 
labels gone terribly wrong  

(walking towards left poster, 
tugging cord, now wrapped around 
right poster stand.)  

Now, she made this one at home and that one over there  
(pointing to right poster)  

for a client - similar idea, completely different message. 

PENNY THE CAT    
I’d called the first one, ‘magic eye’ - you know, like the 
children’s books, after getting a little buzzed after work 
one night and picking up what I thought was fresh milk on 
the way home. And I don’t know about you, but for me - 
downing a whole carton on an empty stomach underneath a 
starry sky is probably the closest a cat can get to 
experiencing the sublime. The ‘magic’ in life. Anyways, as 
soon as it got going down my throat, I started coughing. 
Clumps. Curdles. Disgusting. When I looked closer at the 
carton, I saw it was weeks past date. Ending up knocking me 
out for three days - nonstop puking.  

BOB NICKEL    
Wrong numbers, that’s something else we’ll be covering in 
in next week’s show. 

PENNY THE CAT     
Yeah. And I realized then, just cuz magic’s possible, 
doesn’t mean it’s always sublime. Or that it won’t make you 
sick, no matter how you look at it. This seemed important 
enough to etch into my reminder board when I got home.  
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     PENNY THE CAT (Cont.) 
So when Magic Chalk got in touch with my boss about doing a 
promo for a new grayscale line, I just pulled the board 
back out and started scratching over it. 

BOB NICKEL      
And who could blame her? No one likes to start from scratch 
and who would - when half the work’s done already and saved 
somewhere nearby? Sure, she could’ve copied the first 
board, put it back in place and renamed the new one, but we 
all know how hard it is to stop when momentum kicks in.  

(BOB NICKEL moves back to the 
left side of stage, his mic cord 
now forming a figure eight 
around both boards.) 

PENNY THE CAT    
Now I’m not gonna lie. I’d been putting off the project for 
some time, so when I finally got started, I only had a few 
hours to bang it out. 

BOB NICKEL     
And what’d your boss have to say about your ‘magic eye’? 

PENNY THE CAT    
He thought I was coming on to him. I replied by sending him 
the correct file and explained what’d happened. What I 
didn’t realize was the file I was sending still had 
‘rapeline’ in it, which I’d forgotten to update to 
‘grayscale.’ Then I get a call from his lawyer who starts 
talking about sexual harassment. Telling me I’d better stay 
home till things cool down at work. Apparently, my boss’d 
been hit with an actual lawsuit from this tabby who runs 
the mailroom. A few days later, I get dropped from the 
Magic Chalk account and then offered money to ‘leave 
quietly.’ So I go. And now I’m outta work.  

BOB NICKEL    
And you know what the tragic thing is about all this, 
besides Penny here losing her job? It all could’ve been 
avoided with folders. That’s right. Doesn’t matter wucha’ 
call ‘em, just as long as one board’s in one place and the 
other’s well, anywhere else.  
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(tugging at mic cord, now 
without slack to move. After 
tugging too hard, both poster 
stands collapse onto one 
another, startling PENNY THE 
CAT, who runs off stage. 
Indecipherable cursing from BOB 
NICKEL.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 4: Bathtub record stored in 
cloud 
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CHARACTERS 

Voice 1:     female, pre-recorded and played from  
speaker inside bathtub 

Voice 2:    male, pre-recorded and played from  
offstage speaker 

SETTING:   We are inside a blue-tiled bathroom.  
There is a white bathtub on a toy 
train-like track, mostly covered by 
cotton clouds, in the center of stage. 
There are two fans, directed at track, 
on both sides of stage.  

AT RISE:   The bathtub spinning slowly around the  
track, with fans blowing clouds in all 
directions.  

VOICE 1   
(slightly muffled, underwater) 

Looking back for 'sound' solutions poisons air waves, 
quality 

(gasps, sounds of resurfacing 
from water) 

Fear over survival is fear over facing self in a changed 
world, like   

(in dopey voice) 
‘I sound different to the world 
The world must be different’ 

(dopy voice, resolute) 
‘No birds answer my calls to perch 
I must double my perch and import swallows’ 

(in normal voice) 
Then  

(dopey, angry) 
‘My perch is full of shit 
I must scarecrow, trap a feral cat’ 

(in normal voice) 
The world is different  definition  

(splashing sounds, muffled 
audio) 
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     VOICE 1 (Cont.) 
Ceaseless shape for all   thats shaving 
moved by others couchless moved by  

(in dopey voice)  
oops no land…Mine! 

(in normal voice, splashing 
sounds, door-knocking sounds) 

Moved by scraping slime off past due plates and blowing off 
the residue 
In touch screens I can save play back  
Return to hand free moves 

(Louder sounds of knocking on 
door, louder from recording. On 
stage, thunder sounds) 

VOICE 2    
Will you get out of there already? 

VOICE 1    
(whispering) 
But can you plu- 

(muffling, more knocks. Thunder 
on stage slightly overpowers 
recording) 

Can you plug me in can you pull can you tune what is in 

VOICE 2    
(yelling, angry) You’re getting water in the– 

(muffled audio) spilling under 
door! 

(It begins raining on stage, flattening cotton over tracks, 
blocking bathtub’s path. Speaker fizzles out.)  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 5: Says pussy through 
eyebrows 
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CHARACTERS 

Pussy:      offstage voice (same as God’s, from Act  
II Scene 6) 

Eyebrow 1:     left brow, spanning length of  
outstretched arms through torso 

Eyebrow 2:     right brow, spanning length of  
outstretched arms through torso 

SETTING:   We are somewhere between the in and  
outside of a human head. Dirt is spread 
across the floor, a hose along stage 
center. A funnel in front, running down 
and off stage. 

AT RISE:   EYEBROW 1 and 2 on stage, extended flat  
across into straight lines, moving 
slightly, diagonally, while miming a 
casual conversation. 

PUSSY    
Wait.  

(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 freeze, 
startled. PUSSY resumes, as 
announcement) 

Beholder of all thin lines: the gate. 
(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 point inner 
arc up by holding arms nearest 
each other up diagonally.) 

Move up then down  
(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 move up and 
down) 

Just the right one.  
The left is free a while… 

(EYEBROW 1 relaxes)   
Freeze  

(EYEBROW 1 freezes while EYEBROW 
2 continues moving up an down, 
nervously speeding up) 
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     PUSSY (Cont.) 
It takes two staffs, an arrow shape  

(EYEBROW 2 moving fast enough to 
appear as arrow tip next to flat 
line of EYEBROW 1) 

You’ll move in time as I do 
Bait, increase commotion 
Stakes as high towards mind hole shaft  

(EYEBROW 2 sweating, moving up 
and down faster, jumping using 
whole body to stretch out wider 
to move end points higher and 
lower) 

And through gutter you can bend to shape  
(EYEBROW 2 slows, remaining low 
on next descent) 

What flows the same way I do  
(EYEBROW 2 begins swerving 
around on dirt floor) 

What flutters low through lashes  
(water runs through dirt via 
hose, becoming mud) 

Is not the masthead nor a driveway 
Lips move past air should  

(EYEBROW 2, still swerving, 
tilts hose to push mud in the 
direction of a funnel that runs 
down front center and then off 
stage into a bucket) 

Let glisten down to my pair 
(EYEBROW 2 stands up, shakes 
off, holds arms straight across 
like EYEBROW 1) 

Hairs on muscle hood, surround laced globes  
(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 raise, in the 
shape of two straight lines, 
straight up and are tossed two 
red and white striped beach 
balloons with black end points 
from respective sides of 
offstage and juggle them back 
and forth) 

They spin, are always spinning, guided by two students 
Black to lessen blow, seek new old masters 
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    PUSSY (Cont.)  
Know I move but you do not  

(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 drop back down 
to shoulder height, balls bounce 
off stage) 

Wands, my furled arms 
Let in the breeze by handle dingle dangle  

(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 remove hands 
from outer tip of eyebrow they’d 
been holding. The outer edge of 
each eyebrow drops, hanging down 
from inner edge so both are 
nearly vertical) 

By my warm pits open up to what don’t know 
Stay cloudless but not crinkled and let full  

(EYEBROWS 1 and 2 puncture fake 
blood bag, which drips down from 
eyebrow tips and is funneled 
towards center and off stage, 
through nostril shaped gates.) 

past down to nose - you see, what smells  
Right’s fine in me 
I’m ripe cave sesame 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 6:  Bunker mates 
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CHARACTERS 

Sergeant:     in green army fatigues, barefoot 

Lieutenant:    in gray army fatigues, barefoot 

SETTING:   We are inside a shared cement bunker,  
during wartime. It is late at night. A 
bunk bed at center stage, next to a 
table with a lit candle and framed 
photo. A large map with red X-marks 
hangs from backstage wall. 

AT RISE:   SERGEANT and LIEUTENANT are inside bunk  
beds. SERGEANT, on top. LIEUTENANT, on 
bottom. Both are tossing and turning 
restlessly, breathing heavily.  

(LIEUTENANT grazes hand across 
floor, feeling around for watch. 
He picks it up, squints at its 
face. SERGEANT pokes his head 
down to face LIEUTENANT.  

The rest of the scene is 
performed as a kind of musical, 
with movements reflecting lines, 
to be choreographed during 
production.)  

LIEUTENANT    
It’s two. 

SERGEANT     
Again 

LIEUTENANT    
Why not 

SERGEANT     
Let us 

LIEUTENANT    
degenerate 
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SERGEANT     
or venerate 

LIEUTENANT    
on being 

SERGEANT     
time’s production 

LIEUTENANT    
past production, name plates 

(SERGEANT and LIEUTENANT sit up 
in bed, remove dog tags and 
place them on the edge of 
respective bunks.)  

SERGEANT     
Instructions like a suction cup 

LIEUTENANT    
In sucking minds through low ends 

(SERGEANT and LIEUTENANT remove 
covers. LIEUTENANT stands. 
SERGEANT descends bed ladder and 
comes to face LIEUTENANT.) 

SERGEANT     
Let us 69 now on this cot 

LIEUTENANT    
My army bunk 

SERGEANT     
A camp site 

LIEUTENANT    
In plain site 

SERGEANT     
In cave’s eye 

LIEUTENANT    
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This looks 

(inching closer towards each 
other) 

SERGEANT     
Right?  

(placing hand softly on 
LIEUTENANT’s shoulder) 

LIEUTENANT    
I don’t know 

SERGEANT     
How could we  

LIEUTENANT    
You 

SERGEANT     
(looking towards framed photo of 
himself smiling next to female 
on table next to candle)  

She 

LIEUTENANT    
(looking towards crucifix nailed 
on board between bunks)  

He 

SERGEANT     
(towards ceiling)  

It 

LIEUTENANT    
(towards map on back wall)  

Them  

SERGEANT     
(towards LIEUTENANT)  

And this stance  
(stepping onto LIEUTENANT’s 
feet) 

LIEUTENANT    
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On bottom leeching holes  
(tugging at SERGEANT’S 
waistband) 

SERGEANT     
To sucking past what’s in us 

LIEUTENANT    
Flushing juice to brain pipe 

SERGEANT     
I’ve staggered twice  

(LIEUTENANT moves as if to jump, 
SERGEANT loses balance)  

LIEUTENANT     
(smiling, warmly)  

Three times 

SERGEANT     
(defeated)  

I’m as dry as fig end 

LIEUTENANT    
(coyly)   

Caught between back teeth 

(LIEUTENANT and SERGEANT begin 
circling each other)  

SERGEANT     
Your meat is stale 

LIEUTENANT    
And yours too sweet 

SERGEANT     
Too neat 

LIEUTENANT    
Unused 

SERGEANT     
To your end 
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LIEUTENANT    
Wives 

SERGEANT     
To your end 

LIEUTENANT    
Whys 

SERGEANT     
Too tall and 

LIEUTENANT    
Wide 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 12: As seen through spoken 
owl 
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CHARACTERS 

Owl:      in sweatband, white tank top, turquoise  
shorts 

Mom:    female, in generic summer outfit 

Dad:    male, in generic summer outfit 

Kid:    3-5 years old, in generic summer outfit 

SETTING:    We are at Muscle Beach. Gym  
equipment is spread across stage, 
against backdrop of sea and 
horizon. A stationary exercise 
bike sits in the middle of the 
stage. The back wheel is attached 
to the base and framed by red 
fairy lights. The front wheel is 
attached by a rod that connects to 
the handle bar and is framed by 
green fairy lights. The bike is 
elevated and inclined upwards, 
with a basket in front. 

AT RISE:    Seagulls and waves sound in  
distance. OWL is riding stationary 
exercising bike at slow, steady 
speed, concentrating heavily.  

OWL    
(to audience) 

This is looking at a wall  
(back lights blink) 

verses looking out the window  
(front lights blink) 

This choosing  
(picking up speed, sweating) 

making what you see   
(MOM, DAD and KID enter stage left, sweating, placing faces 
near front wheel to cool off.) 

KID 
(into fan, amused) 

Ahhhhhhhhhh 
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OWL 
This is becoming all  

(wiping sweat from brow, gulping 
for air. KID goes to back wheel 
and starts to put finger inside 
spokes. MOM and DAD gasp and 
leap in time for prevention, and 
together, walk offstage. Owl 
gets up from seat and rides 
standing up, still gasping/
panting.) 

This sky directing  
(removes leaves from bike basket 
and throws them so they’re blown 
by wind from wheels) 

This flap flailing  
(removes branches from basket 
and throws them so they catch in 
spokes, hampering cycling) 

This just moving  
(removes dirt from basket and 
throws it so it goes through 
both wheels and drops) 

Depends on no walls  
(rain falls from sky. OWL turns 
to face audience)  

Depends what you consider a wall  
(rain gathers into stream. OWL 
turns back to look ahead) 

Depends on the wall  
(stream turns to jagged waves) 

Depends on upending  
(bike headlight beams green in 
three directions between waves, 
now quickly approaching bike. 
Waves overtake/collide into 
bike. Owl yelling over 
commotion.)  

Tearing sharing baring all  
(Owl is thrown off bike and 
undressed during collision. OWL 
ruffles feathers.) 

Meaning ‘flea’ dust, kind  
(walking towards center of 
stage, more owl like than human.  
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  OWL (Cont.) 
(Recites lines as if glitching, 
reverting back to animal.) 

Unlike me who  me  who me  who me? 
(turns head 180 degrees, facing 
audience) 

Do you have my   best 
    my well 
My be my interests in  in mind? Unlike me 
Unlikely, if asking  un surely  unkind 

(Owl walks off stage.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Act V: Dream states: Wits 

Scene 1: Shadow boxing former 
stakes  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CHARACTERS 

Voice 1:     high-pitched child, gender  
    indistinguishable, as if neutralized by  

helium 

Voice 2:     distorted, underwater 

Time 1:     from Act I scene 3 

Time 2:     from Act I Scene 3  

Frozen father:  from Act I Scene 4 

Elephant:     from Act II  Scene 3 

Face 1:     from Act II  Scene 4 

Face 2:     from Act II  Scene 4 

Ghost 2:    from Act III  Scene 1 

Officer:     from Act III  Scene 7 

Pussy:      from Act III  Scene 10 

Owl:      from Act III  Scene 12 

Female:     neutral, unaffected 

SETTING:    Each scene in ACT IV is a lucid  
dream. In Scene 1, the dream is 
set on stage. The back wall is 
blue and precut into cubes with 
images of characters from previous 
scenes. The cubes are placed in 
the same position as numbers 10-2 
on an analog clock, where: 10 - 
FROZEN FATHER; 11 - ELEPHANT; 12 - 
GHOST 2; 1 - PUSSY,  2 - OFFICER.  
OWL is precut into a circle, and 
positioned at the clock’s center.   
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Two long hands are precut and 
positioned at 9 and 3. The shapes 
are not yet discernible in the 
opening light.  

AT RISE    The stage is empty. The shapes cut  
     within the back wall are not yet  

discernible. 

VOICE 1     
(off) 

I’m in the sky can finally breathe  

VOICE 2    
(off) 

in blue 

(As TIME 1 and TIME 2 deliver 
lines, pillars are erected at 
different ends of the stage. 
Pillar one, constructed as a 
match, at back left stage. 
Pillar two, constructed as a 
blunt, at front stage right.) 

TIME 1    
Oh alright. Here  

(pillar one erects) 

TIME 2    
Hear Oh, all right  

(pillar two erects) 

(Character cubes illuminate, 
protrude and retract as 
respective lines are delivered.)  

FROZEN FATHER  
(at 10)   

I'm locked away in squares of white 
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OFFICER     
(at 2) 

I’m trapped behind a rod of steel 

ELEPHANT     
(at 11) 

I'm caught within a static state 

OWL      
(at clock center) 

I’m circling too wide, agape 

PUSSY      
(at 1, seductively)  

Mind the gap 

GHOST 2     
(at 12, cautiously)  

Watch the gate 

VOICE 1     
Or wait 

VOICE 2     
Or don’t  

(Pillars collapse inward at a 
diagonal and intersect with one 
another on floor at stage 
center) 

FEMALE      
Leave blank  

(pillars are dragged offstage) 
to glow  
to fade  

(Lights out.)  
  

FACE 1     
(left long hand lights at 9)  

Here I say 
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FACE 2    
(right long hand lights at 3)  

Hear you say 

FACE 1    
(left long hand drops to 8)  

Here you say 

FACE 2    
(right long hand drops to 4)  

Hear I say 

FACE 1    
(left long hand drops to 7)   

Here I state 

FACE 2 
(right long hand drops to 5)   

Here you state 

FACE 1    
(left long hand drops to 6) 

Here I say 

FACE 2    
(right long hands drops to 6, 
knocking into left long hand)   

You say 

FACE 1    
(long hands retract)   

I say 

(Lights out. Cubes at 10 and 2 
protrude, illuminated.) 

FROZEN FATHER    
I hear 

OFFICER     
You say 
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(Long hands move up clock 
rapidly to 2. Bottom hand drops 
to 5; together, forming shape of 
open mouth.) 
  

ALL CHARACTERS     
Heresy! 

(Cube lights of 10 and 2 go out. 
Resume, as if blinking.) 

ALL CHARACTERS     
Hear 

(Cube lights of 10 and 2 go out. 
Resume, as if blinking.) 

ALL CHARACTERS    
Say 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  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Scene 2: Crowdsource email blast 
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CHARACTERS 

Musician:     female in flashy gold stage clothes,  
platform shoes, heavy makeup  

Sponsor:    male, in suit and tie - body and  
clothes painted to align with colored 
frames  

SETTING:    We are inside the content of an  
email marketing campaign. A free-
standing door, divided evenly into 
three frames, is at stage center, 
representing the subject, body and 
call to action of each email. The 
top frame is painted red, the 
middle yellow, and bottom green. 
Inside each frame are white 
retractible screens. 

AT RISE:    MUSICIAN is standing, hidden  
behind door. 

(The top screen slides open, 
revealing the face/neck of 
MUSICIAN. A red light 
illuminates from behind the 
frame.) 

MUSICIAN     
(smiling, enthusiastic)  

Support a local artist! 
(The top screen retracts. The 
middle screen slides open, 
revealing the torso of MUSICIAN 
behind a hip-level table with a 
keyboard on top, now typing and 
reading simultaneously)  

My album, ‘Hell’s the place for me I swear’, is almost 
finished. If you sign up, it’ll drop in ten days. 

(The screen retracts. The bottom 
screen slides open, revealing 
MUSICIAN’s legs and gold shoes, 
pointed inwards as a triangle.)   
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     MUSICIAN (Cont.) 
Check out my funding page here. 

(The bottom screen retracts. 
Lights out. Lights on. The top 
screen slides open. MUSICIAN, 
smiling, enthusiastic)  

Thanks for signing up!  
(The screen retracts. The middle 
screen slides open, typing and 
reading simultaneously) 

I’m 10 supporters away from releasing HTYPFMIS (Hell’s the 
place for me I swear). Please pass this onto friends!  

(The screen retracts. The bottom 
screen slides open. Legs and 
shoes, now pointing outwards.)    

Sharing makes the world go round! 
(The bottom screen retracts. 
Lights out. Lights on. The top 
screen slides open. MUSICIAN,    
smiling, enthusiastic)  

My gift to you 
(The screen retracts. The middle 
screen slides open, now typing 
and reading simultaneously) 

Here’s a close up of your name tattooed along my chin.  
(The screen retracts. Botton 
screen opens and is replaced 
with a black screen. It closes. 
Lights out. MUSICIAN exits 
stage. 

MUSICIAN’s door is removed from 
stage, replaced by a larger 
door, with lights fastened to 
the outside of frames, following 
the same color scheme as frames 
on MUSICIAN’s door: red, yellow, 
green. Lights on. 

The top screen illuminates. Its 
screen retracts, revealing 
SPONSOR’s head and neck, painted 
red.) 
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SPONSOR    
(seductively)  

Love local music? 
(The top screen retracts. The 
middle slides open, revealing 
SPONSOR’s torso, painted yellow, 
behind keyboard desk. SPONSOR 
reading and typing 
simultaneously)  

Join our invite-only network of the hottest shows in town. 
Gig Detector is the only app connecting real musicians to 
real fans using live algorithmic content tracking. That 
means real tips in real time wherever you really are. 

Membership’s free and so is cancellation. Opt out at any 
time and leave the rest to us.  

(The screen retracts. The bottom 
screen slides open, revealing 
SPONSOR’s legs and gold tipped 
shoes. His left foot is pumping 
a larger button up and down, 
making the frame’s green lights 
blink.) 

We know you love great tunes. Why not make it official? 
(The screen retracts. Lights 
out. Lights on. The top frame 
illuminates. The screen 
retracts. SPONSOR, with 
conviction)  

Die hard fans get dedication 
The screen retracts. The middle 
frame illuminates. The screen 
retracts, now reading and typing 
simultaneously) 

You know the one thing standing between dreams and glory? 
Passion. Commitment. Perseverance. If it wasn’t for fans 
like you, the greats may have stopped at good. Or settled 
for just alright. Hell, if no one went to see ‘em, they 
might’ve never made it past sucking. Remained off key their 
whole lives. 

We know making it to shows isn’t always easy. So to show 
how dedicated we are to bringing you the best performances 
in the blink of an eye, we’ve attached a close-up of a text 
you never knew you sent.  
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(The screen retracts. The bottom 
screen illuminates. The screen 
slides open and is replaced with 
a black screen with white text:    
‘I watched days of our lives’ 

The screen retracts. The top 
screen illuminates and slides 
open too quickly, so part of it 
gets stuck along the way.  
SPONSOR, sadistically/wildly)  

Bonus! 
(The screen retracts abruptly. 
The middle frame illuminates. 
The screen slides open. SPONSOR 
reading and typing 
simultaneously - now 
feverishly.) 

Here's a close up of some text you may have flagged unsafe. 
(The screen retracts. The bottom 
frame illuminates. The screen 
slides open, revealing SPONSOR 
doing a jig and then quickly 
replacing screen with a black 
screen with white text: ‘I wept 
to keep trace’ 

The screen retracts. Lights out. 
Lights on. The top frame 
illuminates. The screen slides 
open. SPONSOR, with hair and 
collar slightly disheveled, 
feigning remorse) 

Sorry to see you go! 
(The screen retracts slowly. The 
middle frame illuminates. The 
screen slides open. SPONSOR 
reading and typing 
simultaneously - now in long, 
drawn out syllables/motions.) 

Fill in the blank to opt out 
(The screen retracts. The bottom 
frame illuminates. The screen 
slides open slowly, revealing 
SPONSOR now wearing MUSICIAN’s 
shoes.  
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(The screen is replaced with a 
black screen with white text: 
‘Who is the ______ next door?’) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 3:  Brainstorm  
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CHARACTERS 

Art:      male, in colorful tee and jeans with a  
glass bottle of chocolate milk sticking 
out of right side pocket 

Copy:      female, in black tee and jeans 

BS:      as brainstorm, in upside gray/brown  
cyclone costume, with tip of cyclone at 
feet 

SETTING:    We are inside a brainstorm meeting  
between ART and COPY in a room at 
an ad agency. There’s a table in 
the center of stage. A white 
poster with a large popcorn kernel 
next to black text: ’Brief SHRINK 
WRAPPED KERNELS’ hangs on back 
stage wall above table. 

AT RISE:     ART (right) and COPY (left) sit at 
opposite ends of a table. COPY 
thumbing through a stack of 
papers.) 

COPY     
(to right side of stage)  

All set for the cold read! 
(handing ART top few pages of 
paper stack) 

(BS enters stage left and stands 
in front of poster between ART 
and COPY, who angle their chairs 
towards BS. COPY hands BS 
papers. BS scans them.) 

COPY     
(to BS)  

This is just a voice over, use a different voice for each 
line. 

(BS nods, clears throat)  
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BS    
(alluring)  

Knock knock! 
(responsive, enthusiastic)  

Orville rescue pop! 
(inquisitive)  

What kind of shows do you watch? 
(deadpan)  

I more or less tune in to pop. 
(holding script at sides, looks 
eagerly at ART and COPY) 

ART    
Isn’t he supposed to ask, "Who's there?" 

COPY     
Oh shit, you’re right. 

(BS’s shoulders droop.) 

ART    
Let’s just jump to the live action. 

COPY     
(to ART)  

Okay, this one’s in court, between a judge and a Court 
Marshall.  

(to BS, handing him more papers)  
The Court Marshall, character 1, is going to be like the 
brand mascot, so he can be kind of over the top. 

(BS nods, clears throats, hops 
back and forth to perform each 
character’s line.)  

BS   
(hops on right foot, as 
character 1, with hand on chest)  

Honest seeds, inflate my bag, my badge 
(hops on left foot, as character 
2) 

You swear? 
   BS (Cont.) 
(hops on right foot, as 
character 1,)  

I promise 
(hops on left foot, as character 
2) 
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     BS (Cont.)  
Pledge then 

(hops on right foot, as 
character 1, mimes placing 
something flat inside a 
microwave and setting timer, 
closing door)     

Locked in 
(hops on left foot, as character 
2) 

Seal proof?  
(makes microwave beeping sounds, 
hops on right foot, as character 
1, mimes retrieving bag from 
microwave, opening it and 
handing it to judge)  

Your honor,  taste.  
(with both feet on ground, in 
neutral tone)  

Court gasps, amazed 
(hops on right foot, as 
character 1, with hand on chest)  

With mine on the line, for every beaded changeling 

COPY     
(whispering to ART)  

He’s talking about honor, get it? 
(ART waves off, shushes COPY) 

BS    
(hops on left foot, as character 
2, skeptically)  

But would they do the same for you? 
(hops on right foot, as 
character 1, with conviction)  

I lead with faith in midday snacks - all bright and no big 
deal. 

(holds script at sides, looking 
eagerly towards ART and COPY. 
COPY gives a thumbs up to BS.)  

COPY     
(turning towards ART)  

And here I’d imagine popcorn falling from the ceiling, 
filling the courtroom and everyone eating and dancing 
around in it.  
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ART     
(skeptically)  

You think the brand manager's gonna go for that? 

COPY     
Oh, I hadn’t really factored…I mean, he does look like 
someone who watches crime shows. 

(ART raises eyebrows, looking 
down at script. He waves away 
BS, who walks offstage with 
slumped shoulders.) 

ART    
(rising from chair, tossing 
papers on table)  

Wanna get tacos? 

COPY     
Nah, I brought in lunch from home. But if you’re going, get 
me one to to warm up.  

ART    
You're the only one who uses the toaster. 

COPY     
(rising from chair, looking at 
bottle sticking out ART’s jean 
pocket)  

You’re the only who drinks vending machine chocolate milk 

(Beeps sound from ART’s watch) 

ART   
(looking at watch)  

Shit we have that meeting now anyway. 

ART 
  (facing COPY) 
Thank you for 
noticing. 
  (laughs)

COPY 
  (facing ART) 
Thank you for 
noticing. 
  (laughs)
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COPY     
Oh fuck, right.  

(COPY’s stomach growls loudly. 
COPY and ART look down at 
stomachs with exaggerated sad 
faces, walk off stage.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 4: Hamlet past life as a 
toadstool 
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CHARACTERS 

Hamlet:     male, as toadstool mushroom, wearing  
red spotted mushroom cap on head 

Forager 1:     fat, belly sticking out of tattered  
clothes, with walking stick 

Forager 2:    thin, in oversized tattered clothes,  
    with rucksack 
  
SETTING:     We are inside a forest, painted as  

a backdrop on a scroll over 
backstage wall. There’s a dark  
muddy pond, one large rock and 
mushrooms, trees and stumps 
scattered across the stage.  

AT RISE:    FORAGERS 1 and 2 walking around  
stage, crouching down, examining 
and discarding different 
mushrooms. They look back and 
forth at each other, shrug, 
continue to search.  

(FORAGER 2 walks around the 
edger of pond, trips and slips 
inside, standing up. Mud comes 
to his knees. He tries to use 
his rucksack to pull himself 
out. It breaks.) 

FORAGER 2   
Hey gimme a hand over here.  

(FORAGER 1 walks to the pond’s 
edge.) 

FORAGER 1     
Just a little mud – up we go  

(rolling up sleeves, attempts to 
pull FORAGER 2 out from pond. 
Fails.)  

Strange. Seems like your  feet are caught on something. 
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FORAGER 2      
(in panic)  

I think it might be quick sand. Go and grab your stick 
there. Quick! 

(squirms around in mud while 
FORAGER 1 retrieves stick.) 

FORAGER 1     
(holding out stick)  

Alright here we go. 1…2… 

(FORAGER 1 tries multiple times, 
with increased grunting, sweat 
to pull out FORAGER 1, failing. 
HAMLET enters stage right and 
crouches down behind rock, 
watching FORAGERS 1 and 2, 
amused. At the beginning of 
FORAGER 1’s mightiest attempt, 
HAMLET leaps out from  behind 
the rock. Startled, the force of 
FORAGER 1’s leap backwards pulls 
FORAGER 2 out of pond. They lie 
at the pond’s edge in shock, 
breathing heavily, staring at 
HAMLET.)  

HAMLET    
(ceremoniously, dramatically)  

To sink or swim, nay win, good men, is to expand 

FORAGER 1     
(quietly to FORAGER 2, with eyes 
stuck on HAMLET)  

You see him too, dontcha? 
(FORAGER 2 nods, mouth agape, 
staring at HAMLET.)  

HAMLET    
I’m here as much as you, ya’ here?  
     HAMLET (Cont.) 

(laughing, leaping around) 
Or as much as you’ll let me. 
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   HAMLET (Cont.) 
(leaning in towards FORAGERS, 
gazing directly into both their 
eyes.)  

Whaddayasay?  
(FORAGERS nod) 

Stupendous! Now – where was I? Ah yes.  
(leaping to the other side of 
stage, turning back to FORAGERS)  

Expansion  
(clears throat, theatrically) 

Expand we must, to do time just 

FORAGER 1     
But sir, I've problems with my middle. Weight already 
round.  

(gazing down at protruding 
belly)  

HAMELT  
(inspecting belly, nodding to 
himself then abruptly pulling at 
FORAGER 1’s belt)  

Cast off your belted crutch!  
(As belt’s removed, FORAGER 1’s 
pants button pops off, releasing 
his belly. He breathes a sigh of 
relief.) 

HAMLET    
(knowingly)  

For to grow wide is to escape  

FORAGER 1    
Do you suggest a pants-free way? 

HAMLET    
I say, "Change shape!" to each I own 

FORAGER 2    
(dreamily) 

I’d love elastic, rubber legs 
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(HAMLET leaps onto a tree 
stump.)  

HAMLET    
(looking down, placing hand over 
heart and breathing deeply)  

My heart beats out a green moss patch 
To breathe is to escape 

FORAGER 1    
How so? 

HAMLET    
(squats down, delivers lines as 
if counting)  

Inflate is to float up 
Float up is to be on 
Be on as in beyond 
On yonder to be saved 
A way to being waste 
As in to have be part of world 

FORAGER 2    
(removes hat to scratch head, 
confused)  

But surely bees can hive or hide, make honey, dig in diving 

HAMLET    
(now rising, turning away, 
waving hand in display, hops to 
another point of stage)  

To that good sir, I must stand and wave, to carry on once 
more 

(begins squirming, delivers 
lines with held breath, as if 
underwater) 

For waves, you see feet down on shore 
And once again in lungs above 
inside with gills 
through sand leaf floor  

(letting out breath, collapses 
onto tree catching breath) 
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     HAMLET (Cont.) 
To be to die for certain 

(spins around tree to face 
FORAGERS, seductively)  

Meaning all your dice will roll 

FORAGER 1    
Do any kill? Which who would throw?  

HAMLET    
(casually)  

The underscore, or safe, is bones 
(lifting finger to lips, in 
thought)  

To kill or shave, think twice or tame 
Frame too I think.. or maim. Or was it count? 

FORAGER 2    
Or hang? 

HAMLET    
(shrugging)  

Rings true as any other. 

FORAGER 1    
(skeptically)  

In gest? 

HAMLET   
 (turning away, looking down, 
distraught)  

I guess, as sanity’s twin brother 

(FORAGERS turn towards one another, shrug in confusion and 
get up to follow HAMLET.) 

FORAGER 1    
I’m not quite sure – 

(HAMLET turns to face FORAGERS 
abruptly, cutting off FORAGER 1) 

HAMLET    
(shouting, defensively) 
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     HAMLET (Cont.) 
These spores parse out no numbers!  

(ripping underlining strings 
from mushroom cap and flings 
them across stage. FORAGERS turn 
towards one another, shrug in 
confusion.) 

HAMLET    
(distraught)  

Release free, my only words 

FORAGER 2   
 (hopeful)  

To take as dinner? 

HAMLET    
(shrugging, turning away, quiet)  

Answer just, or question yours 

(FORAGERS scramble to catch up 
with HAMLET who is now walking 
quickly around stage as if to 
escape) 

FORAGER 1    
(shouting, desperately)  

But which one? 

FORAGER 2    
(shouting, desperately) 

Or where - how? 

HAMLET    
(nearly offstage)  

In graveless gravy, site or store  
(exits stage) 

(FORAGERS look out beyond where 
HAMLET exited, shrugging to one 
another.)  
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(HAMLET returns nonchalantly, 
walks past FORAGERS as if they 
were invisible. Looks out to 
address audience.) 

HAMLET    
Forgive me. How could I forget?  

(smiling disingenuously, HAMLET 
bows, pauses, rises, bows again 
and exits stage.  

FORAGERS turn towards one 
another, shrug, mimic HAMLET’S 
bow awkwardly.) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE)  
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Scene 5: Mobile 
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CHARACTERS 

1:      male, in white 

2:      female, in white 

SETTING:   We are inside the content of moving  
scenery. The scroll on which the 
backdrop of the previous scene was 
painted is now visible and being pulled 
back and forth from both sides offstage 
throughout scene, staying in constant 
motion. The pond, rock, mushrooms and 
trees from the previous are scattered 
across the stage, unchanged.  

AT RISE:   1 and 2 opposite sides of stage. 1 is  
tossing a beachball size globe of white 
fairy lights up and down. 2 is 
watching, waiting with eager 
anticipation for globe. 

(1 tosses globe to 2 who tosses 
it up and down, and then back to 
1, starting a steady back and 
forth) 

1 
(as announcement)    

Take one: the bright stillness buzzing between us is a 
globe of luciferase acting upon luciferin in the presence 
of ions, air and some word ending in ‘sine’. 

2 
(as announcement)    

Take two: the bright stillness buzzing between us is a ball 
of glowing bug butts, in temporary white 

(A cylinder of fairy lights is 
tossed onto stage and becomes 
the object tossed between 1 and 
2. The globe is left on the 
ground.)  
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1    
Shaped into a barrel the following summer 

2    
You: at rim, in flight 
by center maybe 
dead below two trees 

Me: dung on one of one’s six feet 
or splitting from a rooted seed 

(1 & 2 begin kicking the globe 
back and forth, continuing to 
toss the cylinder.) 

1    
In this globe, we share night sky 

2    
as barrel bug leg pinball 

1    
in tunnel ladder treadmill 

2    
I say the same things over, twice 

1    
which form’s your preference 

2    
Why? 

1     
To care 

2    
Why? 

1    
Not slice 
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(tossing, kicking ceases. 1 
picks up cylinder, stands it up 
in the center of stage, 2 picks 
up globe, holds it over cylinder 
to form an ‘i’ while reciting 
lines.) 

1    
In ‘embryonic’  

2    
I change ‘y’ to ‘i’ 

(2 balances and then releases 
globe on top of cylinder. 2 and 
1 back away from objects 
carefully.)  

1    
And sleep upon a microscope  

2    
And wake up for explanation 

1    
I want to want to not want that  

2    
(retrieving globe, placing it 
over head like helmet)  

To no more square lip sound jars  

1    
(retrieving cylinder, crawling 
below it and standing up from 
within it.)  

To jaws without walled corners 

2    
To not a place to hide  

(removing globe from head, 1 
exiting cylinder) 
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1    
I trust a site at once  

(tossing cylinder up to 
backdrop, which catches onto a 
branch) 

2    
Or else it freezes  

(climbing onto 1’s shoulders) 

1    
This light  

(walking to backdrop) 

2    
This flight  

(trying to remove cylinder from 
backdrop while startling 1’s 
neck) 

1    
All buts between  

(swaying, unsteady under weight 
of 2) 

(BLACKOUT) 

(END OF SCENE) 
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Scene 6: Message 

CHARACTERS 

Satan:      offstage, in voices of various  
characters from Acts 1-3 (director’s/
actor’s choice) 

Sleeper:     female in thigh length white teeshirt,  
    underwear 

SETTING:    We are inside the bedroom of  
SLEEPER. Empty, except for a 
mattress, without sheets, lying in 
the center of floor. 

AT RISE:    SLEEPER is lying on mattress,  
turning over occasionally, with 
both hands inside her underwear. 

SATAN     
(from above, through ceiling 
speakers)  

My name is Satan. You may remember my funeral implanted in 
your memory as a dream, but with more weight and so 
creviced deeper than those of bodily events. 

(SLEEPER becomes still, except 
for hands/wrists moving and 
burrowing deeper inside 
underwear.) 

And now you realize  
See: fine. Discover  
It’s no dream or one at all 
that fits your former meaning   
something orchestral, design 
of minds below, a thing 
by someone else  
Because the cursive hand  
writes just like yours 
who else would is 
which else could from 
You’ve seen been coming  all along 
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(SLEEPER wakes up somewhat 
startled, looks around, removes 
hands from underwear which are 
covered in blood. She splays 
fingers apart and raises hands 
up to a pose of surrender, 
scanning the stage) 

SATAN    
(from speakers in right side of 
stage, casually) 

Forget about the cloth. Red suits you 
Will fade to pink in time 

(SLEEPER, confused, looks around 
to locate voice. SATAN, 
reassuringly)  

I’m something you know but cannot see 
I’m deep for miles, fields: conjecture and there’s nowhere 
you can place a foot or even poke with finger. Approaching 
moves alone would start and speed my dissipation.  

(SLEEPER gets up, walks around 
stage in search of voice. SATAN, 
encouraging)  

Of course you can try 
I encourage you to do little else besides 
For a while at least. As long or until  you’re not 
afraid of what you could, of what you will, make or find 

(from ceiling speakers) 
Remember next time hurt or urging feet 
Fall flat and turn  along the floor 

Head back, my well 
To see just you while 
Tears attempt to pinpoint  
reenact your true involvement 

SLEEPER    
(in the last voice used by 
SATAN)  

Can you wait for them to still?  
(surprised by own voice, makes 
to go back to sleep on mattress, 
moves to child’s pose.)  
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(After a few seconds, SLEEPER 
rolls to other side of mattress, 
and exits stage through back 
curtain.) 

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF ACT)  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Epilogue: Silent night 

CHARACTERS 

Child:   male, between 6-8 years old 

Mother:   female, mid-40’s, generic dress 

Brother:     indistinguishable sex, between 2-5  
years old 

Sibling:    indistinguishable sex, between  
10-12 years old 

Woman:     indistinguishable age, with unibrow,  
naked 

SETTING:    We are in a backyard during a  
cyclone. The backdrop scroll of 
painted forest from Act V Scene 5 
hangs on back wall, with a cyclone 
made of string attached to it. A 
sandbox where the pond was placed.  

AT RISE:    A whiffle ball is thrown into the  
cyclone from offstage. It hangs, 
caught within string, then drops 
inside the sandbox.  

(Lights out. Cyclone removed. 
Lights on. CHILD enters stage 
right, eyeing whiffle ball with 
curiosity then is joined by 
MOTHER, BROTHER, who don’t pay 
it much attention. SIBLING cries 
offstage. All three perk up and 
exit towards crying.  

Lights out. Thunder sounds. Rain 
drops from ceiling, sinking 
whiffle in place. 

Lights on. CHILD, BROTHER, and 
SIBLING enter stage right 
towards sandbox, begin tossing 
whiffle back and forth. A 
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hurricane blows through stage, 
catching whiffle mid-flight.  

Backdrop scrolls through three 
different cities behind flying 
whiffle, followed by CHILD, 
SIBLING and BROTHER. The sky 
shows progression of day to 
night three times. SIBLING and 
CHILD intermittently 
piggybacking BROTHER while the 
other keeps track of whiffle’s 
place.  

The whiffle ball drops and 
knocks into the edge of a stable 
situated just off stage right. 
As CHILD, SIBLING and BROTHER 
approach, it’s pushed from side 
onto stage. CHILD opens door. 2 
mirrors and coat hang on its 
other side. Beyond it, one long 
cot. Inside, it’s lifting, 
breathing. Strands of brown 
hair, some light, stick out from 
top. Rustling as CHILD 
approaches bed. Legs part, unite 
below a dark blue see-through 
blanket. BROTHER cries. CHILD 
and SIBLING stand nervously in 
place, breathing deeply.  

WOMAN rises from bed, mouth wet, 
glistening as wind blows light 
through door, shut then open. 
Above it, low-pitched chimes, 
calming cries of BROTHER, breath 
of SIBLING, CHILD. Regarding one 
another, all four smile. CHILD 
slides tongue across his teeth. 
And then a finger, back and 
forth, catching attention of 
others. His eyebrows furl. Eyes 
stare off, distant. He begins 
pushing and pulling using 
pointer, middle, thumb. 
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A tooth falls out, hits floor 
and bounces towards the WOMAN’s 
feet. She takes it in her palm, 
and wipes the blood off with a 
nearby shawl. She puts tooth 
inside pocket, wraps shawl 
around her body. Blood drips 
from CHILD’s mouth, onto 
BROTHER’s onesie. WOMAN wipes 
remains of sleep from eyes and 
mouth. The CHILD mimics, 
bloodying his top right hand and 
shrieks in wonder at the sight. 
SIBLING laughs. BROTHER spins 
the handle of a storing-things 
device. 

WOMAN guides them beyond bed 
where a wooden table, chairs and 
bowl of fruit appear on stage. 
SIBLING, eyes low then towards a 
pear. WOMAN tilts and empties 
bowl. Apples roll. Two pears 
stay still. WOMAN grabs one, 
bites it, walks through door and 
outside stable.   

Wind blows against her shawl. 
CHILD, sibling, brother watch 
from inside window. WOMAN 
readjusts with pear in mouth and 
looks out where clouds meet 
ground of backdrop. Dirt dusts 
her feet. She circles stable 
then walks off, exiting stage. 

SIBLING takes pear to mouth. Wet 
sucking sounds. CHILD and 
BROTHER laugh. SIBLING bites 
half into parts with top row 
teeth and hands them out to 
others. Juice smirrors with 
blood, the open mouth of CHILD 
outlines orange and funnels into 
drops. 
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Loose grains from table stick to 
elbows, forearms. Some wipe over 
mouths, get stuck in hairs. Some 
carried in by tongues, coughed 
or spit out later. Some brush 
off onto cotton, pant legs. Some 
unstick, become the floor.  

A yawn. Then two around the 
table. Six shoes removed by 
SIBLING, CHILD, BROTHER in a 
zigzag line from fruit to bed.  

Wide huddled mound in near-black 
blue. Covers rising, falling 
during backdrop’s fade from gray 
to dusk to stars. Fairy lights 
illuminate around the bed.  

Later, untangling slow, SIBLING, 
CHILD, BROTHER rise one by one, 
awakened by a bright moon-ball 
now bouncing swinging rolling 
over different points of stage.  

(BLACK OUT) 

(END OF EPILOGUE)


